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National Parkinson Week, 1974 
By the President of the United States of America 

A "Proclamation 

Parkinson's disease is one of the most devastating afflictions threaten
ing our older population. Experts have estimated that one in forty Ameri
cans past mid-life may develop the disorder. Over the centuries, it has 
caused incalculable suffering. 

Nine years ago, when National Parkinson Week was first proclaimed, 
the outlook for Parkinson's disease patients was one of increasing dark
ness. Today, however, the prospect is one of dawning hope. Because of 
progress in drug treatment, thousands of Americans formerly disabled 
by Parkinson's disease are now leading more normal lives. Yet the battle 
is not won. Although drugs presently control the symptoms of Parkinson's 
disease, they do not cure or arrest it. Because the cause is still unknown, 
prevention is not possible. 

With the great strides which have been made in treatment, however, 
we have reason to hope that research will soon find the cause of the dis
order and thousands of our older citizens will be spared this disabling 
affliction. In recognition of the need to heighten public awareness of this 
disease, the Congress has, by Public Law 89- 294, authorized and re
quested the President to proclaim annually National Parkinson Week. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, GERALD R. FORD, President of the 
United States of America, do hereby proclaim the week beginning Octo
ber 27 as National Parkinson Week, 1974. I invite the Governors of the 
States, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and other areas subject to the 
jurisdiction of the United States to issue similar proclamations. 

I also call upon the Nation's communications media, the medical and 
health professions, Government and private agencies, and individuals 
concerned with Parkinson's disease to sponsor activities during that week 
designed to inform every American of the need for their support as we 
continue in our efforts to prevent and cure Parkinson's disease. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 
twenty-eighth day of October, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred 
seventy-four, and of the Independence of the United States of America 
the one hundred ninety-ninth. 
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National Parkinson Week, 1974 

By the President of the United States of America 

A Proclamation 
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National Parkinson Week, 1974 
By the President of the United States of America 

A Proclamation 

Parkinson's disease is one of the most devastating afflictions threaten
ing our older population. Experts have estimated that one in forty Ameri
cans past mid-life may develop the disorder. Over the centuries, it has 
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the outlook for Parkinson's disease patients was one of increasing dark
ness. Today, however, the prospect is one of dawning hope. Because of 
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National Parkinson Week, 1975 

By the President of the United States of America 

A Proclamation 

Of all the illnesses threatening our older citizens, Parkinson's disease 
is one of the most devastating. One in forty Americans past middle age 
may be afflicted. The human as well as monetary costs are virtually 
incalculable. 

Ten years ago, when the first proclamation of National Parkinson 
Week was issued and signed into law, a diagnosis of Parkinson's disease 
was usually accompanied by advice to the family that little could be done. 
Today, there is much that can be done, and prospects are steadily im
proving. Advances in drug treatment have put many disabled workers 
back on the job and have enabled many retirees to live their normal lives. 
For some, the change has been a real miracle. 

However, the battle is not over. Drugs can control the symptoms of 
Parkinson's disease, but they do not cure or arrest it. Since the cause is 
still unknown, prevention is not possible. Scientists are working constantly 
to find the cause. We must support them so the spectacular research 
momentum of the past ten years can be sustained. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, GERALD R. FORD, President of the 
United States of America, do hereby proclaim the week of October 26, 
1975, as National Parkinson Week. I urge physicians, scientists and 
government and private agencies concerned with Parkinson's disease to 
sponsor activities designed to inform every American of the need to 
continue the struggle and the need of their support. 

I invite the Governors of the States and appropriate local government 
officials to support National Parkinson Week activities, and I urge the 
Nation's mass communications media to join in encouraging all Ameri
cans to heed the message. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this twenty
fifth day of October, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy
five and of the Independence of the United States of America the two 
hundredth. 



National Parkinson Week, 197 5 

By the President of the United States of America 

A Proclamation 

Of all the illnesses threatening our older citizens, Parkinson's disease 
is one of the most devastating. One in forty Americans past middle age 
may be afflicted. The human as well as monetary costs are virtually 
incalculable. 

Ten years ago, when the first proclamation of National Parkinson 
Week was issued and signed into law, a diagnosis of Parkinson's disease 
was usually accompanied by advice to the family that little could be done. 
Today, there is much that can be done, and prospects are steadily im
proving. Advances in drug treatment have put many disabled workers 
back on the job and have enabled many retirees to live their normal lives. 
For some, the change has been a real miracle. 

However, the battle is not over. Drugs can control the symptoms of 
Parkinson's disease, but they do not cure or arrest it. Since the cause is 
still unknown, prevention is not possible. Scientists are working constantly 
to find the cause. We must support them so the spectacular research 
momentum of the past ten years can be sustained. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, GERALD R. FORD, President of the 
United States of America, do hereby proclaim the week of October 26, 
1975, as National Parkinson Week. I urge physicians, scientists and 
government and private agencies concerned with Parkinson's disease to 
sponsor activities designed to inform every American of the need to 
continue the struggle and the need of their support. 

I invite the Governors of the States and appropriate local government 
officials to support National Parkinson Week activities, and I urge the 
Nation's mass communications media to join in encouraging all Ameri
cans to heed the message. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this twenty
fifth day of October, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy
five and of the Independence of the United States of America the two 
hundredth. 
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SUPPORTING THE 

NATIONAL PARKINSON INSTITUTE 

National Parkinson Institute 
1501 N.W. 9th Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33136 
Telephone 324-0156 

October 31, 1974 

New York Office 
135 East 44th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
Telephone 697-8050 

Ms. Margarite McAuliffe 
Off ice of Public Liaison 
White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dear Ms. McAuliffe: 

BOB HOPE 
Honorary 

National Chairman 

PLEASE REPLY TO: 
I50I N.W. NINTH AVENUE 

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33I36 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation o f 
October 29, we are enclosing a list of 
substantial citizens from all sectors, as well 
as our Board members, to whom we would appreciate 
your sending the National Parkinson Foundation 
Proclamation issued by President Gerald R. Ford. 

We are deeply indebted to President Ford. 

Many, many thanks for your cooperation. 

Most respectfully, 

Jeanne Levey, Chairman 

JL/cl 
enc. 

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE. MAY WE SOLICIT YOUR CONSIDERATION FOR ENDOWMENT TO OUR FOUNDATION? 
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November 4, 1974 
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.Dear 

President Ford recently •i1ned a Proclamation deat1natin1 
the week of October 27th a• National Pas-kwon Week, 1974. 
In hia Proclamation th• Pre•tdent •tat••, "Althoqh druaa 
preaently control the •ymptom• of Parldnaon'• di•••••· they 
do not cur• or arr•et it • • • With the areat etridea which 
have been made in treatment, however, w• have reaaon to 
hope that .. •••arch will aoon find the cauae of this diaeb ... 
and thousand• of our older cttlz•n• will be •pared thb dla
abli.ug affliction. " 

The President aaked that I •end you the enclo1ed duplicate 
of hi• National Pa.rkinaon Week Proclamation. a.a a •mall 
remembrance of thi• occaaion. It come• to you with bi• 
very beat wi•h• •. 

Encloave 

Sincerely, 

William R. Baroody• Jr. 
Aatiatam to the President 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 4, 1974 

Dear 

President Ford recently signed a Proclamation designating 
the week of October 27th as National Parkinson Week, 1974. 
In his Proclamation the President states, "Although drugs 
presently control the symptoms of Parkinson's disease, they 
do not cure or arrest it ... With the great strides which 
have been made in treatment, however, we have reason to 
hope that research will soon find the cause of the disorper _ 
and thousands of our older citizens will be spared this dis -
abling affliction. '' 

The President asked that I send you the enclosed duplicate 
of his National Parkinson Week Proclamation as a small 
remembrance of this occasion. It comes to you with his 
very best wishes. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

~d/~~ 
William I. Baroody, Jr. 
Assistant to the President 
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NATIONAL PARKINSON FOUNDATION, INC. 

Members, National Board of Directors 

Mrs. Jeanne Levey, Chairman 
1501 N. W. 9th Ave. 
Miami, Fla. 33136 

Ms. Marion Revenger 
13707 Kendall Lakes Circle, #213 
Miami, Fla. 33143 

Mr. Sidney Schreer 
7001 N. W. 36th Ave. 
Miami, Fla. 33147 

Mr. Jacob Seidman 
2 East 67th St. 
New York, N.Y. 10002 

Mr. Morris Kleinman 
9861 E. Broadview Dr. 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33154 

Mr.Herbert Zemel 
100 N.Biscayne Blvd. 
Miami, Fla. 33132 

Mr. Harold Kravitz 
P.O.Box 176 
Hialeah, Fla. 33011 

Mrs. Alice Hornsby 
c/o Southern Bell 
666 N.W. 79 St. 
Miami, Fla. 33126 

Dr. Irving Lehrman 
1701 Washington Ave. 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33139 

Mr. Harry Shubin 
190 Palm Ave. 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33139 

MR. Nathan Slewett 
5825 Collins Ave. 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33140 

Mr. Meyer Seein, President 
N.Y. Chapter 
400 Madison Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

Mr. Hugo Pollack 
c/o Pollack & Stein 
400 Madison Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

Lee M. Worley, Esq. 
200 S. E. 1st St. 
Miami, Fla. 33131 

Mrs. Flora Frey, Chairman 
Women's Division 
1501 N. W. 9th Ave. 
Miami, Fla. 33136 

Mr. Ir¥ing Frank 
11 Park Place 
New YOrk, N.Y. 10007 
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The Hon. & Mrs. Claude Pepper 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. c. 20515 

Mr. Bob Hope 
10346 Moorpark St. 
No.Hollywood, Calif. 91602 

Edwin J. Boyle, Jr., M.D. 
Miami Heart Institute 
4701 N.Meridian Ave. 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33141 

Mr.Art Forehand, Chief 
Bureau of Community Medical 

Facilities Planning 
1323 Winewood BLvd. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 32301 

The Hon. Harold Rosen 
Mayor, City of Miami Beach 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33139 

The HoD. Maurice Ferre 
Mayor, City of Miami 
City Hall, 3500 Pan American Dr. 
Miami, Fla. 

The Hon. Stephen P. Clark 
MAyor, Metropolitan Dade County 
Dade County Court HOuse 
Miami, Fla. 

The Hon. Reuben O'D.Askew 
Governor, State of Florida 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Leo Fox, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Collaborative and Field Research 
National Instiuute of Neurological 

Diseases & Stroke 
Dept. HEW 
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 

Fred Westall, Ph.D. 
Assistant Research Professor 
Salk Institute 
P.O.Box 1809 
San Diego, Calif. 92112 

E.M. Papper, M.D. 
Vice PRESident for Medical Affairs 

and Dean, School of Medicine 
Univ. of Miami 
P.O.Box 520875, Biscayne Annex 
Miami, Fla. 33152 

Edward w. D. Norton, M.D. 
Bascom PAlmer Eye Institute 
1638 N.W. 10 Ave. 
Miami, Fla. 33136 

Mr.Scott I. Peek, Chairman 
State Hospital Advisory Council 
c/o Data Dynamics, Inc. 
3422 West Kenney Blvd. 
Tampa, Fla. 33609 
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Dr. Edward F. MacNichol, JR. 
Marine Biological Laboratory 
Woods Hole, Mass. 02543 

Th Cas W~: W n~:ger 
th, du e~on & Welfare 

D. 20201 

Donald B. Tower, M.D. 
Director, National Institute of 

Neurological Disease & Stroke 
Dept. of H E w 
National Institutes of Health 
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 

Eldon L. Eagles, M.D. 
Deputy Director, National Institute 

of Neurological Disease and Stroke 
Department of H E W 
National Institutes of Health 
Bethesda, MAryland 20014 

Mr. Walter Knott 
Knott's Berry Farm 
Buena Park, Calif. 90622 

Mrs. Alton L. Jacobson 
2675 Fletcher Pkway, #309 
El Cajon, Calif. 92020 

PAul s. Papavisiliou, M.D. 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Medical Dept. 
Upton, New York 11973 

Mr. Louis Hamburger 
3095 Travelers Tower 
26555 Evergreen 
Southfield, Mich. 48076 

Mr. & Mrs. William Rosenberg 
300 Bay View Dr. Arlen House, Apt. 421 
N.Miami Beach, Fla. 33160 

Mr.Samuel Tucker 
Tucker Charitable Trust 
1274 Kane Concourse 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33154 

Keller Foundation 
Mr. Henry A. Keller 
6070 N.Bay Rd. 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33139 

,_ 
Mr. and Mrs. Rene Aerts 
6141 Donegal Drive 
Orlando, Fla. 32811 

Mr. Eugene Lyons 
220 Madison Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

MR. DeWitt Wallace,Co-Chairman 
Reader's Digest 
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570 
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Mr. Robert A. M.Coppenrath 
President, AGFA-GEVAERT, Inc. 
275 NOrth Street 
Teterboro, New Jersey 07608 

Mr. & Mrs. Dan F. Rice 
Rice Foundation 
5 INdian Creek Island 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33154 

Mr. afi.d!'.Mlis. ~;Mat.ton Bright 
3511 Alhambra Circle 
Coral Gables, Fla. 

Dr. and Mrs. James Lyons 
George T. Baker Foundation, Inc. 
4600 Sabel Palm Rd. 
Miami, Fla. 33137 

Mr. Arthur Courshon 
Washington Federal Savings & 

Loan Association 
1701 Meridian Ave. 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33139 

Mr. Yale Cohen 
49 Country Club Lane 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
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15 Years 
Message 

of Hope 

In Parkinsonism 

1957-1972 

BOB HOPE 
Honorary Notional Chairman 

NATIONAL PARKINSON FOUNDATION, INC. 
1501 N.W. 9th AVENUE MIAMI, FLORIDA 33136 
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Lee M. Worley 
J. Lawrence Yenches, D.D. 
Herbert Zemel 
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LUCILLE BALL SHIRLEY BASSEY ANITA BRYANT RED BUTTONS JACK CARTEi! 

CYD CHAil ISSE BETTY CLOONEY MYRON COHEN JERRY COLONNA BILLY DANIELS 

Our Tribute To The Great Artists 
Who Have Shared With Us Their 
Talents Over The Years 

Bob Hope has given impetus and 
made possible the original goal of the 
National Parkinson Foundation 
( NPF) and has become the focal 
point of our successful 15-year pro
gram. 

His continued, untiring interest, giv
ing his unique, skillful talents as well 
as his financial resources has sustain
ed us in the past and will help bring 
to reality for the first time a singular 
research facility for clinical and basic 
research studies with a coordinated 
group of scientists in the related areas 
of the biological sciences. This facil
ity will provide the opportunity for 

the specialists to explore and pinpoint 
the area of inception and probably 
find the cause and cure of Parkinson's 
Disease. 

He has brought the greatest bevy 
of famous artists from all parts of the 
country with him to participate and 
share with us their genius and innate 
human qualities at the annual Bob 
Hope dinners. 

To mention only a few, we have 
had Lucille Ball, Shirley Bassey, Polly 
Bergen, Janet Blair, the Impact of 
Brass group, Anita Bryant, Red But
tons, Jack Carter, Cyd Charisse, Betty 
Clooney, Myron Cohen, Jerry Colonna, 

SAMMY DAVIS, Jll. GLORIA DeHAVEN JIMMY DURANTE NITA DUVAL EDDIE FISHER 
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EYDE GORME ROBERT GOULET SHECKY GREENE PAT HENRY HARRY HIRSCHFIELD 

HELENA JACKMAN JANE KEANE GLADYS KNIGHT ALAN KING FRANCES LANGFORD 

Billy Daniels, Sammy Davis Jr., Gloria 
de Haven, Jimmy Durante, Nita Du
val, Eddie Fisher, The Five Gospel 
Jazz Singers group, Eyde Gorme, 
Robert Goulet, Shekky Green, Har
monicats, Pat Henry, Harry Hirsch
field, Dolores Hope, Helena Jack
man, Jane Keane, Gladys Knight and 
the Pips, Alan King, Frances Lang
ford, Steve Lawrence, The McGuire 
Sisters, Tony Martin, Jack Mathers, 
Marilyn Maye, Sheila McRae, Hugh 
O'Brien, Patti Page, Arnold Palmer, 

Louis Prima, Anthony Quinn, Debbie 
Reynolds, Dick Shawn, Frank Sinatra 
Jr., Keely Smith, Lee Sohn, Ed Sulli
van, Danny Thomas, Jackie Vernon 
and many others. 

Our genuine thanks and apprecia
tion to our dear Bob Hope and all 
the participants who have helped us 
fullfill this lofty mission. We hope 
the years ahead will provide reward
ing comfort to each of these great 
personalities. 

STEVE LAWRENCE TONY MARTIN JACK MATHERS MARILYN MAYE SHEILA McRAE 

HUGH O'BRIEN PATTI PAGE ARNOLD PALMER LOUIS PRIMA ANTHONY QUINN 
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Fifteen Eventful, Historical 
Years of The National 
Parkinson Foundation 
1957 

As early as 1945, the S. Jay Leveys 
consulted Dr. Lewis ]. Doshay, Direc
tor of the Parkinson Laboratories of 
the Neurological Institute at Colum
bia University, on Mr. Levey's illness. 

It was from this encounter and at 
his suggestion that the whole idea of 
establishing a foundation came to life 
years later with Dr. Doshay becoming 
one of the central figures of the pur
pose and philosophy of the organiza
tion. He felt the necessity of people 
becoming aware of the dread disease, 
Parkinsonism. 

As this dream became a reality, Dr. 
Doshay consented to become Chair
man of the National Medical Advis
ory Board of the Foundation, and it 
was under his dedicated leadership 
that the Parkinson Institute attained 
national recognition. This man devoted 
34 years of his medical life to Parkin
son's Disease, writing a vast amount 

S. JAY LEVEY DR. LOUIS DOSHAY 

of material on this illness as well as 
developing most of the early drugs 
used for Parkinsonism for the phar
maceutical houses. 

The National Parkinson Foundation 
was founded at a meeting in the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. S. Jay Levey in Mi
ami Beach during March 1957, the 
Charter being prepared by Lee M. 
Worley and signed by Circuit Judge 
Ray Pearson. 

A New York Charter was organized 
by Cresap, McCormick and Paget, 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS FRANK SINATRA, JR. LEE SOHN ED SULLIVAN DANNY THOMAS 

JACKIE VERNON THE ANDREWS SISTERS THE IMPACT OF BRASS 
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Management Consultants, in October 
1957, the incorporation being approv
ed by Supreme Court Justice Samuel 
M. Gold. Edward Madden, an early 
volunteer, who built many county 
blood banks, paid all expenses of 
Cresap, McCormick and Paget. Hugo 
Pollock, another early volunteer, pro
vided the NPF with an office suite 
rent free and with all services pro
vided for two years. In the summer 
of 1959 a permanent office was estab
lished at 135 East 44th St. in New 
York, where that office has been ever 
since. 

Mr. Pollock, a friend of the Levey 
family, has consistently observed how 
Parkinson's Disease destroys the suf
fering patient and the family as well, 
remaining devoted to the cause of 
Parkinsonism throughout the years. 

Meyer Stein, an associate of Hugo 
Pollock, has served in a legal capacity 
since the inception of the Foundation, 
together with Mr. Pollock. He has 
been responsible for expediting many 
substantial legacies, and under his 
direction all finances have been re
sponsibly handled. His services have 
been of immeasurable value and it is 
difficult to describe the voluminous 
amount of energies expended through 
his kind offices. 

William Bein was one of the valued 
early founders, working with Sam 
Spielberg in the New York office from 
the very beginning. Bill Bein spent 
his life in the world of philanthropy. 
He worked ten years without com
pensation with the NPF as a member 
of the National Board of Directors. 
His valuable direction and service 
have r.emained a constant guide and 
his spiritual quality, experience and 
philosophic approach have stayed 
with us throughout the years as a 
permanent symbol. He died in 1968 
but his memory will endure. 

Sam Spielberg, one of the original 
founders from the Foundation's in
ception, took over the New York office 
and has been its Treasurer and Sec
retary through all these years. He 
has been a consistent, ardent worker 
and has been responsible for bringing 
substantial funds to the Foundation. 

LEE WORLEY EDWARD MADDEN 

The New York office has successfully 
survived throughout these many years 
under Sam Spielberg's wise, economic 
direction. 

The first public meeting on Parkin
son's Disease was held in Chicago at 
the new Henry Booth House with an 
overwhelming audience. Dr. Lewis J. 
Doshay of Columbia University flew 
in from New York to address the 
meeting. The anxious faces, the crip-

BILL BEIN SAM SPIELIERI 

pled and maimed lives at this meet
ing developed an awareness that 
sparked new impetus to the whole 
movement in Parkinsonism, which 
has followed throughout the years. 

1958 
The first presentation, public meet

ing and discussion on Parkinson's Di
sease in Florida took place in the 
Rosewood Room of the Fontaine
bleau Hotel, Miami Beach, on Janu
ary 28. Senator Harry P. Cain acted 

SEN. HARRY CAIN DR. PERITZ SCHEINBERG 

as chairman and Dr. Peritz Schein
berg, Associate Professor of Neurol
ogy of the University of Miami Med
ical School discussed Parkinson's and 
allied diseases. Some 300 people at
tended. 

The premiere dinner of the NPF 
was held at the Fontainebleau Hotel 
on March 13 with Senator Harry P. 
Cain as Toastmaster. Principal speak
er was Dr. Homer Marsh, Dean of 
the University of Miami Medical 
School. 

1959 
The first public service forum on 

Parkinsonism was initiated on Chan
nel 2, Miami. 

A group of eminent physicians 
took part in the discussion, Senator 
Harry P. Cain acting as moderator. 

Among the participants were Dr. 
George ]. LeRoy, University of Chi
cago, Dr. A. M. Ornsteen, University 
of Pennsylvania, and Dr. Ralph Jones 
Jr., Professor and Chairman of the 
Department of Medicine, University 
of Miami. 

Senator Harry P. Cain also acted 
as moderator at a free public meet
ing, held at the Miami Beach Audi
torium on March 15th. Dr. Lewis J. 
Doshay of Columbia University, Dr. 
George J. LeRoy, University of Chi
cago, Dr. A. M. Ornsteen, University 

of Pennsylvania, Dr. Ralph Jones Jr., 
Professor and Chairman of the De
partment of Medicine, University of 
Miami and Dr. Earl A. Walker of John 
Hopkins University were the speak
ers on Parkinson's Disease. Some 3000 
people attended this meeting, the 
largest single public meeting ever 
held on Parkinson's Disease. 

On April 7 the annual dinner of the 
NPF was held at the Waldorf Astoria 
Hotel in New York City. Guest speak
er was Dr. George LeRoy, Associate 
Dean of Biological Sciences of the 
University of Chicago, who pointed 
out that leaders of American science 
felt real concern because basic re
search had not received adequate 
support. He praised the- NPF's pro
gram to raise money to finance a re
search grant to his division at the 
University of Chicago because prog
ress toward a method of control or 
cure of Parkinson's Disease depends 
upon the accumulation of new infor
mation about the human nervous 
system. 

A big luncheon was held at the 
Bay Harbor Island home of Jeanne 
Levey on Miami Beach, with about 
85 women attending. On this occa
sion the Florida Women's Division 
was organized and Helen Sterne was 
elected its first president. She re
mained president for a number of 
years. 

The Florida Women's Division has 
dedicated a sustaining interest to 
Parkinsonism and the Foundation 
from its very inception throughout 
all these years. Flora Frey, Fern 
Schwartz Cohen, Johanna Bergmann 
and many others have given time and 
love to the cause with great devotion. 

The Women's Division of the NPF 
was organized at a special luncheon 
held in the New York home of Jeanne 
Levey, Chairman of the Board, in 
October 1959. Its function is to ser
vice as a working arm of the Board 
of Directors to promote _public under
standing of this dread disease and as 
an aid in raising funds for research 
and rehabilitation. 
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1960 
The first annual Bob Hope Dinner 

took place on Valentine's Day at the 
Fontainebleau Hotel in Miami Beach, 
Florida with Bob Hope presiding, 
thus beginning his annual dinners 
with his large number of great stars. 
Chuck Hall acted as chairman. 

The University of Chicago received 
$25,000 from the NPF, as the first 
installment on a $150,000 gift for 
basic research on Parkinson's Disease. 
The grant established a senior re
search fellowship program in the 
division of Biological Sciences at that 
University. 

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the 
construction of the National Parkin
son Institute building at N.W. 9th 
Ave. and 15th St. in Miami took place 
on May 1st. This great milestone stir
red thousands to the realization of the 
great need for such a building, the 

DR. RALPH JONES DR. SAM CERTMAN 

first in history to represent an attempt 
to do battle with Parkinsonism. Dr. 
Samuel Gertman, Director, Division 
of Gerontology at the University of 
Miami and Chairman of the Medical 
Advisory Board, Florida Chapter of 
the NPF, gave a speech entitled "The 
Goals of the Parkinson Rehabilitation 
Clinic" to commemorate the occasion. 

Present to view the work being 
undertaken were Dr. Irving Lehrman 
of Temple Emanu-El, Senator Harry 

Groundbreaking on the National Parkinson Institute 

P. Cain, Dr. Emil P. Taxay, Instruc
tor of the University of Miami School 
of Medicine, Dr. Ralph Jones, Jr., 
Chairman of the University of Miami 
School of Medicine, Dr. M. Eugene 
Flipse, Assistant Executive Chairman, 
Richard Bryce, Jeanne Levey, Dr. 
Robert B. Lawson, Interim Dean of 
the University of Miami School of 
Medicine, Commissioner Charles F. 
(Chuck) Hall, Dr. John H. Farrell, 
Chairman Dept. of Surgery, Univer
sity of Miami School of Medicine, Dr. 
David H. Reynolds, Chief Division 
of Neurosurgery, University of Miami 
School of Medicine, Mayor Robert 
King High, and many other digni
taries and guests. 

The New York Women's Division 
had its first annual luncheon at "Ta
vern on the Green" on October 11, 
1960. The guests numbering close to 
500 reflected a quality of tone and 
distinction. The famous screen and 
TV star, Teresa Wright, was guest of 
honor. She spoke of her contact with 
Margaret Bourke-White, whose hero
ic struggle against Parkinson's Di
sease she portrayed so beautifully in 
"Sunday Showcase," the TV produc
tion of the Margaret Bourke-White 
story. 

Another distinguished guest was 
Dr. Lewis J. Doshay, Chairman of 
the NPF medical advisory commit
tee, who presented an interesting and 
informative talk on the treatment 
and care of the Parkinson illness, and 
the importance of supporting the 
NPF research program. 

1961 
The second annual Bob Hope din

ner was held at the Fontainebleau 
Hotel in Miami Beach. Bob Hope 
flew in at his own expense from the 
West Coast to act as Master of Cere
monies. He was joined for the show 
by Polly Bergen, Tony Martin, Sam
my Davis Jr., Dick Shawn and other 
celebrities. 

Jeanne Levey went to Washington 
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DR. IRVING LEHRMAN REP. DANTE FASCELL 

to try to obtain a government grant 
for construction of the Parkinson In
stitute building. She accompanied 
Representative Dante Fascell to the 
office of Abraham Ribicoff, Secretary 
of Health, Education and Welfare, 
for an interview on this matter. As a 
result, a federal grant was approved 
by the U.S. Government to be given 
to the NPF in the form of a U.S. Hill
Burton grant in the amount of $150,-
000 to be matched by the NPF from 
funds gathered from friends, for the 
proposed construction. 

A bronze bust of our founder, S. 
Jay Levey, was unveiled. This bust 
was to be placed at the new Parkin
son Institute. It was sculptured by 
Miss Zena Posever. Because S. Jay 
Levey was a victim of Parkinson's 
Disease, the idea of making the world 
aware that Parkinsonism is a menac
ing illness was born, becoming the 
focal point of motivation through the 
eventful years to follow. 

1962 
The third annual Bob Hope dinner 

was held at the Fontainebleau Hotel. 
Guest of Honor was Secretary of Edu
cation, Health and Welfare Abraham 
A. Ribicoff, who presented Jeanne 
Levey with the $150,000 check from 
the Hill-Burton grant approved in 
1961. 

Dedication ceremonies for the Na
tional Parkinson Institute took place 
on May 13, 1962 and on June 1st, pa-
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tients were admitted, the first ones 
being S. Jay Levey, Maurice Frey and 
David Kaltman. For the first time in 
history, the only institute exclusively 
devoted to treatment and care of 
Parkinsonism and its allied diseases 
started to function. 

SEN. ABE RIBICOFF DAVID KALTMAN 

Patients received specialized dia
gnosis their cases were studied, re
search on the progress of medical 
treatment was undertaken and psy
chological and social studies made. 
Applications came from all parts of 
the country, establishing the great 
need for such an institute. 

The Wall of Hope was installed in 
the lobby of the Institute. This wall 
is a permanent symbol of the gener
ous men and women who have made 

THE THRIFT SHOP 

possible the first Parkinson Institute 
anywhere. We are proud to indicate 
that our record of achievement 
through the years has justified their 
faith and generosity. 

An air conditioned Thrift Shop was 
opened at 1719 N.W. 10th Ave. with 
most attractive equipment and decor
ations. Volunteers from the Women's 
Division were asked to help in every 
possible way to make this a profitable 
project, with the proceeds going to 
the Parkinson Institute. 

Many new fund raising devices 
were created by the Women's Divi
sion which brought in substantial 
sums through the years so that their 
record was and still is considerable. 

1963 
Florida Governor Farris Bryant and 

Bay Harbor Islands Mayor Shepherd 
Broad issued a joint resolution declar
ing February 10th to 17th National 
Parkinson Week. 

The fourth annual Bob Hope din
ner was held at the Deauville Hotel 
on February 14th. The dinner was 
emceed by Bob Hope, who made a 
generous cash contribution, flew down 
at his own expense and brought to
gether for the show such performers 
as Jimmy Durante, Janet Blair, Keely 
Smith, Tony Martin and Cyd Charisse 
and Allen and Rossi. 

During the same month, Jeanne 
Levey welcomed Bob Hope to the 
National Parkinson Institute, where 
he visited with patients and was in
terviewed by WTVJ television sta
tion for a special news broadcast. 

A brain bank was set up for people 
who agreed to will their brains to the 
NPF. Brains subsequently have been 
sent to Dr. Mary Bazelon at the 
George Washington University. Such 
a study may help solve the mystery 
of Parkinson's Disease. 

In May, Jeanne Levey was chosen 
as Dade County's Outstanding Citi
zen of the Year and in September 
was given a citation for outstanding 
contributions to the State of Florida, 

,, 

the citation being signed by Farris 
Bryant, Governor of Florida. 

On October 9, 1963, Jay Levey, Co
Founder of the NPF, passed away. 
S. Jay Levey died and Jeanne Levey's 
work continues. Because of the fate 
that has befallen their lives, others 
may live. 

1964 

The fifth annual Bob Hope dinner 
was held on February 14th at the 
Fontainebleau Hotel, with Bob Hope 
emceeing and Metro Mayor Chulk 
Hall presiding. The dinner has be
come an institution and has since 
been called "The dinner of the year." 

Another symposium on Parkinson's 
Disease was held at the Fontaine
bleau Hotel from April 9 to 11 under 
the auspices of the NPF with a dinner 
held at the National Parkinson Insti
tute for the people present at that 
symposium. 

Scientists from various parts of the 
country attended and as a result, 
the monograph "Parkinson's Disease -
Trends in Research and Treatment" 
edited by Professors A. Barbeau of 
the University of Toronto, Lewis J. 
Doshay of Columbia University and 

MAYOR CHUCK HALL DR. E. A. SPIEGEL 

Ernest A. Spiegel of Temple Univer
sity in Philadelphia, was published in 
1965 by Grune & Stratton of New 
York and London. 

In December Jeanne Levey was 
presented with the 1963 Lane Bryant 
annual award to an individual for 
volunteer service to the community. 
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1965 
The 6th annual Bob Hope dinner, 

held at the Fontainebleau Hotel on 
February 14th and emceed by Bob 
Hope, was a memorable occasion. 

The letter that President Johnson 
sent Bob Hope commemorating this 
dinner had a message that is partic
ularly fitting and inspiring. 

From June 6 to 10th, the American 
Medical Association held its annual 
convention in New York City. The 
only exhibit on Parkinson's disease 
was the one set up by the NPF. 
Jeanne Levey was present at this con
vention. 

From June 20th to 24th, the Ameri
can Medical Association held another 
meeting at the Coliseum of New York 
City and the National Parkinson In
stitute had an exhibit in the scientific 
section. This exhibit was directed by 
Dr. Lewis]. Doshay, Director of the 
Parkinson Laboratories of the Neur
ological Institute at Columbia Uni
versity, and Chairman of our National 
Medical Advisory Board. Jean Thi
baut, Chief of our Physical llehabili
tation Department demonstrated the 
services we provide. 

At this meeting, under Dr. Doshay's 
direction, we took the census of ap
proximately 15,000 persons from a 
cross-country section, to find out how 
many Parkinson patients there are. 
These findings were given to Dr. Do
shay who turned them over to Colum
bia University. The figures came to 
about rn million Parkinson sufferers 
and about 60,000 new cases per year. 

During August, 10,000 booklets were 
disb·ibuted to physicians showing this 
exhibit. With the consent of Bob 
Hope and Doubleday editors, several 
thousand copies of Bob Hope's book, 
I OWE RUSSIA $1200, were donated 
to the NPF. This has been an excel
lent avenue of contribution for those 
wishing an autographed signature of 
Bob Hope inserted on the fly leaf of 
the book. 

On Oct. 17th, a Message of Hope 
dinner was held at the Waldorf-As
toria Grand Ballroom in New York, 
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honoring the memory of Irving Fried
man, co-founder and benefactor of 
the NPF. Sponsoring and attending 
were General and Mrs. David Sar
noff, Chairman of the Board of R.C.A., 
the eminent author Eugene Lyons, 

was the central speaker. Helen Hayes 
and Mrs. Lyons, Senator Jacob Javits 
and Allan Jay Lerner contributed with 
their presence to this memorable 
dinner. 

On October 25, 1965, a joint reso-

~EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 

~ I~~ 
\Tl THE WHITE HOUSE \Tl 
\Tl Ciil~ \Tl \Tl WASHINGTON MrssaJle \Tl 
\Tl F b 14 1965 of H ope \Tl \Tl er~ry , \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
~ ~ VJ Dear Bob: v 

\Tl \Tl \Tl If all the world were populated with Bob Hopes, what \Tl 
\Tl a good place it would be. I never cease to marvel \Tl 
\Tl at the time you find - and give so freely - for the \Tl 
\Ji interests of your fellow man - in this r.ountry and \Tl 
\Tl around the world. \Tl 

~ Your participation in the dinner tonight is a contribution ~ 
V' to one of the worthiest causes of all. I am sure that V' 

\Tl some· day we shall be able to overcome the crippling \Tl 
~ miseries inflicted by Parkinson's disease, as we ~ 
V' shall be able to overcome so many of those human V' 

~ afflictions which man has sqffered through the age11. ~ 

\Tl All who participate in these efforts now are \Tl 
\Tl hastening that happy day and I wish every success to \Tl 
\V your continuing efforts. \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
\Tl My every good wish goes to you. You are a valuable \Tl 
\Tl national as set - take good care of yourself. \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
~ \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
\Tl ~ 
\Tl Mr. Bob Hope ~ 
\Tl National Parkinson's Foundation \Tl 
\Tl Fontainebleau Hotel \Tl 
\Tl Miami Beach, Florida \Tl 
\Tl \Tl 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A Letter from President Lyndon B. Johnson 

HON. CLAUDE PEPPER MILDRED PEPPER 

lution was issued by Congress pro
claiming that week as annual Nation
al Parkinson Week. The proposal was 
presented and initiated by Claude 
Pepper and signed by Vice-President 
Hubert Humphrey and President 
Lyndon Johnson. 

At the beginning of November, 
President Johnson called for a White 
House conference on health. This 
three day session culminated in a re
ception at the White House with 1500 
scientists and professors from all parts 
of the country attending and the only 
persons representing Parkinson?s Di
sease were Jeanne Levey, Chairman 
of the National Parkinson Foundation 
and the Honorable Claude Pepper. 

They were received by Vice-Presi
dent Hubert Humphrey and handed 
the Resolution proclaiming the an
nual National Parkinson Week. The 
aftermath of that Health Conference 
was that Jeanne Levey wrote a per
sonal letter to President Johnson and 
received an excellent assurance that 
new impetus would be given to the 
problem of Parkinson's Disease. As a 
result, Congressman Pepper arranged 
to take Jeanne Levey before the Ap
propriations Committee, with Fred 
Fogarty and Senator Lister Hill pre
siding. The National Institutes of 
Health received their first appropria
tion earmarked for research on Park
inson's disease. 

It is appropriate here to mention the 
continued, untiring interest that the 
Honorable Claude Pepper has mani
fested for the NPF throughout the 
years. He initiated and fathered great 
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legislation, introduced many bills to 
further the interest, research and 
grants favoring our organization and 
always behind him, Mildred Pepper 
could be found, helping him and 
being a literal Rock of Gibraltar. 

Unfortunately, 1965 did not bring 
only good things. Dr. Lewis J. Do
shay, the father of the NPF dream, 
Chairman of the National Board of 
Medical Consultants of the National 
Parkinson Institute, died on Novem
ber 6th. All the case history data, his 
books and manuscripts were present
ed to the NPF archives. These data 
have been most valuable for research 
studies and many of the patients of 
Dr. Doshay came to the National 
Parkinson Institute in Miami for 
treatment. 

1966 
The seventh annual Bob Hope din

ner· was held at the Deauville Hotel. 
Bob Hope faithfully emceed the af
fair as he has done in the past. U.S. 
Representative Claude Pepper at
tended, together with Mildred Pepper 
who shortly before had graciously ac
cepted the Chairmanship of the Na
tional Women's Division of the NPF. 
Through her efforts, the Women's 
Division groups have developed sub
stantially throughout the years. 

Present also were Senator Gale Mc
Gee of Wyoming, Congressman John 
Dent of Pennsylvania, Dr. Henry King 
Stanford, President of the University 
of Miami, Dr. Hayden C. Nicholsen, 
Dean of the Medical School of Miami, 
and Ralph Renick, Vice-President of 
WTVJ Television of Miami. 

Bob Hope was presented with the 
"Chair of Hope," designed by Jeanne 
Levey, prepared and upholstered by 
artist Michael Piuggi. This chair is 
now in Bob Hope's Trophy Room in 
North Hollywood. Claude Pepper also 
presented Bob Hope with a plaque, 
written by Jeanne Levey and made 
by Mr. Piuggi. 

Sam Spielberg of the New York 
office presented Jeanne Levey with 
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a substantial check made possible 
through the New York office's untir
ing efforts and fine management. 

After being made custodian of Dr. 
Lewis J. Doshay's books, papers and 
manuscripts on Parkinson's Disease 
the NPF established a Dr. Lewis J'. 
Doshay library for literature on Park
inson's Disease, also a lectureship and 
a. fellowship in memory of this physi
cian who gave 34 years of his medi
cal career trying to find a cure for 
this malady. 

A new identification disk and rec
ord card were prepared to be dis
tributed among Parkinson patients to 
protect them in case of injury or sud
den illness. 

"Hope through Research" a special 
publication prepared by the National 
Institutes of Neurological Disease and 
Blindness of the National Institutes of 
Health gave tribute to the NPF as a 
voluntary association dedicated to re
search and seFvice on Parkinsonism. 

Having two brothers affected with 
Parkinson's Disease, this illness be
came a major source of interest to 
Jacob S. Seidman of New York City, 
head of an accounting firm with offices 
in many foreign countries and con
sidered one of the 10 largest account
ing firms in the world. Great philan
thropists, the J. S. Seidman family and 
the Seidman Foundation donated 
$250,000 to the NPF in memory of 
the late M. L. Seidman. 

The NPF purchased a 13-story 
building in Miami from the Federal 
Housing Administration, the purchase 
being made possible to a large de
gree by this generous contribution. 
It was decided to name this build
ing "The M. L. Seidman Parkinson 
Tower" in memory of Mr. Siedman's 
brother. 

The purchase of this building made 
a reality of a hope long cherished by 
the national board of directors of the 
NPF,a unique philosophy with dual 
purpose: the possibility of a housing 
facility and an education program for 
the Parkinson patients and their fami
lies, as well as a research laboratory 

J, S. SEIDMAN M. L. SEIDMAN 

and v.aried rehabilitation departments 
covering the related services, treat
ment and care, all under one roof. 

This idealism was not permitted to 
come to full fruition because of zon
ing restrictions and finally, after a 
number of years in which we were 
unable to achieve our purpose, we 
had to sell the M. L. Seidman Park
inson Tower in order to proceed with 
the ~ominant effort to reach our goal, 
to fmd the cause and cure of Parkin
son's Disease. We are now proceed
ing to build the comfortable addition 
that will make our original purpose 
possible. 

In June Jeanne Levey was present
ed with a Certificate of Appreciation 
by the Kiwanis Club on the occasion 
of her addressing the Hialeah-Miami 
Springs chapter. 

During October, Metro Mayor 
Chuck Hall and Miami Mayor Robert 
King High issued a proclamation ask
ing for local participation in observ
i~g National Parkinson Week begin
mng October 25th, concurrently with 
the nation-wide annual period pro
claimed the year before by President 
Johnson. 

1967 
On February 14th the Fontaine

bleau was the site chosen for the 8th 
annual Bob Hope dinner. Bob Hope 
and his usual bevy of stars made this 
a great occasion. Speakers were U.S. 
Senator E. L. Bartlett of Alaska and 
Congressman Daniel J. Flood of Penn
sylvania. Senator and Mrs. Fred Har
ris of Oklahoma and Senator and Mrs. 
John J. Williams of Delaware honor
ed us with their presence. 

Jeanne Levey had the privilege of 
being included in a good will tour, 
together with a group of people, with 
Claude and Mildred Pepper, to Italy, 
Israel, Spain and Greece. The Ameri
can Embassy in each country met the 
group and briefed it on the problems 
besetting the respective governments. 

Jeanne Levey, naturally, visited the 
important hospitals and universities, 
interested as always in seeking infor
mation about Parkinson's Disease. Un
fortunately, practically no work was 
being done in any of the countries on 
the disease and few people had any 
real interest in the Parkinson problem. 

It was during the visit to Spain that 
Jeanne Levey was surprisingly told 
by an eminent physician that Gener
alisimo Franco had Parkinson's Di
sease. This was confirmed in the De
cember 11, 1972 issue of Time maga
zine in a report on The Unsolved 
Problems of Succession, a story of 
Spain today. Since this tour, we have 
been sending material to Israel and 
this country has become aware that 
Parkinsonism is one if its vital health 
problems. 

In Italy, Claude Pepper and Mil
dred had an audience with Pope Paul 
VI. Dedicated as always to Parkin
sonism, Claude Pepper asked His 
Holiness if he would bless the NPF 
and its founder. Before 10,000 people 
in the audience, and with a copy of 
our Newsletter in his hand, the Pope 
blessed the NPF' and its founder. 

Dr. Ernest A. Spiegel, a world re
nowned professor of experimental 
and applied neurology at Temple 
University in Philadelphia and Dr. 
Mona Spiegel, professor in colloid 
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POPE PAUL llEP, DAN FLOOD 

chemistry at the same university be
gan a period of dedicated application 
in a new improved laboratory at the 
National Parkinson Institute on a re
search project that brought new hope 
for a possible breakthrough in the di
sease. This activity was to last 6 or 7 
months of each of the next five years. 
The Spiegels have already contribut
ed a great deal of knowledge to the 
many facets of Parkinsonism. 

In 1947 Dr. Ernest A. Spiegel and 
Dr. H. T. Wycis of Temple Univer
sity developed the first stereoence
phalo tactic, in the form of an in
strument that guides electrodes to the 
ba~al ganglia of the brain and pin
pomts the area of the brain affected 
by the disease. This instrument is now 
on display at the Smithsonian Insti
tute. 

Dr. Mona Spiegel worked with the 
Fava Bean, developing an extract 
containing dopamine. Unfortunately, 
the quantities produced were mini
mal and patients had to ingest too 
much extract during the course of a 
day to get enough dopamine to be 
of any value, so this procedure had 
to be abandoned. 

The Florida Women's Division of 
the NPF raised a sum of $10,000 which 
was used to purchase an electroence
phalograph and its accessories. They 
also donated two Dodge station 
wagons to transport patients who do 
not have their own transportation to 
and from the Institute. Since then 
the Institute has purchased two Volks~ 
wagen station wagons being used for 
the same purpose. 
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1968 
At the ninth annual Bob Hope din

ner held at the Fontainebleau Hotel, 
with Bob Hope emceeing, we had 
Wilbur J. Cohen, Secretary of Health, 
Education and Welfare as guest of 
honor. Drs. Ernest A. Spiegel, pro-

HON. WILBUR COHEN DOLORES HOPE 

fessor of experimental and applied 
neurology at Temple University in 
Philadelphia, and Mona Spiegel, pro
fessor in colloid chemistry at the same 
university, members of our medical 
staff, also honored us with their pre
sence. 

We surprised Bob and Dolores 
Hope, who were celebrating their 
34th wedding anniversary, with a 
tiered wedding cake and Dolores 
Hope delighted the large audience of 
1200 people attending this dinner by 
singing, thereby exhibiting her innate 
talents. 

Three major sources sparked na
tional and international publicity for 
the NPF. One source was a letter by 
Jeanne Levey of the NPF written to 
Time magazine and published by 
them, telling about Bob Hope's inter
est in the fight against Parkinson's Di
sease and the work of the Foundation. 
Another source was an Associated 
Press news feature story by Ben Funk 
on the NPF and the third was a pub
lic radio announcement using Bob 
Hope's voice appealing for funds to 
fight Parkinsonism. 

Letters and requests for informa
tion were received from all over the 
world as well as contributions. Pa
tients came to visit us from many for-

eign countries. The maturity of work 
and progress of the NPF was taking 
on international significance. 

As the Parkinson Institute became 
more firmly established, groups from 
several nursing schools came to see 
what has and could be done at the 
Institute. The School of Nursing of the 
University of Miami, the School of 
Nursing of Jackson Memorial Hospi
tal, students in the associate degree 
program at Miami Dade Junior Col
lege, etc. visited us and our medical 
staff and heads of the Rehabilitation 
Departments lectured to these visitors. 

We had a visit from Miss Mary 
Switzer, Administrator of Social and 
Rehabilitation Service of the Dept. of 
Health, Education and Welfare, who 
was our guest at the Seidman Park
inson Tower. She was fascinated-with 
the idealism and possibility that the 
Seidman Parkinson Tower could be 
developed into an in-patient facility 
with a unified program of service and 
education for the Parkinson patient 
as well as a treatment and research 
center, all under one roof. 

In 1959, Dr. Oleh H ornykiewics, 
Professor of Pharmacology at the Uni
versity of Toronto, was in Vienna 
where he started analyses of the 
brains of patients who died of Park
inson's Disease, finding that a severe 
deficiency of dopamine in the extra
pyramidal centers occurred in these 
patients. With this finding, Dr. Horny
kiewics opened a whole new era of 
research and treatment of the Park
inson patient, by trying to find ways 
to replace the lack of dopamine in one 
of the main cells of the brain. 

While various studies were being 

HON. MARY SWITZER DR. MONA SPIEGEL 

made on dopamine, it was observed 
by a number of scientists that the 
drug L-Dopa finds its way through 
the bloodstream of the body and 
passes the blood brain barrier, finallx 
reaching the ganglia, a vital cell 
where the average person manufac
tures dopamine naturally whereas 
the Parkinson patients suffers a de
ficiency in this mechanism; and it is 
dopamine that energizes the motor 
system of the body. 

L-Dopa began to be used on pa
tients, eliminating surgery and its 
hazards. At the beginning only small 
doses of this medication were admin
istered to the Parkinson patient. Dr. 
George Cotzias, Senior Scientist of 
the Brookhaven National Laboratory 
at Upton, New York began to admin
i5ter it in large doses, sometimes with 
dramatic results. 

With this basis, the NPF shortly 
afterwards was one of the early cen
ters licensed by the Food and Drug 
Administration, under Dr. Merle Gib
son, to do experimental studies with 
L-Dopa. 

1969 
The tenth annual Bob Hope dinner 

held on February 22nd at the Fon
tainebleau Hotel was the biggest and 
best ever. Highlight of the evening 
was the presentation to Bob Hope of 
a specially struck 18 karat gold medal 
portraying his face sculptured in bas 
relief and honoring him for his "De
cade of Devotion" to the work of the 
Foundation. Jeanne Levey presented 
the medal to him. 

Dr. Edward F. McNichol Jr., Di
rector of the National Institute of 
Neurological Diseases gave an in
spiring address, commending with 
high praise the work of the Parkinson 
Institute. He said that research into 
L-Dopa at the h;istitute was of great 
importance because more Parkinson
ians were gathered at the NPF facil
ity iri Miami than any other location 
in the nation. He felt the Institute 
was making a substantial contribu
tion in the medical and health world 
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with its unique philosophical ap
proach to Parkinson health care. Dr. 
McNichol had previously inspected 
the facilities at both the Institute and 
the Seidman Parkinson Tower. 

Master of Ceremonies that evening 
was Dade County Mayor Chuck Hall, 
who introduced Congressman Claude 
Pepper, National Vice Chairman of 
the NPF. Great entertainers who add
ed to the splendor of the occasion, in
cluded Jimmy Durante, Golfer Arnold 
Palmer, Singer Betty Clooney and 
many others. 

1969 was the peak year with re
gard to the number of patients seen 
and treated. Much of this had to do 
with the L-Dopa drug which made 
the headlines. The Seidman Parkin
son Tower was filled with Parkinson 
families from all parts of the country 
as well as residents of foreign coun
tries. There were 12,320 patient visits 
that year, 48,700 individual treatments 
and 322 new evaluations. 

At the beginning, the four-month 
treatment to which the patients were 
submitted with L-Dopa was most re
warding, with many patients showing 
remarkable results. Sadly, this was 
not a sustaining record because the 
drug proved to lose its consistency. It 
developed side effects which caused 
many patients to drop out of the pro
gram. 

Scientists are developing new paths 
that may hold even greater promise 
and these paths must be pursued be
cause only through continued re
search can we hope to find the an
swers to the perplexing problems of 
the disease and a better understand-
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ing of the extension of the involve
ment. 

Several research papers dealing 
with symptoms of Parkinson's Disease 
and the use and effects of L-Dopa 
were published in the course of the 
year. Among them were several of 
which the authors and co-authors 
were members of the NPF's medical 
staff. These are: 

I. E.A. Spiegel, H. T. Wycis, H. A. 
Schwartz and F. R. Fabiani. The in
cidence of vegetative symptoms in 
Parkinsonism with and without brady
kinesia. 3rd Symposium on Parkinson's 
Disease. Royal College of Surgeons, 
Edinburgh, Scotland, May 1968 (In 
Print.) 

2. E. A. Spiegel, Indications for 
Stereoencephalotomy. American 
Branch. Atlantic City, September, 
1968 (In Print.) 

3. Mona Spiegel-Adolph, Ernest A. 
Spiegel, Frank R. Fabiani and John 
Calise, Urinary excretion of catecho
lamines after ingestion of Fava bean 
extracts. Proceed. Feder. Soc. of Exp. 
Biology, April 1969. 

4. Henry T. Wycis and Ernest A. 
Spiegel, The value of L-Dopa in Sur
gical Treatment of Parkinson's Di
sease. The American Association of 
Neurological Surgeons, Cleveland, 
April, 1969. 

5. E. A. Spiegel, M. Spiegel-Adolph, 
H. T. Wycis, E. G. Szekely, F. R. Fa
biani and H. A. Schwartz. Restora
tion of speed in Parkinsonian and ex
perimental brady - and akinesia. Ac
cepted for presentation at 9th Inter
national Congress of Neurology, Sep
tember, 1969, New York, N.Y. 

1970 
At the 11th annual Bob Hope din

ner, we had the pleasure of having as 
guests Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg, Assist
ant Secretary for Health, and Scien
tific Affairs, Dept. of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare, Dr. Merle L. Gib
son, Director Division of Neuro-phar
macological drugs, Food and Drug 
Administration, Dr. Pearce Bailey, As-

DR. ROGER 0. EGEBERG DR GEORGE C. COTZIAS 

sistant Director of the National In
stitutes of Health, Dr. George C. Cot
zias, Senior Scientist of the Atomic 
Energy Commission, Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratories, Dr. Emanuel Pap
per, Vice President for medical affairs 
and Dean of the University of Miami 
and Doctors Ernest A. Spiegel, Pro
fessor of experimental and applied 
neurology at Temple University in 
Philadelphia, and Mona Spiegel, pro
fessor of colloid chemistry at the same 
university, both members of our medi
cal staff. 

The NPF has been most fortunate 
in having such an elaborate array of 
famous and important personalities in 
the vital niches of the medical and 
scientific world interested and colla
borating in the work of the Founda
tion. The show offered at this dinner 
was excellent. We had such stars per
forming as Danny Thomas and Mari
lyn Maye. 

On April 30th a dinner was given 
at the Seidman Parkinson Tower facil
ity in honor of two of America's most 
distinguished leaders in medicine and 
health, Dr. George C. Cotzias of the 
Brookhaven National Laboratories 
and Dr. Edward McNichol, Director 
of the National Institutes of Health. 
Many distinguished medical men at
tended this dinner as well as our com
plete medical staff. 

Our immediate goal for this year 
was to build an addition to the pre
sent clinical facility, to be named the 
Bob Hope Parkinson Research and 
Rehabilitation Institute, as a perman-

ent symbol of our appreciation for 
the many contributions made by our 
beloved Honorary Chairman Bob 
Hope. Blueprints were completed and 
bids were being called for during this 
year to build the addition to the pre
sent clinical facility. The Bob Hope 
Hall of Fame, now in the lobby of the 
Parkinson Institute, is to be housed 
in this new addition. 

We continued the struggle trying to 
establish the Seidman Parkinson Tow
er as a residency and research insti
tute but were consistently stymied 
and so unable to carry out the re
search program that was and is the 
ultimate goal of the NPF. However, 
with avowed determination and pur
pose this would come to pass. 

In preparation for the new research 
project that lies ahead, Dr. Shimpei 
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Namba was invited for a two-year 
study on Parkinson's Disease. A com
bination of animal and human studies 
was initiated by Dr. Namba to carry 
out his program and we are deeply 
indebted to the University of Miami, 
to the directorship of the Neurosurgi
cal Dept. of the University and to 
Dr. Peritz Scheinberg, who permit
ted Dr. Namba to do some of the ani
mal studies at the University of Mi
ami Laboratories. 

As a result of the two-year study, 
the NPF will now publish Dr. Nam
ba's paper: "Influence of Pyrodixine 
and Decarboxylase Inhibitor on Plas
ma and Brain Dopa and Dopamine 
Levels after L-Dopa Administration." 

Dinner Honoring Drs. E. F. McNichol and George Cot:das 
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EST • 
• JEANNE LEVEY, CHAIRMAN, OONT DUR, NATIONAL PARl<!NSON1 S FOUmATION 

880 NORTH EAST 69 ST MIAMI FLO RTE VR • 
• AS THE NATICMAL PARK!~SON'S FOUNDATION AGAIN HOh'ORS OOB HOPE, 

(IT IS A PLEASURE TO JOIN IN TRIBUTE TO A FRIEND AND FELL0\·7 • 
• CIT! ;!:N li:HOSE SELFLESS EFFORT HAVE EARNED NOT or~LY YOUR GRATITUDE 
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HORI<• NAY THIS D!t\NER AUGUR NE\1 ACHIEVUENT IN TliE YEARS AHEAD, 

• 
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AND MAY IT E£ AS SATISFYH:G AND REWARDrnG FOR YOUR :L1!£RsHIP 

• .,_''°'A~ SUPPORTERS AS FOR THOSE YOU SERVE • 
• RICHARD NIXON • 

Text of telegram from President Richard Nixon 

1971 

At the 12th annual Bob Hope din
ner, which as usual, was one of the 
signal events of the year, we were 
again privileged in receiving a tele
gram from President Nixon, indicating 
his interest in the important work be
ing done on Parkinsonism by the 
Parkinson Institute and commending 
our dear Bob Hope for his participa
tion in it. 

The dinner was honored by the 
presence of Hon. Robert H. Finch, for
mer Secretary of the U.S. Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, 
and Counsellor to the President of the 
United States. In his speech, among 
other things, he said: 

"The pitched battle which all of us 
here wage against Parkinson's Disease 
is one whose success will be near and 
dear to me . . . We could be on the 
verge of solving the riddle of Parkin
son's Disease, how it is caused, how it 

can be cured or arrested, and how it 
can be prevented. 

"I can dare to make this bold state
ment because of the vital work you 
are doing here in Miami, for example, 
and because the work is backed up 
by substantial efforts in research that 
will answer these questions. 

"Only a few years ago the only 
thought for Parkinson patients was 
that the disease process could be slow
ed so that they might enjoy a few 
more active years. Today, there is a 
new expectation that in a short while 
the process can be completely con
trolled or arrested. Then, over a mil
lion Americans will be freed from the 
virtual slavery of this tortuous crip
pler." 

Through the efforts of Claude Pep
per, these wise words of the Honor
able Mr. Finch were made a part of 
the 1971 Congressional Record. 

Our important participation, from 
the beginning in administering L-

Dopa was recognized by the National 
Institutes of Health, which selected 
the National Parkinson Institute as 
the medical center to do a two-year 
study of case records. Dr. Edward F . 
McNichol, Jr., Director of the Nation
al Institute of Neurological Diseases 
and Stroke wrote us, telling why we 
were selected: 

"Although the use if L-Dopa is a 
major breakthrough and a great im
provement over anything else, not all 
cases of Parkinsonism are well con
trolled by it and some patients have 
serious side effects. To be able to de
velop still more effective treatment, a 
thorough understanding of the suc
cesses and failures of treatment is 
needed . 

"The NPF appeared to be particul
arly suitable for such a study because 
it has a large patient population 
which is being followed up for a long 
time by correspondence with the pa
tients and their physicians. There are 
excellent records of the patient's con
dition at the time of entry as well as 
on the patient's subsequent progress 
over a long period of time. It offers 
the opportunity to study Parkinson
ism in a population that has Parkin
sonism largely uncomplicated by 
other serious diseases. There is closer 
attention to unwanted effects of drugs 
and careful control of dosage. 

"There is in depth experience that 
the Institute's staff has acquired in 
concentrating on a single disease en
tity. There is the rather unique oppor
tunity provided to study the effects of 
an intensive physical therapy and re
habilitation program on the patient's 
well being. And finally, there is the 
opportunity to evaluate your tech
nique of training a relative to care for 
the patient at home." 

When L-Dopa, 250 mg. capsules 
began to be administered to patients, 
they cost approx. $1.50 per capsule. 
Jeanne Levey was instrumental in 
gradually reducing this high price 
until in 1971 she was able to bring the 
price down to five cents per 250 mg. 
capsule. 
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PRESIDENTIAL COUNSELLOR ROBERT FINCH 

1972 
The outstanding guest speaker for 

the 13th annual Bob Hope dinner 
was Dr. Merlin K. DuVal, Assistant 
Secretary for Health and Scientific 
Affairs, U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. In the course 
of his speech, which is incorporated 
in the 1972 Congressional Record, 
again through the efforts of the Hon
orable Claude Pepper, Dr. DuVal, 
said these encouraging words: 

"Let me touch on some of our work 
in the battle against Parkinson's Di
sease. As we do in a number of areas, 
our first effort is to complement with 
a strong research support program, 
the efforts of groups like the National 
Parkinson Institute as they work more 
directly with patients. In addition to 
about 60 smaller, more specifically 
large projects, we are supporting 
targeted projects. 

"One of them is a project of special 
interest to us tonight that I want to 
mention. This is a study that our own 
National Institute of Neurological Di
seases and Stroke is conducting in col
laboration with the National Parkin
son Institute here in Miami. One of 
the things we would very much like 
to know is whether L-Dopa really af
fects the natural course of Parkinson's 
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Disease or whether it represents pure
ly symptomatic treatment. 

"The National Parkinson Institute 
now has the largest L-Dopa therapy 
program in the world. It dispenses 
100,000 2-Jf mg. capsules a month, 
and it has uniform records on the 
largest population of Parkinson pa
tients of any institution in the world. 

"Mrs. Levey has told us of the plans 
for the Bob Hope Research and Re-

011. MELVIN K. DuVAL SEN. KENNETH MEYERS 

habilitation Institute, which will en
compass some 20 beds and laboratory 
facilities for 8 to 10 scientists. I can 
only say that we welcome and ap
plaud this enterprise and wish you 
the best of good luck with it. As I 
have already suggested, the conquest 
of Parkinson's Disease will result 
from a partnership, an amalgam of 
public and private effort. Thus far, 
your share of the job has been handled 
admirably. My colleagues and I will 
do everything we can to match it." 

The eventful news in 1972 was that 
the Seidman-Parkinson Tower was 
sold with a feeling of deep nostalgia. 
This occurrence had its rewarding re
sults in that it has made possible for 
the first time in the long struggle, the 
financial possibility to build a new 
million dollar addition that is now in 
process. Through the magnanimity of 
Mr. Jacob S. Seidman, the substantial 
gift of the M. L. Siedman bequest 
will generously be transferred and 
used to complete the new addition to 
the National Parkinson Institute and 

the Seidman memorial will be estab
lished as a permanent symbol in the 
new facility. 

We are proud to announce that 
new chapters of the NPF were found
ed in Hollywood and Hallandale, 
Florida which will support the NPF 
in its purposes of helping and extend
ing the services to the Parkinson pa
tients. 

A particularly beautifully worded 
Proclamation was issued in October 
by Florida Governor Reubin 0. D. 
Askew commemorating the annual 
October 25th Parkinson week. 

Jeanne Levey was given the 1972 
Claude Pepper award, presented by 
South Shore Hospital at a dinner in 
her honor at the Fontainebleau Hotel 
on November 18. The Claude Pepper 
Award is given for outstanding con
tributions to the delivery of health 
services in Dade County. The trophy 
was presented to Jeanne Levey by the 
Honorable State Senator Kenneth 
Meyers of Miami. 

A Decade 
of Devotion 

This history would not be complete 
if we did not mention the valuable 
services of the unique personalities 
of the NPF staff. Different from most 
medical centers, the thread that is 
closely woven in with their daily tasks 
involves their devotion to the service 
of the patients. 

The unusual personnel in the medi
cal departments as well as all ac
companying services is the reason 
why the Parkinson Institute is un
equaled. What singles out our facility 
is that the NPF has created the 
making of specialists in the field of 
Parkinsonism because few men have 
the opportunity of being exposed to 
so many Parkinson patients. 
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

In reviewing the past decade and a 
half, the milestones of the 15 eventful 
years have been filled with struggle, 
exhilaration and progress. The com
pilation of these years shows that the 
achievements obtained did not come 
about without tremendous efforts. 

Filled with emotion, devotion and 
determination, the human spirit em
phasized once again its ability to pro
vide avenues for the seemingly insur
mountable to become a reality. 

The struggle became more evident 
since Parkinson's Disease was a for
gotten illness long dormant and the 
awakening awareness became appar
ent when the first public meeting was 
held in Chicago and hundreds attend
ed, so many with distorted bodies, 
stone-like stares and despair preval
ent. However, the rewarding effect 
evidenced a new awakening which 
brought forth some recognition that 
this was a menacing illness, that there 
were some who cared and that the 
fight to carry on would prevail. 

Then came the short-lived promise 
of the new experiment of cryothalam
ectomy (brain surgery). This had its 
fluctuating periods of hope which 
then faded and dimmed the enthu
siasm because it was soon revealed 
that this was not the answer. 

The first important fact that 
brought definite hope was the dream 
of Dr. Lewis J. Doshay that a re
search and rehabilitation institute be 
built, which became a reality in 1962. 
In this institute the Parkinson patient 

Things That 

Lie Ahead 

BY JEANNE LEVEY 

could receive the particular treat
ment and care eminently suitable for 
the sufferer of this illness. 

Not too long after, came the won
er drug called L-Dopa and the en
thusiasm electrified the obvious re
velations of seeing the distorted bod
ies straightened, the frozen face be
come a warm, normal smile and the 
shuffling feet walk once again with 
a normal pace. These unbelieveable 
sights heightened the hopes that now 
at last the suffering patients would be 
freed from their bridled disability. 

Without reckoning with time, again 
came another disillusionment. After 
some months of L-Dopa absorption, 
came the sad realization that this 
wonder drug was not yet the final 
answer and that additional research 
would have to be continued. 

If we are ever to find out why 
people get Parkinson's Disease, we 
now have the opportunity to develop 
the first coordinated clinical research 
which will make possible the investi
gation of the related disorders by 
studying the whole person with a con
certed group of scientists, thus bring
ing us one step nearer to our ultimate 
goal, which is research and enlarge
ment of our rehabilitation facilities. 

The future is promising because 
the new Bob Hope Research Institute 
will initiate a unique program of clin
ical research with prominent scien
tists. Specialists everywhere will be 
invited. Through these efforts, we 
hope the possible cause and cure may 
be achieved. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Marguerite McAuliffe 

The President has signed Proclamations entitled: 

11American Education Week, 197411 

''National Parkinson Week, 197411 
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Robert D. Linde r 
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hrough the courtesy of Congressman Claude P 

to President Ford has been received The White 

House. e certainly understand your inter in having the 

President reclaim a National Parkinson 

receives so requests 

to designate traditional 

line followed 's that he issued proclamations 

only when by Congressional resolutions. 

I am informed a resolution was passed in 1965 

to to proclaim the week beginning 

October ;t!f in that Parkinson Week. 

been sent to President Ford, but 

should one come o him in the ture, you may be sure it will 
~'t -

be given the refu)\ consideratio deserves. Perhaps you 

would want discuss xkex~~x with 

e possibility of a 

Week being introduced 

best wishes, 

s. Jeanne Levey 
hairman of the Board 

Representatives and 

resolution for National 

s, Paul A. Th is 
Executive E 'tor 

National Parkinson Foundation, Inc. 
1501 NW Ninth Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33136 

cc: The Honorable Claude Pepper, House of Rep., Wash., D.C. 20515 
via William E. Timmons, attn: Elouise Frayer 
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CLAUDE PEPPER 
t4TH DISTRICT, FLORIDA 

CHAIRMAN: 

SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON CRIME 

JAMES F. SOUTHERLAND 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 

432 CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUil.DiNG 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 

DON PETIT 

COMMITTEE ON RULES 

COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL 
SECURITY 

~ongrt55 of tbe Wnittb ~tatt~ 
1f>ouse of l\epresentatibe!$ 
•a~bington, 1l\.~. 20515 

ELLIS VAUGHN 

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES 

September 13, 1974 

Dear Mr. Timmons: 

DISTRICT OFFICE: 

RooM 823 FEDERAL Bu11.01NG1 

MIAMI, FLORIDA 

You will please find enclosed a letter to The 
President together with enclosures, from Mrs. Jeanne 
Levey, Chairman of the Board, National Parkinson Founda
tion, Inc., of Miami, Florida. The letter was delivered 
to my office with a copy for my information. 

I respectfully request President Ford to give consi
deration to the request that he proclaim "NATIONAL PARKIN
SON WEEK" this year beginning October 25th. You will note 
Mrs. Levey states that each of the Governors of their 
respective states have proclaimed "NATIONAL PARKINSON WEEK" 
since 1965, and I believe such a proclamation would support 
greatly our Federal effort to assist in finding the causes 
and providing the treatment for this dread disease. 

You know I would be grateful if you would expedite 
consideration of this matter. 

Believe me, 

Mr. William E. Timmons 
Assistant to the President 

for Legislative Affairs 
The White House Office 
Washington 20500 

Member 
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National Parkinson Institute 
1501 N.W. 9th Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33136 
Telephone 324-0156 

September 10, 1974 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

New York Office 
135 East 44th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
Telephone 697-8050 

.1~ 

BOB HOPE 
Honorary 

National Chairman 

PLEASE REPLY TO: 
1501 N.W. NINTH AVENUE 

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33136 

In 1965 the National Parkinson Foundation was privileged by President 
Lyndon B. Johnson who proclaimed that the week of October 25th be 
designated annually as "National Parkinson Week". 

We have been exercising this privilege and are now seeking that you, 
Sir,, be kind enough to proclaim "NATIONAL PARKINSON WEEK'' this 
year beginning October 25th, as each of the Governors of their respect
ive states have been doing since 1965. 

We are enclosing a copy of a Proclamation issued by the Governor of 
Florida to give you an idea of the type of procedure that has been followed. 
Your consideration will be most helpful and be asured of our warm 
appreciation for your interest in helping and furthering our important 
work. 

The National Parkinson Foundation, Inc. is a voluntary health agency 
constructed in 1962. We are the only facility of its kind exclusively 
devoted to the combined efforts of clinical and basic research studies. 
Our new addition, the Bob Hope Parkinson Research Institute, now under 
construction, will honor and be dedicated to our mutual friend, Bob Hope, 
who has been one of our consistent benefactors for the past seventeen years 
and has largely been responsible for the progress we have thus far achieved. 

2 •.. 

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE. MAY WE SOLICIT YOUR CONSIDERATION FOR ENDOWMENT TO OUR FOUNDATION? 
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The President September 10, 1974 

The new structure will be completed by early 1975~ and we hope that you 
will participate with us on this occasion. 

Thanking you in advance for your kind cooperation in behalf of the men 
and women suffering with Parkinson's Disease, 

Jeann evey 
Chairman of the Board 

JL-ap 
en els. 
(1) 15 years of progress in Parkinsonism 
(2) Psychological Factors in the Management of Parkinsons' Disease 
(3) Copy of Joint Resolution - Public Law 89-294 
(4) Copy of Proclamation by the Governor for the State of Florida 
(5) Copy of a Congressional Record dated February 22, 1972 
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PROCLAMATION 

~tnft of Jlf loridn 

~xecufh.tt ~tpnrtment 

mnlln~nsstt 

WHEREAS, nothing better demonstrates the deep human feeling 
and unity of the American people than the long, arduous and effective 
battle they have waged together to alleviate the ravages of disease 
and illness, and 

WHEREAS, the work of the National Parkinson Foundation, 
Inc., of Miami, Florida, is a remarkably striking example of that 
feeling and unity, and 

WHEREAS, said National Parkinson Foundation, Inc., has 
brought new hope to millions-of victims of Parkinson's disease, and 

WHEREAS, such hope is the result of the indefatigable and 
selfless effort and benevolence of the hundreds of people associated 
with the said National Parkinson Foundation, its leadership and 
associated groups and agencies, and 

WHEREAS, the affiliate of said Foundation, the National 
Parkinson Institute of Miami, is devoted to research efforts and to 
the medical trea~~ent and rehabilitation of Parkinson patients, and 

\\ 

WHEREAS, the work of said outstanding Foundation is signally 
honored each year during the period beginning October 25; 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Reubin O'D. Askew, by virtue of the 
authority vested in me as Governor of the State of Florida, do hereby 
proclaim the period, October 25--31, 1972, as 

NATIONAL PARKINSON WEEK 

in Florida in well merited Tecognition of the National Parkinson 
Foundation as an exemplary medical and humanitarian service to 
mankind. 

ATTEST: 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have 
hereunto set my hand and 
caused the Great Seal of 
the State of Florida to 
be affixed at Tallah~~ee, 
the Capital, this_L..rrr-~_day · 
of Ocl-obef in the year 
of q7ord ninet.een hund~ed 
~ sev. nty-t . j 

/ ~ l 

~ (4'~)~ 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
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e1hQ!-ninth ~ongrts.s or the tinittd ~tatt.I ar ilRlaica 
AT THE FIRST SESSION 

lkwun G1Ul 6.U al the Ci&y of Fa.6inglon on Monday, tM /aurrA Jay of JanutUY, 
one lhOIUGIUl niM ltunJral a1Ul 1ixty{u~ 
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To a-.tatwixt> llw P'"1df>Dt t.o prodalm Uae wet>& bfocj1.uiiua 0<1olwr :l:), lUd."i., 

•• National Parlll•- Wlllllr. 

!f,.,.ofred by tlte Sr111tle a:nd llm111e of RepreJten/.ativea of tA.e Vrt.i.ted 
Sl11lr11 ot .·ttnt"rictl in ('<mgreu 1uJ1u•mblerl, That the President of the 
l"nitt>d ~tares is authorized a.nd requt\->ted to iMRuP :mnulllly a procla
mation dt>Si~1\tin~ tho w~k l>f>ginning October ~5, 1005, as National 
P11.rkin~11 '\'eek a.nd inviting the Governors of the '*"veral StateR to 
i~ue similar pr0<·lamnt1ons. It is requested that such proclama.tion 
invite the mfl<lirnl proft'JSSion, the pl't.'68, and all agencies a.nd indi
,·iduals intel"l'8ted in & nnt ional pro~ram for the control of Parkin900'8 
disease to unite durinJl imrh w~k m public dt>dicat ion to such a pro-

f ram and in a co1wertro Ptfort to impress upon the people of the 
"nited States the nt><'essity for 1ch 11 program. 
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House of Representatives 
A TRIBUTE TO PARTNERSHIP 

<Mr. PEPPER asked and was given 
permission to extend his remarks at this 
point in the RECORD and to include 
extraneous matter.) 

Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, on Febru
ary 20, speaking before the 13th Annual 
Bob Hope Dinner to raise funds for the 
National Parkinson Foundation at the 
Fontainebleau Hotel at Mia.mi Beach, 
Fla., Dr. Merlin K . Duval, Assistant Sec
retary for Health and Scientific Affairs 
of the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, delivered an outstanding 
address entitled "A Tribute to Partner
ship." 

This dinner is a great event attended 
by some 1,200 people each year who have 
long given their loyal . support to the 
problem of Parkinson's disease ·which 
afflicts 60;000 new victims every year in 
our country, which has an annual popu
lation afflicted with Parkinson's of 1112 
million persons. Bob Hope, for 13 years 
the honorary chairman of the dinner, 
was a gain honorary chairman and was 
present and in his own inimitable way 
was master of ceremonies for the enter
tainment at the dinner, assisted by some 
of the outstanding artists performing on 
Miami Beach. My wife has long been the 
dinner chairman. I had the honor to be 
toastmaster on this occasion. The Na
tional Parkinson Foundation, with head
quarters in Miami, provides treatment 
aQd rehabilitation for the largest num
ber of Parkinson's patients in the world. 
The Parkinson Foundation is working in 
close concert in its research and reha
bilitation with the National Institute on 
Neurological Diseases and Blindness and 
with other authorities. 

The great genius of the foundation has 
been Mrs. Jeanne Levey who with her 
husband, a victim of Parkinson's, was the 
cofounder of the National Parkinson 
Foundation. 

Dr. DuVal in his able and outstanding 
address not only took due note of the 
progress made in research upon Park
inson's disease but reviewed the mean
ingful l'esults possible when the Federal 
and private resources of the country are 
brought to bear on a problem. From his 
vantage point as Secretary for Health 
and Scientific Affairs in the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Dr. 
DuVal was able to offer much hope in 
what can be accomplished in dealing 
with this tragic aftliction by such Federal 
and private cooperation in the years 

ahead. 
Mr. Speaker, I commend the scholarly 

address of Dr. DuVal to my colleagues 
and my fellow countrymen in the 
RECORD immediately following my 
remarks: 

A TRIBUTE TO PARTNERSHIP 

(Address by Merlin K. DuVal. M.D.) 
This month, tro!n a podium In Washing

ton, a weekend neighbor of yours offered re
sounding tribute to volun.teer!sm and to 
those who give ro generously of their time 
and funds for the betterment of all of us. 
On that oooas!on, President Nixon-and Mrs. 
Nixon, who shares his appreciation of the 
enonnous publ!o good that emanates from 
private effort&--¢0B8ted the growing spirit of 
partnership between two sectors of our so
ciety. Here, tonight, we see a brlll!ant ex
ample ot the k1nd of health achievement 
that Is possible when both Federal and pri
vate resources are brought to bear on a. 
problem. 

The work of the Na.tlona.J Parkinson 
Foundation and those who support · It has 
been responsible for :renewed hope for a.t 
least one m!ll!on Americans affilcated by 
park!nsonlsm. On behalf of Secretary R!ch
a.rdson and our entire Federal health team, 
I want to oompllment Mrs. Jeanne Levey, 
her officers and Bosrd- w!Jth special refer
enoe to the dedicated efforts Of Congressman 
and Mrs. Claude Pepper. I'm sure that you 
know tha.t Oongresmna.n Pepper bas been 
tireless In this efforta to further your cause 
from h!s office In Washington. 

Bob Hope, yo\l!' Honorary Cha.!nna.n, waa 
described last year by his fellow Oal!forn!an. 
White House Oounsellor Pinell, -as a. ''llort of. 
one-man ambulatory HEW"--e.nd I'll second 
that remark. I also noted that Bob Flnc:h 
suggested that If we combine the generosity 
and energy of Bob Hope with the assets of 
Howard Hughes, this might make it possible 
to el!m!na.te the Federal Government en
tirely. I'll seoond that too-but with one 
reservation. Let's not et Clifford Jrv!ng 
write the reorganization plan. 

But for as Jong ··as the Federal Govern
ment stays in business, we a.t HEW will con
tinue to do our very best to make a contri
bution In the health field. 

Let me touch on some Of our work In the 
battle against Parkinson's Disease. As we do 
In a. number of &reas, our first effort ts to 
complement; with a. strong research support 
program, the efforts of groups l!ke the Na
tional Parkinson Inst!~te as they work more 
directly with patients. Our own thrUst Is 
concentrated in the National Institute of 
Neurological Diseases and Stroke. 

By now, the name of Dr. George Cotz!a.s. 
the developer of L-Dopa therapy, and winner 
of a 1969 Lasker Award for Cl!n!cal MedJcal 
Research, has beoome thoroughly fGmll!M' to 
everyone with a.n Interest In Parkinson's dis
ease. We a.re proud to have supported Dr. 
Cotz!as' work with L-Dopa, Just as we are 

proud that we supported much of the re
search extending . over the past 20 yea.rs 
which led up to this discovery. Even today, 
we are continuing to sponsor his prograpi. 
He, too, is concerned primarily With the basic 
nature of park!nsonlsm. He has been work
ing with possible alternates to L-Dopa, and 
is now studying reactions to the drug In 
animals. 

He is particularly interested In finding a. 
possible relationship of trace metals to 
park!nsonlsm (In fact his original Interest 
was in manganese poisoning, the effects of 
which so closely resemble park!nsonlsm). He 
has been successful In breeding a strain of 
laboratory mice that does not absor.b man
ganese .and, Incidentally, Is also highly resist 
ant . to the toxic effects of L-Dopa. That 
park!nsonlsm might be traced to anything as 
simple as too much or too l!ttle manganese 
would be too good to be true, but we certain
ly think It's worth wh!le to find out just 
what the relationship Is. 

We have some other major cl!n!cal groups 
that we're sponsoring-at the University of 
Colorado, and at the Albert Einstein College 
of Medicine In New Yo~k. for example. 

The people ·at Colorado are doing a. large 
study of the metabol!sm, or chemical fate, 
of L-Dopa In the body, In both animals and 
rnan. Simultaneously, they're studying the 
electrical activity of the peripheral nervous 
system and muscle In park!nson!sm. Just re
cently they reported that they have found 
three distinct types of muscle fiber In human 
muscle, each with Its own Independent nerve 
supply. They're now trying to find out wheth
er park!nson!sm affects all three of the types, 
rather than one or . two, and whether any 
difference can be found In the muscle tissue 
of patients on L-Dopa.. 

Our center ·at Albert Einstein was only 
inaugurated In 1971. This group also w!ll de
vote Itself largely to e)[plo!tlng the research 
opportunities opened up by the success of 
L-Dopa therapy. 

In addition to these.large projects, we are 
supporting about 60 smaller, more speclftca.1-
ly targeted projectsJ These cover a. very broad 
range, and I won't try to describe them. ·one 
of them, toough, Is a. project of special In· 
terest to us tonight that I do want to men
tion. This Is a. study that our own National 
Institute of Neurological D!see.ses a.nd Stroke 
Is condu cting In collaboration with the Na
tional Parkinson Institute here In · Mlam.L 
One of the things we would very much Uke 
to know _Is whether L-Dopa really affects the 
natural course of Parkinson's disease, or 
whether it represents purely symptomatic 
treatment. 

The National Parkinson Institute now ha.s 
the largest L-Dopa therapy program In the 
world. It dispenses about 100,000 2% m!lli
grarn capsules a month, and it· has uniform 
records on the largest population of Parkin
son patients of any institution In the world. 
We're currently analyzing data. from th!s 
tremendously rich source to see if we can 



detect any lite expectancy ditrerences be
tween pre- and post-L-Dopa patients. This 
study is going very well, and we expect to be 
able to report on it by the end of this year. 
Real knowledge of whether L-Dopa slows the 
progression of park.insonism would give us a 
very important new research lead. 

Of course there are other things we also 
have to find out about this Interesting drug. 
As many of you know, one of the problems 
that has discouraged many patients, and 
their physicians. has been that the doses of 
L-Dopa that are necessary to obliterate trem
ors are so large that they also frequently 
produce severe, although reversible, side ef
fects. The problem appears to stem from a 
natural protective mechanism that acts to 
prevent many drugs from getting into the 
brain from the blood stream. Small amounts 
of L-Dopa (and therefore less likely to pro
duce side effects) are broken down so quick
ly.in the body that adequate penetration into 
the brain doesn't take place. The main ex
perimental approach to this problem, is 
through the use of certain "inhibitor" drugs 
which slow the breakdown of L-Dopa, thus 
allowing greater penetration, and permitting 
smaller doses. This is a tremendously excit• 
Ing investigation because, 1f it's successful, 
It will enable us to help many of the 25 to 
35 percent of Parkinson patients who can
not now tolerate L-Dopa. 

We were most interested to learn that the 
National Parkinson Institute is negotiating 
with a drug company to test one of the In
hibitors, known as "MK-486." This com
pound Is being tried In a number of other 
centers and, if you haven't already heard it: 
the results are highly encouraging.up to now. 

·One group. that we ' support In New York 
currently has 50 patients under treatment 
with MK-486, plus L-Dopa. They have found 
that they can reduce dosages by 80 percent, 
eliminate some side effects, and reduce many 
of the others to negligible levels. 

Some other Information of Interest relat
ing to long-term safety of L- Dopa has also 
been rep9rted recently, patients who have 
been on the drug continuously for as Jong 
as three years have shown no serious un
toward effects. Furthermore, we have no evi-

dence that the drug causes any measurable 
alterations in bi-a.in t}ssue. This is very en
couraging, indeed. 

The data I have just discussed relates, of 
course, to specific treatment measures-their 
efficacy and the problems that are associated 
with them. They are of paramount impor
tance to those of you who are so conscious of 
the progress of individuals suffering from 
Parkinson's Disease. But even beyond that 
awareness, I know that many of you here 
tonight have an even deeper concern. You 
look to the total health picture with a con
cern for those who are afflicted with a broad 
range of disorders. You have seen the ap
pearance of health deficits which mlghit not 
have occurred had we paid grea.ter attention 
to preventive techniques. You have borne the 
burden that escalating costs have olaced on 
consumed and provider alike~ sa.y nothing 
of the enlarging price Of the Federal budg
et allocated to health. And ·you have ex
perienced the inadequacies of traditional 
methods of insuring against the expense of 
both chronic and acute disorders. 

We, at HEW, have increasingly come to a 
better understanding of these matters
something the voluntary organizations have 
known for a Jong tlme-wh11e dollars are lm
.portant, the efficient and well-planned use of 
those dollars is &bsoluately vital. For too 
long, we have received only a partial return 
from Federal health expenditures; today, we 
must Insist that every dollar we spend pro
duces the ma.xl.mum possible benefl.t to Amer
ican health consumers. 

This philosophy is the cornerstone of the 
comprehensive health strategy I came to 
Washington to implement, at the request of 
our Presiden.t. And my 8.'lSOClates and I have 
started to implement it. We bega.n by 11tream
lln1ng the operation of. HEW-the second 
largest but most complex of all government 
departments. For years, peopie have said that 
HEW couldn't be managed. I'm here to tell 
you it can be managed and under the in
spired leadership of our Secretary, Elliot 
Richardson, it is being managed;. and well 
too, in my Judgment. 

At HEW our concern is not, weapons sys
tems, national. parks or highways-It's 

people--thelr health; their education; their 
well being and their welfare. My one con.. 
cern, ln the Department, is health. And our 
goal is to make lt possible for all people to 
have ready access to good health care at a 
price that is rea8onable and can be reason~ 
ably afforded. We are emphasizing the pre
vention of disease, the control of costs and 
the quallty of .the product. And we Intend 
to achieve these objectives without dest~oy
ing the freedom which has been responsible 
for so many of the advances In American 
health technology. We are not yet prepared 
to bankrupt the nation with paternallstic 
health protection schemes. We do not think 
that government has the right to rob the 
Individual citizen of his own right to choose 
the physician and the health fac1Jity that he 
belleves are best equipped to meet his needs. 

More simply stated, our strategy is an 
interlocking effort to encourage the reform 
and renovation of the entire health care sys
tem through more sklJJful health planning, 
health research, health manpower education 
and health services, And I am gratified that 
you who are associated with the National 
Parkinson Foundation also recognize the 
need for a fresh and Innovative approach in 
your work with patients. I refer, of course, to 
the concept utilized in the Tower of Hope. 
This unique fac11ity undertakes rehab11ita
tlon and research In effective, new ways
providing an environment more closely re
sembling the "real world" to which the 
chronic patient and his family must adapt. 

Mrs. Levey has told us of' the plans for the 
Bob Hope Research and Rehabilitation Insti
tute, which w111 encompass some 50 beds, 
and laboratory fac!Jlties for 8 to 10 scien
tists. I can only say that we welcome and 
applaud this enterprise and wish you the 
best of good luck with It. 

As I have already suggested, the conquest 
of Parkinson's Dlsease-Jlke most of our other 
health ch11,llenges-wlll result from a partner
ship, an amalgam of public and private 
effort. Thus far, your share of the Job has 
been handled admirably. My colleagues and 
I will do everything we can to match it. 

Thank you. 
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CYD CHARISSE BETTY CLOONEY MYRON COHEN JERRY COLONNA BILLY DANIELS 

Our Tribute To The Great Artists 
Who Have Shared With Us Their 
Talents Over The Years 

Bob Hope has given impetus and 
made possible the original goal of the 
National Parkinson Foundation 
( NPF) and has become the focal 
point of our successful 15-year pro
gram. 

His continued, untiring interest, giv
ing his unique, skillful talents as well 
as his financial resources has sustain
ed us in the past and will help bring 
to reality for the first time a singular 
research facility for clinical and basic 
research studies with a coordinated 
group of scientists in the related areas 
of the biological sciences. This facil
ity will provide the opportunity for 

the specialists to explore and p.inpoint 
the area of inception and probably 
find the cause and cure of Parkinson's 
Disease. 

He has brought the greatest bevy 
of famous artists from all parts of the 
country with him to participate and 
share with us their genius and innate 
human qualities at the annual Bob 
Hope dinners. 

To mention only a few, we have 
had Lucille Ball, Shirley Bassey, Polly 
Bergen, Janet Blair, the Impact of 
Brass group, Anita Bryant, Red But
tons, Jack Carter, Cyd Charisse, Betty 
Clooney, Myron Cohen, Jerry Colonna, 

SAMMY DAVIS, JR. GLORIA DeHAVEN JIMMY DURANTE NITA DUVAL EDDIE FISHER 
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EYDE GORME ROBERT GOULET SHECKY GREENE PAT HENRY HARRY HIRSCHFIELD 

HELENA JACKMAN JANE KEANE GLADYS KNIGHT ALAN KING FRANCES LANGFORD 

Billy Daniels, Sammy Davis Jr., Gloria 
de Haven, Jimmy Durante, Nita Du
val, Eddie Fisher, The Five Gospel 
Jazz Singers group, Eyde Gorme, 
Robert Goulet, Shekky Green, Har
monicats, Pat Henry, Harry Hirsch
field, Dolores Hope, Helena Jack
man, Jane Keane, Gladys Knight and 
the Pips, Alan King, Frances Lang
ford, Steve Lawrence, The McGuire 
Sisters, Tony Martin, Jack Mathers, 
Marilyn Maye, Sheila McRae, Hugh 
O'Brien, Patti Page, Arnold Palmer, 

Louis Prima, Anthony Quinn, Debbie 
Reynolds, Dick Shawn, Frank Sinatra 
Jr., Keely Smith, Lee Sohn, Ed Sulli
van, Danny Thomas, Jackie Vernon 
and many others. 

Our genuine thanks and apprecia
tion to our dear Bob Hope and all 
the participants who have helped us 
fullfill this lofty mission. We hope 
the years ahead will provide reward
ing comfort to each of these great 
personalities. 

STEVE LAWRENCE TONY MARTIN JACK MATHERS MARILYN MAYE SHEILA McRAE 

HUGH O'BRIEN PATTI PAGE ARNOLD PALMER LOUIS PRIMA ANTHONY QUINN 
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Fifteen Eventful, Historical 
Years of The National 
Parkinson Foundation 
1957 

As early as 1945, the S. Jay Leveys 
consulted Dr. Lewis ]. Doshay, Direc
tor of the Parkinson Laboratories of 
the Neurological Institute at Colum
bia University, on Mr. Levey's illness. 

It was from this encounter and at 
his suggestion that the whole idea of 
establishing a foundation came to life 
years later with Dr. Doshay becoming 
one of the central figures of the pur
pose and philosophy of the organiza
tion. He felt the necessity of people 
becoming aware of the dread disease, 
Parkinsonism. 

As this dream became a reality, Dr. 
Doshay consented to become Chair
man of the National Medical Advis
ory Board of the Foundation, and it 
was under his dedicated leadership 
that the Parkinson Institute attained 
national recognition. This man devoted 
34 years of his medical life to Parkin
son's Disease, writing a vast amount 

S. JAY LEVEY DR. LOUIS DOSHAY 

of material on this illness as well as 
developing most of the early drugs 
used for Parkinsonism for the phar
maceutical houses. 

The National Parkinson Foundation 
was founded at a meeting in the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. S. Jay Levey in Mi
ami Beach during March 1957, the 
Charter being prepared by Lee M. 
Worley and signed by Circuit Judge 
Ray Pearson. 

A New York Charter was organized 
by Cresap, McCormick and Paget, 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS FRANK SINATRA, JR. LEE SOHN ED SULLIVAN DANNY THOMAS 

JACKIE VERNON THE ANDREWS SISTERS THE IMPACT OF llRASS 
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Management Consultants, in October 
1957, the incorporation being approv
ed by Supreme Court Justice Samuel 
M. Gold. Edward Madden, an early 
volunteer, who built many county 
blood banks, paid all expenses of 
Cresap, McCormick and Paget. Hugo 
Pollock, another early volunteer, pro
vided the NPF with an office suite 
rent free and with all services pro
vided for two years. In the summer 
of 1959 a permanent office was estab
lished at 135 East 44th St. in New 
York, where that office has been ever 
since. 

Mr. Pollock, a friend of the Levey 
family, has consistently observed how 
Parkinson's Disease destroys the suf
fering patient and the family as well, 
remaining devoted to the cause of 
Parkinsonism throughout the years. 

Meyer Stein, an associate of Hu.go 
Pollock, has served in a legal capacity 
since the inception of the Foundation, 
together with Mr. Pollock. He has 
been responsible for expediting many 
substantial legacies, and under his 
direction all finances have been re
sponsibly handled. His services have 
been of immeasurable value and it is 
difficult to describe the voluminous 
amount of energies expended through 
his kind offices. 

William Bein was one of the valued 
early founders, working with Sam 
Spielberg in the New York office from 
the very beginning. Bill Bein spent 
his life in the world of philanthropy. 
He worked ten years without com
pensation with the NPF as a member 
of the National Board of Directors. 
His valuable direction and service 
have remained a constant guide and 
his spiritual quality, experience and 
philosophic approach have stayed 
with us throughout the years as a 
permanent symbol. He died in 1968 
but his memory will endure. 

Sam Spielberg, one of the original 
founders from the Foundation's in
ception, took over the New York office 
and has been its Treasurer and Sec
retary through all these years. He 
has been a consistent, ardent worker 
and has been responsible for bringing 
substantial funds to the Foundation. 

LEE WORLEY EDWARD MADDEN 

The New York office has successfully 
survived throughout these many years 
under Sam Spielberg's wise, economic 
direction. 

The first public meeting on Parkin
son's Disease was held in Chicago at 
the new Henry Booth House with an 
overwhelming audience. Dr. Lewis J. 
Doshay of Columbia University flew 
in from New York to address the 
meeting. The anxious faces, the crip-

BILL BEIN SAM SPIELBERa 

pied and maimed lives at this meet
ing developed an awareness that 
sparked new impetus to the whole 
movement in Parkinsonism, which 
has followed throughout the years. 

1958 
The first presentation, public meet

ing and discussion on Parkinson's Di
sease in Florida took place in the 
Rosewood Room of the Fontaine
bleau Hotel, Miami Beach, on Janu
ary 28. Senator Harry P. Cain acted 

SEN. HARRY CAIN DR. PERITZ SCHEINBERG 

as chairman and Dr. Peritz Schein
berg, Associate Professor of Neurol
ogy of the University of Miami Med
ical School discussed Parkinson's and 
allied diseases. Some 300 people at
tended. 

The premiere dinner of the NPF 
was held at the Fontainebleau Hotel 
on March 13 with Senator Harry P. 
Cain as Toastmaster. Principal speak
er was Dr. Homer Marsh, Dean of 
the University of Miami Medical 
School. 

1959 
The first public service forum on 

Parkinsonism was initiated on Chan
nel 2, Miami. 

A group of eminent physicians 
took part in the discussion, Senator 
Harry P. Cain acting as moderator. 

Among the participants were Dr. 
George ]. LeRoy, University of Chi
cago, Dr. A. M. Ornsteen, University 
of Pennsylvania, and Dr. Ralph Jones 
Jr., Professor and Chairman of the 
Department of Medicine, University 
of Miami. 

Senator Harry P. Cain also acted 
as moderator at a free public meet
ing, held at the Miami Beach Audi
torium on March 15th. Dr. Lewis J. 
Doshay of Columbia University, Dr. 
George J. LeRoy, University of Chi
cago, Dr. A. M. Ornsteen, University 
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of Pennsylvania, Dr. Ralph Jones Jr., 
Professor and Chairman of the De
partment of Medicine, University of 
Miami and Dr. Earl A. Walker of John 
Hopkins University were the speak
ers on Parkinson's Disease. Some 3000 
people attended this meeting, the 
largest single public meeting ever 
held on Parkinson's Disease. 

On April 7 the annual dinner of the 
NPF was held at the Waldorf Astoria 
Hotel in New York City. Guest speak
er was Dr. George LeRoy, Associate 
Dean of Biological Sciences of the 
University of Chicago, who pointed 
out that leaders of American science 
felt real concern because basic re
search had not received adequate 
support. He praised the- NPF's pro
gram to raise money to finance a re
search grant to his division at the 
University of Chicago because prog
ress toward a method of control or 
cure of Parkinson's Disease depends 
upon the accumulation of new infor
mation about the human nervous 
system. 

A big luncheon was held at the 
Bay Harbor Island home of Jeanne 
Levey on Miami Beach, with about 
85 women attending. On this occa
sion the Florida Women's Division 
was organized and Helen Sterne was 
elected its first president. She re
mained president for a number of 
years. 

The Florida Women's Division has 
dedicated a sustaining interest to 
Parkinsonism and the Foundation 
from its very inception throughout 
all these years. Flora Frey, Fern 
Schwartz Cohen, Johanna Bergmann 
and many others have given time and 
love to the cause with great devotion. 

The Women's Division of the NPF 
was organized at a special luncheon 
held in the New York home of Jeanne 
Levey, Chairman of the Board, in 
October 1959. Its function is to ser
vice as a working arm of the Board 
of Directors to promote public under
standing of this dread disease and as 
an aid in raising funds for research 
and rehabilitation. 
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1960 
The first annual Bob Hope Dinner 

took place on Valentine's Day at the 
Fontainebleau Hotel in Miami Beach 
Florida with Bob Hope presiding: 
thus beginning his annual dinners 
with his large number of great stars. 
Chuck Hall acted as chairman. 

The University of Chicago received 
$25,000 from the NPF, as the first 
installment on a $150,000 gift for 
basic research on Parkinson's Disease. 
The grant established a senior re
search fellowship program in the 
division of Biological Sciences at that 
University. 

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the 
construction of the National Parkin
son Institute building at N.W. 9th 
Ave. and 15th St. in Miami took place 
on May 1st. This great milestone stir
red thousands to the realization of the 
great need for such a building, the 

DR. RALPH JONES DR. SAM GERTMAN 

first in history to represent an attempt 
to do battle with Parkinsonism. Dr. 
Samuel Gertman, Director, Division 
of Gerontology at the University of 
Miami and Chairman of the Medical 
Advisory Board, Florida Chapter of 
the NPF, gave a speech entitled "The 
Goals of the Parkinson Rehabilitation 
Clinic" to commemorate the occasion. 

Present to view the work being 
undertaken were Dr. Irving Lehrman 
of Temple Emanu-El, Senator Harry 

Groundbreaking on the National Parkinson Institute 

· P. Cain, Dr. Emil P. Taxay, Instruc
tor of the University of Miami School 
of ~edicine, Dr. Ralph Jones, Jr., 
ChaHman of the University of Miami 
Sc?ool of !vf edicine, Dr. M. Eugene 
Fhpse, Assistant Executive Chairman 
Richard Bryce, Jeanne Levey, Dr'. 
Robert B. Lawson, Interim Dean of 
the University of Miami School of 
Medicine, Commissioner Charles F. 
(Ch~ck) Hall, Dr. John H. Farrell, 
~haHman Dept. of Surgery, Univer
sity of Miami School of Medicine, Dr. 
David H. Reynolds, Chief Division 
of Neurosurgery, University of Miami 
S~hool ?f Medicine, Mayor Robert 
Kmg High, and many other digni
taries and guests. 

The New York Women's Division 
had its first annual luncheon at "Ta
vern on the Green" on October 11 
1960. The guests numbering close t~ 
500 reflected a quality of tone and 
distinction. The famous screen and 
TV star, Teresa Wright, was guest of 
honor. She spoke of her contact with 
~argaret Bourke-vVhite, whose hero
ic struggle against Parkinson's Di
sease she portrayed so beautifully in 
"Sunday Showcase," the TV produc
tion of the Margaret Bourke-White 
story. 

Another distinguished guest was 
Dr. Lewis J. Doshay, Chairman of 
the NPF medical advisory commit
tee, who presented an interesting and 
informative talk on the treatment 
and care of the Parkinson illness and 
the importance of supporting' the 
NPF research program. 

1961 
The second annual Bob Hope din

ner was held at the Fontainebleau 
Hotel in Miami Beach. Bob Hope 
flew in at his own expense from the 
West Coast to act as Master of Cere
monies. He was joined for the show 
by Polly Bergen, Tony Martin, Sam
my Davis Jr., Dick Shawn and other 
celebrities. 

Jeanne Levey went to Washington 
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to try to ob~ain a government grant 
for construction of the Parkinson In
stitute building. She accompanied 
Representative Dante Fascell to the 
office of Abraham Ribicoff, Secretary 
of Health, Education and Welfare 
for an interview on this matter. As ~ 
result, a federal grant was approved 
by the U.S. Government to be given 
to the NPF in the form of a U.S. Hill
Burton grant in the amount of $150 -
000 to be matched by the NPF fro~ 
funds gathered from friends, for the 
proposed construction. 

A bronze bust of our founder, S. 
Jay Levey, was unveiled. This bust 
was to be placed at the new Parkin
son Institute. It was sculptured by 
Miss Zena Posever. Because S. Jay 
Levey was a victim of Parkinson's 
Disease, the idea of making the world 
aware that Parkinsonism is a menac
ing illness was born, becoming th~ 
focal point of motivation through the 
eventful years to follow. 

1962 
The third annual Bob Hope dinner 

was held at the Fontainebleau Hotel. 
Guest of Honor was Secretary of Edu
cation, Health and Welfare Abraham 
A. Ribicoff, who presented Jeanne 
Levey with the $150,000 check from 
the Hill-Burton grant approved in 
1961. 

Dedication ceremonies for the Na
tional Parkinson Institute took place 
on May 13, 1962 and on June 1st, pa-
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tients were admitted, the first ones 
being S. Jay Levey, Maurice Frey and 
David Kaltman. For the first time in 
history, the only institute exclusively 
devoted to treatment and care of 
Parkinsonism and its allied diseases 
started to function. 

SEN. ABE RIBICOFF DAVID KALTMAN 

Patients received specialized dia
gnosis their cases were studied, re
search on the progress of medical 
treatment was undertaken and psy
chological and social studies made. 
Applications came from all parts of 
the country, establishing the great 
need for such an institute. 

The Wall of Hope was installed in 
the lobby of the Institute. This wall 
is a permanent symbol of the gener
ous men and women who have made 

THE THRIFT SHOP 

possible the first Parkinson Institute 
anywhere. We are proud to indicate 
that our record of achievement 
through the years has justified their 
faith and generosity. 

An air conditioned Thrift Shop was 
opened at 1719 N.W. 10th Ave. with 
most attractive equipment and decor
ations. Volunteers from the Women's 
Division were asked to help in every 
possible way to make this a profitable 
project, with the proceeds going to 
the Parkinson Institute. 

Many new fund raising devices 
were created by the Women's Divi
sion which brought in substantial 
sums through the years so that their 
record was and still is considerable. 

1963 
Florida Governor Farris Bryant and 

Bay Harbor Islands Mayor Shepherd 
Broad issued a joint resolution declar
ing February 10th to 17th National 
Parkinson Week. 

The fourth annual Bob Hope din
ner was held at the Deauville Hotel 
on February 14th. The dinner was 
emceed by Bob Hope, who made a 
generous cash contribution, flew down 
at his own expense and brought to
gether for the show such performers 
as Jimmy Durante, Janet Blair, Keely 
Smith, Tony Martin and Cyd Charisse 
and Allen and Rossi. 

During the same month, Jeanne 
Levey welcomed Bob Hope to the 
National Parkinson Institute, where 
he visited with patients and was in
terviewed by WTVJ television sta
tion for a special news broadcast. 

A brain bank was set up for people 
who agreed to will their brains to the 
NPF. Brains subsequently have been 
sent to Dr. Mary Bazelon at the 
George Washington University. Such 
a study may help solve the mystery 
of Parkinson's Disease. 

In May, Jeanne Levey was chosen 
as Dade County's Outstanding Citi
zen of the Year and in September 
was given a citation for outstan~ing 
contributions to the State of Florida, 

the citation being signed by Farris 
Bryant, Governor of Florida. 

On October 9, 1963, Jay Levey, Co
Founder of the NPF, passed away. 
S. Jay Levey died and Jeanne Levey's 
work continues. Because of the fate 
that has befallen their lives, others 
may live. 

1964 

The fifth annual Bob Hope dinner 
was held on February 14th at the 
Fontainebleau Hotel, with Bob Hope 
emceeing and Metro Mayor Chulk 
Hall presiding. The dinner has be
come an institution and has since 
been called "The dinner of the year." 

Another symposium on Parkinson's 
Disease was held at the Fontaine
bleau Hotel from April 9 to 11 under 
the auspices of the NPF with a dinner 
held at the National Parkinson Insti
h1te for the people present at that 
symposium. 

Scientists from various parts of the 
country attended and as a result, 
the monograph "Parkinson's Disease -
Trends in Research and Treatment" 
edited by Professors A. Barbeau of 
the University of Toronto, Lewis J. 
Doshay of Columbia University and 

MAYOR CHUCK HALL DR. E. A. SPIEGEL 

Ernest A. Spiegel of Temple Univer
sity in Philadelphia, was published in 
1965 by Grune & Stratton of New 
York and London. 

In December Jeanne Levey was 
presented with the 1963 Lane Bryant 
annual award to an individual for 
volunteer service to the community. 
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1965 
The 6th annual Bob Hope dinner, 

held at the Fontainebleau Hotel on 
February 14th and emceed by Bob 
Hope, was a memorable occasion. 

The letter that President ] ohnson 
sent Bob Hope commemorating this 
dinner had a message that is partic
ularly fitting and inspiring. 

From June 6 to 10th, the American 
Medical Association held its annual 
convention in New York City. The 
only exhibit on Parkinson's disease 
was the one set up by the NPF. 
Jeanne Levey was present at this con
vention. 

From June 20th to 24th, the Ameri
can Medical Association held another 
meeting at the Coliseum of New York 
City and the National Parkinson In
stitute had an exhibit in the scientific 
section. This exhibit was directed by 
Dr. Lewis J. Doshay, Director of the 
Parkinson Laboratories of the Neur
ological Institute at Columbia Uni
versity, and Chairman of our National 
Medical Advisory Board. Jean Thi
baut, Chief of our Physical Eehabili
tation Department demonstrated the 
services we provide. 

At this meeting, under Dr. Doshay's 
direction, we took the census of ap
proximately 15,000 persons from a 
cross-country section, to find out how 
many Parkinson patients there are. 
These findings were given to Dr. Do
shay who turned them over to Colum
bia University. The figures came to 
about rn million Parkinson sufferers 
and about 60,000 new cases per year. 

During August, 10,000 booklets were 
distributed to physicians showing this 
exhibit. With the consent of Bob 
Hope and Doubleday editors, several 
thousand copies of Bob Hope's book, 
I OWE RUSSIA $1200, were donated 
to the NPF. This has been an excel
lent avenue of contribution for those 
wishing an autographed signature of 
Bob Hope inserted on the fly leaf of 
the book. 

On Oct. 17th, a Message of Hope 
dinner was held at the Waldorf-As
toria Grand Ballroom in New York, 
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honoring the memory of Irving Fried
man, co-founder and benefactor of 
the NPF. Sponsoring and attending 
were General and Mrs. David Sar
noff, Chairman of the Board of RC.A., 
the eminent author Eugene Lyons, 

was the central speaker. Helen Hayes 
and Mrs. Lyons, Senator Jacob Javits 
and Allan Jay Lerner contributed with 
their presence to this memorable 
dinner. 

On October 25, 1965, a joint reso-
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~ ,~ 
\11 ~ \11 
\fl THE WHITE HOUSE \fl 
\11 WASHINGTON Cii1~ \ii 
\fl M- \fl 
\11 F b 14 1965 of Ho~ \11 \fl er~ry , \fl 
\11 \11 
\11 \11 
\11 \11 
\11 \11 

~ Dear Bob: ~ 
\11 \11 \fl If all the world were populated with Bob Hopes, what \ii 
\fl a good place it would be. I never cease to marvel \fl 
\11 at the time you find - and give so freely - for the \11 
\fi interests of your fellow man - in this r.ountry and \fl 
\fl around the world. \fl 

~ Your participation in the dinner tonight is a contribution ~ 
"' to one of the worthiest causes of all. I am sure that Y 

~ some day we shall be able to overcome the crippling ~ 
:f. miseries inflicted by Parkinson's disease, as we ~ 
Y shall be able to overcome so many of those human Y 

~ afflictions which man has sqffered through the age11. ~ 

\11 All who participate in these efforts now are \11 
\11 hastening that happy day and I wish every success to \ii 
\V your continuing efforts. \fl 
\11 \11 
\11 My every good wish goes to you. You are a valuable \fl 
\fl national asset - take good care of yourself. \fl 
\11 \11 
\ll Sincerely, \fl 
\11 \11 
\11 \11 
\11 ~ 
\11 Mr. Bob Hope \II 
\11 National Parkinson's Foundation \11 
\fl Fontainebleau Hotel \fl 
\11 Miami Beach, Florida \11 
\11 \11 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A Letter from President Lyndon B. Johnson 
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HON. CLAUDE PEPPER MILDRED PEPPER 

lution was issued by Congress pro
claiming that week as annual Nation
al Parkinson Week. The proposal was 
presented and initiated by Claude 
Pepper and signed by Vice-President 
Hubert Humphrey and President 
Lyndon Johnson. 

At the beginning of November, 
President Johnson called for a White 
House conference on health. This 
three day session culminated in a re
ception at the White House with 1500 
scientists and professors from all parts 
of the country attending and the only 
persons representing Parkinson~s Di
sease were Jeanne Levey, Chairman 
of the National Parkinson Foundation 
and the Honorable Claude Pepper. 

They were received by Vice-Presi
dent Hubert Humphrey and handed 
the Resolution proclaiming the an
nual National Parkinson Week. The 
aftermath of that Health Conference 
was that Jeanne Levey wrote a per
sonal letter to President Johnson and 
received an excellent assurance that 
new impetus would be given to the 
problem of Parkinson's Disease. As a 
result, Congressman Pepper arranged 
to take Jeanne Levey before the Ap
propriations Committee, with Fred 
Fogarty and Senator Lister Hill pre
siding. The National Institutes of 
Health received their first appropria
tion earmarked for research on Park
inson's disease. 
It is appropriate here to mention the 

continued, untiring interest that the 
Honorable Claude Pepper has mani
fested for the NPF throughout the 
years. He initiated and fathered great 
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legislation, introduced many bills to 
further the interest, research and 
grants favoring our organization and 
always behind him, Mildred Pepper 
could be found, helping him and 
being a literal Rock of Gibraltar. 

Unfortunately, 1965 did not bring 
only good things. Dr. Lewis J. Do
shay, the father of the NPF dream, 
Chairman of the National Board of 
Medical Consultants of the National 
Parkinson Institute, died on Novem
ber 6th. All the case history data, his 
books and manuscripts were present
ed to the NPF archives. These data 
have been most valuable for research 
studies and many of the patients of 
Dr. Doshay came to the National 
Parkinson Institute in Miami for 
treatment. 

1966 
The seventh annual Bob Hope din

ner· was held at the Deauville Hotel. 
Bob Hope faithfully emceed the af
fair as he has done in the past. U.S. 
Representative Claude Pepper at
tended, together with Mildred Pepper 
who shortly before had graciously ac
cepted the Chairmanship of the Na
tional Women's Division of the NPF. 
Through her efforts, the Women's 
Division groups have developed sub
stantially throughout the years. 

Present also were Senator Gale Mc
Gee of Wyoming, Congressman John 
Dent of Pennsylvania, Dr. Henry King 
Stanford, President of the University 
of Miami, Dr. Hayden C. Nicholsen, 
Dean of the Medical School of Miami, 
and Ralph Renick, Vice-President of 
WTVJ Television of Miami. 

Bob Hope was presented with the 
"Chair of Hope," designed by Jeanne 
Levey, prepared and upholstered by 
artist Michael Piuggi. This chair is 
now in Bob Hope's Trophy Room in 
North Hollywood. Claude Pepper also 
presented Bob Hope with a plaque, 
written by Jeanne Levey and made 
by Mr. Piuggi. 

Sam Spielberg of the New York 
office presented Jeanne Levey with 
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a substantial check made possible 
through the New York office's untir
ing efforts and fine management. 

After being made custodian of Dr. 
Lewis J. Doshay's books, papers and 
manuscripts on Parkinson's Disease 
the NPF established a Dr. Lewis J'. 
Doshay library for literature on Park
inson's Dis.ea~e, also a lectureship and 
a. fellowship m memory of this physi
cian who gave 34 years of his medi
cal career trying to find a cure for 
this malady. 

A new identification disk and rec
ord card were prepared to be dis
tributed among Parkinson patients to 
protect them in case of injury or sud
den illness. 

"Hope through Research" a special 
publication prepared by the National 
Institutes of Neurological Disease and 
Blindness of the National Institutes of 
Health gave tribute to the NPF as a 
voluntary association dedicated to re
search and seFvice on Parkinsonism. 

Having two brothers affected with 
Parkinson's Disease, this illness be
came a major source of interest to 
Jacob S. Seidman of New York City, 
head of an accounting firm with offices 
in many foreign countries and con
sidered one of the 10 largest account
ing fi~ms in the world. Great philan
thropists, the J. S. Seidman family and 
the Seidman Foundation donated 
$250,000 to the NPF in memory of 
the late M. L. Seidman. 

'!'h~ N.PF purchased a 13-story 
bmldmg m Miami from the Federal 
Housing Administration, the purchase 
being made possible to a large de
gree by this generous contribution. 
It was decided to name this build
ing "The M. L. Seidman Parkinson 
Tower" in memory of Mr. Siedman's 
brother. 

Th~ purchase of this building made 
a reality of a hope long cherished by 
the national board of directors of the 
NPF,a unique philosophy with dual 
pu~~ose: the possibility of a housing 
facility and an education program for 
the Parkinson patients and their fami
lies, as well as a research laboratory 

J. S. SEIDMAN M. L. SEIDMAN 

and v.aried rehabilitation departments 
covermg the related services, treat
ment and care, all under one roof. 

This idealism was not permitted to 
come to full fruition because of zon
ing restrictions and finally, after a 
number of years in which we were 
unable to achieve our purpose, we 
had to sell the M. L. Seidman Park
inson Tower in order to proceed with 
the ?ominant effort to reach our goal, 
to f md the cause and cure of Parkin
son's Disease. We are now proceed
ing to build the comfortable addition 
that will make our original purpose 
possible. 

In June Jeanne Levey was present
ed with a Certificate of Appreciation 
by the Kiwanis Club on the occasion 
of her addressing the Hialeah-Miami 
Springs chapter. 

During October, Metro Mayor 
Chuck Hall and Miami Mayor Robert 
King High issued a proclamation ask
ing for local participation in observ
ing National Parkinson Week begin
ning October 25th, concurrently with 
the. nation-wide annual period pro
claimed the year before by President 
Johnson. 

"1967 
On February 14th the Fontaine

bleau was the site chosen for the 8th 
annua! Bob Hope dinner. Bob Hope 
and his usual bevy of stars made this 
a great occasion. Speakers were U.S. 
Senator E . L. Bartlett of Alaska and 
Congressman Daniel J. Flood of Penn
sylvania. Senator and Mrs. Fred Har
ris of Oklahoma and Senator and Mrs. 
John J. Williams of Delaware honor
ed us with their presence. 

Jeanne Levey had the privilege of 
being included in a good will tour, 
together with a group of people, with 
Claude and Mildred Pepper, to Italy, 
Israel, Spain and Greece. The Ameri
can Embassy in each country met the 
group and briefed it on the problem~ 
besetting the respective governments. 
. Jeanne Levey, naturally, visited the 
~mportant hospitals and universities, 
interested as always in seeking infor
mation about Parkinson's Disease. Un
fortunately, practically no work was 
being done in any of the countries on 
the disease and few people had any 
real interest in the Parkinson problem. 

It was during the visit to Spain that 
Jeanne Levey was surprisingly told 
by an eminent physician that Gener
alisimo Franco had Parkinson's Di
sease. This was confirmed in the De
cember 11, 1972 issue of Time maga
zine in a report on The Unsolved 
Problems of Succession, a story of 
Spain today. Since this tour, we have 
been sending material to Israel and 
this country has become aware that 
Parkinsonism is one if its vital health 
problems. 

In Italy, Claude Pepper and Mil
dred had an audience with Pope Paul 
VI. Dedicated as always to Parkin
sonism, Claude Pepper asked His 
Holiness if he would bless the NPF 
and its founder. Before 10,000 people 
in the audience, and with a copy of 
our Newsletter in his hand, the Pope 
blessed the NPF' and its founder. 

Dr. Ernest A. Spiegel, a world re
nowned professor of experimental 
and applied neurology at Temple 
University in Philadelphia and Dr. 
Mona Spiegel, professor in colloid 
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chemistry at the same university be
gan a period of dedicated application 
in a new improved laboratory at the 
National Parkinson Institute on a re
search project that brought new hope 
for a possible breakthrough in the di
sease. This activity was to last 6 or 7 
months of each of the next five years. 
The Spiegels have already contribut
ed a great deal of knowledge to the 
many facets of Parkinsonism. 

In 1947 Dr. Ernest A. Spiegel and 
Dr. H. T. Wycis of Temple Univer
sity developed the first stereoence
phalo tactic, in the form of an in
strument that guides electrodes to the 
ba~al ganglia of the brain and pin
pomts the area of the brain affected 
by the disease. This instrument is now 
on display at the Smithsonian Insti
tute. 

Dr. Mona Spiegel worked with the 
Fava Bean, developing an extract 
containing dopamine. Unfortunately, 
the quantities produced were mini
mal and patients had to ingest too 
much extract during the course of a 
day to get enough dopamine to be 
of any value, so this procedure had 
to be abandoned. 

The Florida Women's Division of 
the NPF raised a sum of $10,000 which 
was used to purchase an electroence
phalograph and its accessories. They 
also donated two Dodge station 
wagons to transport patients who do 
not have their own transportation to 
and from the Institute. Since then 
the Institute has purchased two Yolks~ 
wagen station wagons being used for 
the same purpose. 
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1968 
At the ninth annual Bob Hope din

ner held at the Fontainebleau Hotel, 
with Bob Hope emceeing, we had 
Wilbur J. Cohen, Secretary of Health, 
Education and Welfare as guest of 
honor. Drs. Ernest A. Spiegel, pro-

HON. WILBUR COHEN DOLORES HOPE 

fessor of experimental and applied 
neurology at Temple University in 
Philadelphia, and Mona Spiegel, pro
fessor in colloid chemistry at the same 
university, members of our medical 
staff, also honored us with their pre
sence. 

We surprised Bob and Dolores 
Hope, who were celebrating their 
34th wedding anniversary, with a 
tiered wedding cake and Dolores 
Hope delighted the large audience of 
1200 people attending this dinner by 
singing, thereby exhibiting her innate 
talents. 

Three major sources sparked na
tional and international publicity for 
the NPF. One source was a letter by 
Jeanne Levey of the NPF written to 
Time magazine and published by 
them, telling about Bob Hope's inter
est in the fight against Parkinson's Di
sease and the work of the Foundation. 
Another source was an Associated 
Press news feature story by Ben Funk 
on the NPF and the third was a pub
lic radio announcement using Bob 
Hope's voice appealing for funds to 
fight Parkinsonism. 

Letters and requests for informa
tion were received from all over the 
world as well as contributions. Pa
tients came to visit us from many for-

eign countries. The maturity of work · 
and progress of the NPF was taking 
on international significance. 

As the Parkinson Institute became 
more firmly established, groups from 
several nursing schools came to see 
what has and could be done at the 
Institute. The School of Nursing of the 
University of Miami, the School of 
Nursing of Jackson Memorial Hospi
tal, students in the associate degree 
program at Miami Dade Junior Col
lege, etc. visited us and our medical 
staff and heads of the Rehabilitation 
Departments lectured to these visitors. 

We had a visit from Miss Mary 
Switzer, Administrator of Social and 
Rehabilitation Service of the Dept. of 
Health, Education and Welfare, who 
was our guest at the Seidman Park
inson Tower. She was fascinated<with 
the idealism and possibility that the 
Seidman Parkinson Tower could be 
developed into an in-patient facility 
with a unified program of service and 
education for the Parkinson patient 
as well as a treatment and research 
center, all under one roof. 

In 1959, Dr. Oleh H ornykiewics, 
Professor of Pharmacology at the Uni
versity of Toronto, was in Vienna 
where he started analyses of the 
brains of patients who died of Park
inson's Disease, finding that a severe 
deficiency of dopamine in the extra
pyramidal centers occurred in these 
patients. With this finding, Dr. Horny
kiewics opened a whole new era of 
research and treatment of the Park
inson patient, by trying to find ways 
to replace the lack of dopamine in one 
of the main cells of the brain. 

While various studies were being 

HON. MARY SWITZER DR. MONA SPIEGEL 

• made on dopamine, it was observed 
by a number of scientists that the 
drug L-Dopa finds its way through 
the bloodstream of the body and 
passes the blood brain barrier, finally 
reaching the ganglia, a vital cell 
where the average person manufac
tures dopamine naturally whereas 
the Parkinson patients suffers a de
ficiency in this mechanism; and it is 
dopamine that energizes the motor 
system of the body. 

L-Dopa began to be used on pa
tients, eliminating surgery and its 
hazards. At the beginning only small 
doses of this medication were admin
istered to the Parkinson patient. Dr. 
George Cotzias, Senior Scientist of 
the Brookhaven National Laboratory 
at Upton, New York began to admin
ister it in large doses, sometimes with 
dramatic results. 

With this basis, the NPF shortly 
afterwards was one of the early cen
ters licensed by the Food and Drug 
Administration, under Dr. Merle Gib
son, to do experimental studies with 
L-Dopa. 

1969 
The tenth annual Bob Hope dinner 

held on February 22nd at the Fon
tainebleau Hotel was the biggest and 
best ever. Highlight of the evening 
was the presentation to Bob Hope of 
a specially struck 18 karat gold medal 
portraying his face sculptured in bas 
relief and honoring him for his "De
cade of Devotion" to the work of the 
Foundation. Jeanne Levey presented 
the medal to him. 

Dr. Edward F. McNichol Jr., Di
rector of the National Institute of 
Neurological Diseases gave an in
spiring address, commending with 
high praise the work of the Parkinson 
Instih1te. He said that research into 
L-Dopa at the lQstitute was of great 
importance because more Parkinson
ians were gathered at the NPF facil
ity iri Miami than any other location 
in the nation. He felt the Institute 
was making a substantial contribu
tion in the medical and health world 
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with its unique philosophical ap
proach to Parkinson health care. Dr. 
McNichol had previously inspected 
the facilities at both the Institute and 
the Seidman Parkinson Tower. 

Master of Ceremonies that evening 
was Dade County Mayor Chuck Hall, 
who introduced Congressman Claude 
Pepper, National Vice Chairman of 
the NPF. Great entertainers who add
ed to the splendor of the occasion, in
cluded Jimmy Durante, Golfer Arnold 
Palmer, Singer Betty Clooney and 
many others. 

1969 was the peak year with re
gard to the number of patients seen 
and treated. Much of this had to do 
with the L-Dopa drug which made 
the headlines. The Seidman Parkin
son Tower was filled with Parkinson 
families from all parts of the country 
as well as residents of foreign coun
tries. There were 12,320 patient visits 
that year, 48,700 individual treatments 
and 322 new evaluations. 

At the beginning, the four-month 
treatment to which the patients were 
submitted with L-Dopa was most re
warding, with many patients showing 
remarkable results. Sadly, this was 
not a sustaining record because the 
drug proved to lose its consistency. It 
developed side effects which caused 
many patients to drop out of the pro
gram. 

Scientists are developing new paths 
that may hold even greater promise 
and these paths must be pursued be
cause only through continued re
search can we hope to find the an
swers to the perplexing problems of 
the disease and a better understand-
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ing of the extension of the involve
ment. 

Several research papers dealing 
with symptoms of Parkinson's Disease 
and the use and effects of L-Dopa 
were published in the course of the 
year. Among them were several of 
which the authors and co-authors 
were members of the NPF's medical 
staff. These are: 

1. E.A. Spiegel, H. T. Wycis, H. A. 
Schwartz and F. R. Fabiani. The in
cidence of vegetative symptoms in 
Parkinsonism with and without brady
kinesia. 3rd Symposium on Parkinson's 
Disease. Royal College of Surgeons, 
Edinburgh, Scotland, May 1968 (In 
Print.) 

2. E. A. Spiegel, Indications for 
Stereoencephalotomy. American 
Branch. Atlantic City, September, 
1968 (In Print.) 

3. Mona Spiegel-Adolph, Ernest A. 
Spiegel, Frank R. Fabiani and John 
Calise, Urinary excretion of catecho
lamines after ingestion of Fava bean 
extracts. Proceed. Feder. Soc. of Exp. 
Biology, April 1969. 

4. Henry T. Wycis and Ernest A. 
Spiegel, The value of L-Dopa in Sur
gical Treatment of Parkinson's Di
sease. The American Association of 
Neurological Surgeons, Cleveland, 
April, 1969. 

5. E. A. Spiegel, M. Spiegel-Adolph, 
H. T. Wycis, E. G. Szekely, F. R. Fa
biani and H. A. Schwartz. Restora
tion of speed in Parkinsonian and ex
perimental brady - and akinesia. Ac
cepted for presentation at 9th Inter
national Congress of Neurology, Sep
tember, 1969, New York, N.Y. 

1970 
At the 11th annual Bob Hope din

ner, we had the pleasure of having as 
guests Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg, Assist
ant Secretary for Health, and Scien
tific Affairs, Dept. of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare, Dr. Merle L. Gib
son, Director Division of Neuro-phar
macological drugs, Food and Drug 
Administration, Dr. Pearce Bailey, As-

DR. ROGER O. EGEBERG DR GEORGE C. COTZIAS 

sistant Director of the National In
stitutes of Health, Dr. George C. Cot
zias, Senior Scientist of the Atomic 
Energy Commission, Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratories, Dr. Emanuel Pap
per, Vice President for medical affairs 
and Dean of the University of Miami 
and Doctors Ernest A. Spiegel, Pro
fessor of experimental and applied 
neurology at Temple University in 
Philadelphia, and Mona Spiegel, pro
fessor of colloid chemistry at the same 
university, both members of our medi
cal staff. 

The NPF has been most fortunate 
in having such an elaborate array of 
famous and important personalities in 
the vital niches of the medical and 
scientific world interested and colla
borating in the work of the Founda
tion, The show offered at this dinner 
was excellent. We had such stars per
forming as Danny Thomas and Mari
lyn Maye. 

On April 30th a dinner was given 
at the Seidman Parkinson Tower facil
ity in honor of two of America's most 
distinguished leaders in medicine and 
health, Dr. George C. Cotzias of the 
Brookhaven National Laboratories 
and Dr. Edward McNichol, Director 
of the National Institutes of Health. 
Many distinguished medical men at
tended this dinner as well as our com
plete medical staff. 

Our immediate goal for this year 
was to build an addition to the pre
sent clinical facility, to be named the 
Bob Hope Parkinson Research and 
Rehabilitation Institute, as a perman-

• ent symbol of our appreciation for 
the many contributions made by our 
beloved Honorary Chairman Bob 
Hope. Blueprints were completed and 
bids were being called for during this 
year to build the addition to the pre
sent clinical facility. The Bob Hope 
Hall of Fame, now in the lobby of the 
Parkinson Institute, is to be housed 
in this new addition. 

We continued the struggle trying to 
establish the Seidman Parkinson Tow
er as a residency and research insti
tute but were consistently stymied 
and so unable to carry out the re
search program that was and is the 
ultimate goal of the NPF. However, 
with avowed determination and pur
pose this would come to pass. 

In preparation for the new research 
project that lies ahead, Dr. Shimpei 
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Namba was invited for a two-year 
study on Parkinson's Disease. A com
bination of animal and human studies 
was initiated by Dr. Namba to carry 
out his program and we are deeply 
indebted to the University of Miami, 
to the directorship of the Neurosurgi
cal Dept. of the University and to 
Dr. Peritz Scheinberg, who permit
ted Dr. Namba to do some of the ani
mal studies at the University of Mi
ami Laboratories. 

As a result of the two-year study, 
the NPF will now publish Dr. Nam
ba's paper: "Influence of Pyrodixine 
and Decarooxylase Inhibitor on Plas
ma and Brain Dopa and Dopamine 
Levels after L-Dopa Administration." 

Dinner Honoring Ors. E. F. McNichol and George Cotzias 
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1971 

At the 12th annual Bob Hope din
ner, which as usual, was one of the 
signal events of the year, we were 
again privileged in receiving a tele
gram from President Nixon, indicating 
his interest in the important work be
ing done on Parkinsonism by the 
Parkinson Institute and commending 
our dear Bob Hope for his participa
tion in it. 

The dinner was honored by the 
presence of Hon. Robert H. Finch, for
mer Secretary of the U.S. Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, 
and Counsellor to the President of the 
United States. In his speech, among 
other things, he said: 

"The pitched battle which all of us 
here wage against Parkinson's Disease 
is one whose success will be near and 
dear to me .. . We could be on the 
verge of solving the riddle of Parkin
son's Disease, how it is caused, how it 

can be cured or arrested, and how it 
can be prevented. 

"I can dare to make this bold state
ment because of the vital work you 
are doing here in Miami, for example, 
and because the work is backed up 
by substantial efforts in research that 
will answer these questions. 

"Only a few years ago the only 
thought for Parkinson patients was 
that the disease process could be slow
ed so that they might enjoy a few 
more active years. Today, there is a 
new expectation that in a short while 
the process can be completely con
trolled or arrested. Then, over a mil
lion Americans will be freed from the 
virtu,~I slavery of this tortuous crip
pler. 

Through the efforts of Claude Pep
per, these wise words of the Honor
able Mr. Finch were made a part of 
the 1971 Congressional Record. 

Our important participation, from 
the beginning in administering L-

• Dopa ·was recognized by the National 
Institutes of Health, which selected 
the National Parkinson Institute as 
the medical center to do a two-year 
study of case records. Dr. Edward F . 
McNichol, Jr., Director of the Nation
al Institute of Neurological Diseases 
and Stroke wrote us, telling why we 
were selected: 

"Although the use if L-Dopa is a 
major breakthrough and a great im
provement over anything else, not all 
cases of Parkinsonism are well con
trolled by it and some patients have 
serious side effects. To be able to de
velop still more effective treatment, a 
thorough understanding of the suc
cesses and failures of treatment is 
needed . 

"The NPF appeared to be particul
arly suitable for such a study because 
it has a large patient population 
which is being followed up for a long 
time by correspondence with the pa
tients and their physicians. There are 
excellent records of the patient's con
dition at the time of entry as well as 
on the patient's subsequent progress 
over a long period of time. It offers 
the opportunity to study Parkinson
ism in a population that has Parkin
sonism largely uncomplicated by 
other serious diseases. There is closer 
attention to unwanted effects of drugs 
and careful control of dosage. 

"There is in depth experience that 
the Institute's staff has acquired in 
concentrating on a single disease en
tity. There is the rather unique oppor
tunity provided to study the effects of 
an intensive physical therapy and re
habilitation program on the patient's 
well being. And finally, there is the 
opportunity to evaluate your tech
nique of training a relative to care for 
the patient at home." 

When L-Dopa, 250 mg. capsules 
began to be administered to patients, 
they cost approx. $1.50 per capsule. 
Jeanne Levey was instrumental in 
gradually reducing this high price 
until in 1971 she was able to bring the 
price down to five cents per 250 mg. 
capsule. 
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PRESIDENTIAL COUNSELLOR ROBERT FINCH 

1972 
The outstanding guest speaker for 

the 13th annual Bob Hope dinner 
was Dr. Merlin K. DuVal, Assistant 
Secretary for Health and Scientific 
Affairs, U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. In the course 
of his speech, which is incorporated 
in the 1972 Congressional Record, 
again through the efforts of the Hon
orable Claude Pepper, Dr. DuVal, 
said these encouraging words: 

"Let me touch on some of our work 
in the battle against Parkinson's Di
sease. As we do in a number of areas, 
our first effort is to complement with 
a strong research support program, 
the efforts of groups like the National 
Parkinson Institute as they work more 
directly with patients. In addition to 
about 60 smaller, more specifically 
large projects, we are supporting 
targeted projects. 

"One of them is a project of special 
interest to us tonight that I want to 
mention. This is a study that our own 
National Institute of Neurological Di
seases and Stroke is conducting in col
laboration with the National Parkin
son Institute here in Miami. One of 
the things we would very much like 
to know is whether L-Dopa really af
fects the natural course of Parkinson's 
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Disease or whether it represents pure
ly symptomatic treatment. 

"The National Parkinson Institute 
now has the largest L-Dopa therapy 
program in the world. It dispenses 
100,000 2-J~ mg. capsules a month, 
and it has uniform records on the 
largest population of Parkinson pa
tients of any institution in the world. 

"Mrs. Levey has told us of the plans 
for the Bob Hope Research and Re-

DR. MELVIN K. DuVAL SEN. KENNETH MEYERS 

habilitation Institute, which will en
compass some 20 beds and laboratory 
facilities for 8 to 10 scientists. I can 
only say that we welcome and ap
plaud this enterprise and wish you 
the best of good luck with it. As I 
have already suggested, the conquest 
of Parkinson's Disease will result 
from a partnership, an amalgam of 
public and private effort. Thus far, 
your share of the job has been handled 
admirably. My colleagues and I will 
do everything we can to match it." 

The eventful news in 1972 was that 
the Seidman-Parkinson Tower was 
sold with a feeling of deep nostalgia. 
This occurrence had its rewarding re
sults in that it has made possible for 
the first time in the long struggle, the 
financial possibility to build a new 
million dollar addition that is now in 
process. Through the magnanimity of 
Mr. Jacob S. Seidman, the substantial 
gift of the M. L. Siedman bequest 
will generously be transferred and 
used to complete the new addition to 
the National Parkinson Institute and 

the Seidman memorial will be· estab- · 
lished as a permanent symbol in the 
new facility. 

We are proud to announce that 
new chapters of the NPF were found
ed in Hollywood and Hallandale, 
Florida which will support the NPF 
in its purposes of helping and extend
ing the services to the Parkinson pa
tients. 

A particularly beautifully worded 
Proclamation was issued in October 
by Florida Governor Reubin 0. D. 
Askew commemorating the annual 
October 25th Parkinson week. 

Jeanne Levey was given the 1972 
Claude Pepper award, presented by 
South Shore Hospital at a dinner in 
her honor at the Fontainebleau Hotel 
on November 18. The Claude Pepper 
Award is given for outstanding con
tributions to the delivery of health 
services in Dade County. The trophy 
was presented to Jeanne Levey by the 
Honorable State Senator Kenneth 
Meyers of Miami. 

A Decade 
of Devotion 

This history would not be complete 
if we did not mention the valuable 
services of the unique personalities 
of the NPF staff. Different from most 
medical centers, the thread that is 
closely woven in with their daily tasks 
involves their devotion to the service 
of the patients. 

The unusual personnel in the medi
cal departments as well as all ac
companying services is the reason 
why the Parkinson Institute is un
equaled. What singles out our facility 
is that the NPF has created the 
making of specialists in the field of 
Parkinsonism because few men have 
the opportunity of being exposed to 
so many Parkinson patients. 
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

In reviewing the past decade and a 
half, the milestones of the 15 eventful 
years have been filled with struggle, 
exhilaration and progress. The com
pilation of these years shows that the 
achievements obtained did not come 
about without tremendous efforts. 

Filled with emotion, devotion and 
determination, the human spirit em
phasized once again its ability to pro
vide avenues for the seemingly insur
mountable to become a reality. 

The struggle became more evident 
since Parkinson's Disease was a for
gotten illness long dormant and the 
awakening awareness became appar
ent when the first public meeting was 
held in Chicago and hundreds attend
ed, so many with distorted bodies, 
stone-like stares and despair preval
ent. However, the rewarding effect 
evidenced a new awakening which 
brought forth some recognition that 
this was a menacing illness, that there 
were some who cared and that the 
fight to carry on would prevail. 

Then came the short-lived promise 
of the new experiment of cryothalam
ectomy (brain surgery ) . This had its 
fluctuating periods of hope which 
then faded and dimmed the enthu
siasm because it was soon revealed 
that this was not the answer. 

The first important fact that 
brought definite hope was the dream 
of Dr. Lewis J. Doshay that a re
search and rehabilitation institute be 
built, which became a reality in 1962. 
In this institute the Parkinson patient 

Things That 

Lie Ahead 

BY JEANNE LEVEY 

could receive the particular treat
ment and care eminently suitable for 
the sufferer of this illness. 

Not too long after, came the won
er drug called L-Dopa and the en
thusiasm electrified the obvious re
velations of seeing the distorted bod
ies straightened, the frozen face be
come a warm, normal smile and the 
shuffling feet walk once again with 
a normal pace. These unbelieveable 
sights heightened the hopes that now 
at last the suffering patients would be 
freed from their bridled disabil.ity. 

Without reckoning with time, again 
came another disillusionment. After 
some months of L-Dopa absorption, 
came the sad realization that this 
wonder drug was not yet the final 
answer and that additional research 
would have to be continued. 

If we are ever to find out why 
people get Parkinson's Disease, we 
now have the opportunity to develop 
the first coordinated clinical research 
which will make possible the investi
gation of the related disorders by 
studying the whole person with a con
certed group of scientists, thus bring
ing us one step nearer to our ultimate 
goal, which is research and enlarge
ment of our rehabilitation facilities. 

The future is promising because 
the new Bob Hope Research Institute 
will initiate a unique program of clin
ical research with prominent scien
tists. Specialists everywhere will be 
invited. Through these efforts, we 
hope the possible cause and cure may 
be achieved. 
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This addition to our educational material program has been 
written by Doctor Syvil Marquit. Doctor Marquit has been the 
staff psychologist at the National Parkinson Institute these past 
twelve years. We believe that he is exceptionally qualified 
because he has seen and studied several thousand patients in the 
various, continuing stages of progression of Parkinson's disease. 
His exposure has made possible a substantial file of clinical data 
that will be used for further research investigation. 

This material has been written for the lay person's understand
ing because the emotional factors are an important part of the 
Parkinson syndrome. The traumatic effect contributes largely to 
the patient's confusion and anxieties. 

The purpose of this booklet should be a helpful adjunct not 
only to the Parkinson patient but to the patient's spouse and 
family since important acceptance and adjustments are neces
sary within the framework of the home atmosphere for a more 
acceptable approach. The National Parkinson Foundation is 
grateful to the author for this valuable contribution to our 
educational program. 

Jeanne Levey, Chairman 
NATIONAL PARKINSON FOUNDATION, INC. 
Supporting 

National Parkinson Institute 
1501 N.W. 9th Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33136 
Telephone 324-0156 
Chartered 1957, Miami, Florida 

New York Office 
135 East 44th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
Telephone 697-8050 
Chartered 1957, New York 

Bob Hope Parkinson Research Institute 
1501 N. W. 9th Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33136 
(Under Construction) 

The New Bob Hope Parkinson Research Institute 
will provide facilities for 

Clinical and Basic Research Studies. 
Hopefu I ly to find the answers to the 
perplexing problem of Parkinsonism. 

PARKINSON'S 
AND PSYCHOLOGY 

From Psychology comes useful 
knowledge for conducting oneself, 
especially when confronted with 
such difficu lt and unusual situa
tions as Parkinson's disease. Psy
chology is the study of the mind 
and the mind is the organ which a 
person uses to guide himself. Every
one knows the mind is not literal ly 
any physical organ of the body. Its 
occurrence is actually the working 
of the brain. The brain performs 
other functions. It is the control 
center for many biochemical pro
cesses and for all movements. The 
symptoms of Parkinson's d isease 
are due to malfunctioning in a small 
portion of the brain called the basal 
gangl ia. The mind's function is to 
enable an individual to di rect his 
existence, to handle himself and his 
environment. 

Among the operations a mind per
forms are observing and organizing 
events. It also interprets them and 
arranges the reactions which are 
expressed in both feelings and ac
tions. Parkinson's disease is an 
event. It is very important for the 
individua l how he interprets it in 
connection with his existence. On 
this wil l depend how he feels and 
what he does. Naturally, his feelings 
and act ions will also affect those 
close to him as well as society 
generally. His interpretation of his 
circumstance will determine wheth
er he will be cheerful or moody, 
fearful, angry or mellow. 

There are circumstances in which 
the mind itself becomes ill and 
causes unfortunate functionings. 

These are mental disorders and can 
affect the body. Parkinsonism is 
not solely one of these. It is primar
ily physical, but in any phys ical 
illness, the mind is affected to some 
extent, for the mind funct ions for 
the whole body. It quickly attends 
to anyth ing that goes wrong with 
the body and directs a high priority 
of attention to anyth ing that inter
feres with normal funct ioning such 
as pain or injury. A kind of general 
rule of psychology helps us under
stand the way the mind works in 
this regard. The greater the involve
ment, as the greater the pain, the 
higher the priority of attention is 
given to it. Often a person is di
verted from even a severe pain by 
pay ing attention to a more urgent 
objective, as a footbal l player may 
not recognize an injury in the heat 
of the game. But such concentrated 
reactions are short-lived. Once his 
attention is freed, as when the game 
is over, his mind will revert to the 
area of stress and then the pain 
becomes the center of his atten
tion. The persistence of a symptom 
forces ultimate attention to it. 
Sooner or later, if it is persistent, it 
will have to be faced , interpreted 
and reacted to. Parkinson's d isease 
is persistent and it will be so until 
the brain malfunction can be cor
rected. It cannot be ignored. 

Parkinsonism necessitates that the 
patient learn to cope with it. How 



he does, what he feels, what action 
he takes is probably the most im
portant decision he makes. It often 
determines if he lives comfortably 
or in distress. His interpretation of 
his affliction determines whether 
his feelings will be predominantly 
of great suffering or of comfort or 
even pleasure. Most Parkinson suf
ferers have continued capacity to 
enjoy life for long periods of time. 

ATTITUDES OF EARLY STAGES 
Because, in the beginning, the 
symptoms of Parkinson's disease 
are usually so slight, they tend to 
go unnoticed. Nor are they persis
tent in the very early stages. There 
may be a tremor of the thumb 
which comes sometimes and goes, 
or there may be a feeling of tremor 
in one's insides, or the handwriting 
may suddenly become very small. 
Because these symptoms can easily 
be ignored, there is often a tend
ency to do so. People who are fussy 
'about very minor events tend to 
recognize the presence of these tiny 
symptoms and often seek help. 
Uni ike those whose attitude is char
acterized by the expression, "Leave 
it alone - it will probably go 
away," such persons pay much at
tention to these as yet insignificant 
symptoms. Often their concern is 
dismissed by doctors who cannot 
surely diagnose the presence of 
Parkinson's disease on the basis of 
these not always observable and 
rather indefinite physical signs. 
Many persons report that the d iag
nosis of early Parkinson's disease 
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was overlooked during consultation 
with excellent, well-known diagnos
tic centers. The doctors at these 
centers were not at fault. The signs 
of the illness were just too slight for 
accurate diagnosis. Naturally, diag
noses were missed most often when 
the symptoms do not appear exter-
nally. Inner tremors and rigidity of 
heart valve muscles are not readily 
observable. Persons with these con
ditions frequently are misdiagnosed 
as neurotic. They often are given 
tranquilizers or are referred for 
psychotherapy. 

There is no substitute for adequate 
medical attention. Many people 
think that they have Parkinson's 
disease, have heard about this dis
ease, notice some kind of shakiness 
in themselves and believe they have 
Parkinson's, only to find out from a 
physician that they do not have it. 
We have had cases at the Institute 
where people have come believing 
they have Parkinson's d isease, only 
to be told by our physicians that 
they do not have this disorder. 
They may have someth ing else 
which in some way resembles it. 
Some drugs produce side effects 
which look like symptoms of Park
inson's disease. 

Those whose attitude in the early 
stages of the illness is to ignore 
their symptoms often postpone rec
ognition that they have Pa rkinson's 
disease for a much longer time. 
When the diagnosis does come in 
these cases, it comes suddenly. It is 
amazing how they could have over-

looked even severe incapacitation 
unti l it was forced on their atten
tion. In one instance, for example, 
the illness in an easi ly observed 
stage was diagnosed at a d istance by 
a doctor, who while playing golf, 
observed the rapid gait and small 
step, festination walk of a player. 
"You've got Parkinson's," he said. 
The man was shocked. "How could 
you know?" He had not noticed 
gross changes in his movements. 
Several cases have reported state
ments by observers that their arms 
did not swing, but hung stiffly at 
their sides when they walked. This 
is very symptomatic of Parkinson
ism. 

ADAPTATION NECESSARY 
Whether d iagnosis was made very 
early by those who attended to 
minor malfunctionings immed iately 
or very late by those who ignored 
even gross signs, it becomes neces
sary for everyone with the illness to 
adapt to it. Those who investigate it 
thorough ly, who acquire a ll the 
information available to them, are 
better able to plan their existence 
with it more intelligently. Those 
who t ry to hide it from people 
around them and even from them
selves, face a very gradual and 
painful ·denouement consisting of 
many episodes in which they find 
themselves forced more and more 
to let in th is inexorable intruder. In 
such instances, the long internal 
psychological battle to fend off 
realization of what is actually 
taking place may produce years of 
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tension-full existence and much 
anx iety. The inner resources used 
to postpone recognition could have 
been allocated to better and more 
comfortable living. Each person 
shou ld try his best to learn all he 
can about the nature of the illness. 
It will help him gu ide himself. 

The way an individual th inks about 
his illness and reacts to it depends 
in large measure upon what his 
think ing was generally even before 
the illness, the kind of outlook he 
tended to take, and what his atti
tudes toward life and himself were. 
People are inclined to hand le the 
onset of an illness in the same way 
they handled their infirmities in the 
past. However, Park insonism is a 
dist inct entity, very specific and 
with defin ite characterist ics. It can
not be reacted to as if it were any 
other infirmity. It should be treated 
as a new situation because it is 
different from other illnesses. For 
one th ing, it does not d isappear. It 
is I ikely to get worse with time. 
Although, in some cases, the pro
gress of the ill ness is imperceptibly 
slow, in other cases advance in 
severity is qu ite rapid. No case can 
be predicted in advance. Each 
shou ld be considered on its own 
evidences. In any event, it is here to 
stay and th is must be accepted as a 
condition of life. It is part ially 
correctable by medication now and 
hopefu lly it may be overcome when 
new, more effective medications are 
discovered. 



MAJOR TYPES OF ADAPTATION 
Those who are prone to calamitize 
about their illness or to make it an 
ever present disaster, live in perpet
ual disaster, compounding their own 
suffering many fold. Such a dire 

attitude, with all the suffering it 
creates, is not compensated for by 
actually correcting any part of the 
condition or situation. This attitude 
has no value. Focusing on the disas
ter element does not help eliminate 
any of the symptoms. Rather, in 
addition to the suffering caused by 
the illness itself, it provides addi
tional emotional pain and often 
tends to intensify the symptoms 
themselves. 

A much more appropriate attitude, 
and one that may be used to 
advantage, is expressed by the for
mulation, "I will do the best I can." 
This eliminates the need for self
pity and the lament for what might 
have been. It provides a modus 
vivendi with a degree of serenity 
and an opportunity for optimum 
functioning. It should be empha
sized that many persons afflicted 
with Parkinsonism find that their 
lives are still enjoyable and pleasant 
even though the illness prevents 
them from acting in ways that they 
previously did. Parkinson's disease 
does not by itself produce attitudes 
of suffering, misery or depression. 
When these attitudes occur, they 
are self-imposed. There is a choice 
as to how one may think about his 
illness. It is wiser to choose to 
concentrate one's effort on living as 
best one can than to be caught up 
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in concern for what one cannot do. 
It is very important for close rela
tives to understand this, because 
their attitudes and reactions often 
influence the one who has the 
disease. A pleasant personality in 
the patient's spouse can do much to 
maintain a spirit of well-being and 
diminish many of the extraneous 
fears and anxieties that may over
take the Parkinson patient. 

ATTITUDES 
ABOUT INFORMATION 
With regard to obtaining informa
tion about the illness, three differ
ent attitudes can be d istinguished. 
First is an attitude of try ing to keep 
it away, not wanting to know about 
the i 11 ness at a 11, trying to prevent 
one's self from having anything to 
do with the illness by covering it 
over. This ostrich-like approach is 
taken by many persons on their 
first contact with the symptoms. 
Second is an attitude which carries 
over from other things in life, to 
just let things as they be, not try to 
cover over and not try to do any
thing else, just meet what comes 
along on a basis of here it is, I do 
what I can. A third attitude is to 
search out all the information possi
ble, to be active, to learn, to con
sult wherever information may be 
forthcoming. 

An example of the first attitude 
may be a person who, on the job, 
finds that his writing is getting 
smaller, or that he cannot fill in 
forms as he used to. There was one 
man, a superintendent of a steel 

mill, who retired a year or two 
earlier than it may have been neces
sary to because he was ashamed of 
the fact that he could not fill out 
forms and felt that this was a gross 
malfunction ing on his part. It was 
possible for him to remain longer 
on the job and, possibly even, he 
could have gotten someone to fill 
out the forms for him. He felt so 
terrible about the symptoms and 
yet he wou ld not tell anybody why 
he resigned from the job or ret ired. 
He kept the illness all to himself. 
Subsequently, he became an angry 
and embittered person. 

It may be helpful to cite another 
case. One man reacted to the 
knowledge that he had Parkinson's 
disease very tragically. An airplane 
mechanic, who suddenly found 
himself unable to fill out work 
forms because his writing was not 
good enough, soon felt that he 
would be unable to continue work
ing. On learning that he had Parkin
son's disease and that his writ ing 
would never be fully cured , he felt 
that not only his job but his liveli
hood was in jeopardy and he took 
this as a tragedy. He tried to escape 
it by hiding it. He forbade his wife 
and children to ever mention the 
word "Parkinson's" in his presence 
and tried very hard to deny its 
existence. He attempted to make 
believe it just didn't exist. Soon he 
went into a very serious depression 
for which he had to be hospitalized 
and was given electroshock treat
ment. It was only after a psycholo
gist had said to him, "You have to 
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face the fact that you have Parkin
son's disease," that according to 
him and h is wife, he began to 
stra ighten up. From then o n he and 
his wife and family started to talk 
about it. As they related th is story 
from back in their history a couple 
of years, it was wonderfu l to see 
the expression of relief being acted 
out on both faces. Just the tel ling 
about the relief that they had 
experienced when they started 
to talk openly about the ill ness 
brought back a euphoria. They told 
in deta il how they began to plan for 
the consequences of their circum
stance. Among the th ings they d id 
was pay off their house mortgage 
faster so as to reduce poss ible later 
expend it ures. They took out job 
compensation insurance and t hus 
they were able to extricate them
selves largely from fina ncial threats. 
They put themselves in a posit ion 
to prov ide better for the ir needs. 

This case illustrates how import ant 
an attitude toward an illness is in 
the person's life. The att itude of 
mak ing believe that the ill ness of 
Parkinson's d isease isn't there and 
taking the stance that if no atten
tion is paid to it it will go away is 
about one of the worst attit udes 
that can be adopted. Such an atti· 
tude prevents one from actually 
coping with the circumstances that 
may occur in his existence. It is 
very unwise for anyone to attempt 
to try to ignore an illness such as 
Parkinson's d isease. 

The second attitude of " do noth ing 



about it" is seen quite frequently, 
too. This is generally from people 
whose lives have been passive. They 
are people who find that the way 
they handle things leaves them in 
situations in which there is always 
something more that they learn 
about a little too late, something 
that they could have done some
thing about before, but did not 
understand and did not realize. 
There is no point in criticizing a 
person who takes this view, largely 
because such a person generally 
does not know that there is any 
other type of view to take. It would 
be very_ helpful to have this person 
encouraged to take the third point 
of view, namely to ferret out all 
information. These people tend to 
do best. They know what they are 
dealing with and are more intelli
gently able to plan and to make 
adaptations. 

GROUPING TOGETHER 
Fortunately, not all people. react 
this way. Some people make a 
much wiser decision on how to 
handle themselves in connection 
with the illness. They may take the 
more fortunate attitude of trying to 
learn all about it, to look it up, to 
study it. They ask many questions 
from others and they try to find 
out all that can be known. Here is 
another example. The National 
Parkinson Foundation created an 
atmosphere of togetherness in 
group discussions of patients and 
relatives. In addition, many of the 
Parkinsonian families at the Na-
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tional Parkinson Inst itute were 
brought together at a time when 
the lnstitue provided residential 
quarters called, "The M.L. Seid
man-Parkinson Tower," the suites 
of which were available to Parkin
sonian families. This provided an 
opportunity for the patients and 
their families to enjoy a feeling of 
camaraderie. They devised means of 
helping and advising one another. 
Their daily discussions proved tre
mendously fruitful. When the 
"M.L. Seidman-Parkinson Tower" 
was no longer available as a resi
dence, some of this group sought 
living accommodations elsewhere, 
clustering together, with the result 
that they maintained their free and 
open communication with each 
other and their accessibility to each 
other. Reviewing and discussing the 
situations they were in, resulted in 
continual scrutiny and in meaning
ful understanding of the problems 
of coping with the illness. They 
exchanged practical ideas and de
vised methods which they freely 
exchanged with each other. Their 
joint efforts led to accurate knowl
edge of the latest developments and 
to means for obtaining all the most 
recent relevant information. Thus, 
by adapting to the illness as a 
condition of life and adjusting ac
cordingly with much intercommun
ication, they reinforced one 
another. The patients in th is group 
fared much better than others. 

PHYSICAL ADAPTATIONS 
Above all, anyone afflicted with 

Parki nson's disease must learn to 
cope with physical changes in the 
way his body operates. Symptoms 
develop, incapacitation occurs, some 
muscles may become rigid, tremors 
may appear, posture may change, 
walking may be affected , speech 
may become difficult, ability to 
handle objects may be impaired, 
saliva may flow involuntarily, nor
mal speed of movement may dimin
ish and dexterity may be reduced. 

Regardless of which symptoms ap
pear in any one case, and it is not 
likely to be all of them, the ind ivid
ual is forced to learn how to handle 
himself with these cond itions. 
Physical changes require adjust
ments both immediately and in 
terms of long time perspective. 

VALUE OF TRYING 
There is a tendency to utilize the 
simplest and best known adjustment 
as immediate reactions. For example, 
an attempt is surely to be made to 
control a tremor. The fact that such 
attempts are sometimes successful, 
induces the individual to try again 
and again. Although such repeated 
efforts ultimately lead to the realiza
tion that the occasional stoppages 
of the tremor cannot be pred icted 
and certainly are not permanent, it 
is salutary for a person to keep 
trying. It is not good for him to 
believe that repeated exercise of 
control will lead to ultimate and 
permanent victory over the symp
tom. This is too unrealistic. Rather, 
it is the exercise itself that results in 
benefit. Belief that the shaking can 
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be brought under control at all 
times can lead only to frustration. 
Actua l exercise can and does hel p 

strengthen a person's control over 
the symptoms to some extent and 
it can help specify some of the 
cond ition s under which the 
symptoms yield to better control. 

Above all, repeated attempts invite 
an attitude of continued and fur
ther study. Such study and the 
devising of new attempts to cope 
with the symptoms susta in interest 
and have yielded surprising results. 
Continued attempts tend to keep 
the muscles fluid and prevent 
atrophy. 

Every so often a person will say, " I 
can stop the tremor. Watch," and 
indeed he does by some special 
techn ique he has devised. But the 
device does not always work nor 
does it continue to operate success
ful ly for long periods of time. 
Usual ly, when checked a few 
months later, the method no longer 
works. It should be remembered 
that no matter how futi le in terms 
of any permanent solution the at
tempts may ul timately be, nonethe
less they are the expression of the 
normal natural life process of cop
ing. Any organism attempts to do 
something about its difficulties. It 
is important that it keeps trying. As 
long as effort is put forth , life goes 

on. When someone feels defeated 
permane~tly and ceases to try, he 
yields up a portion of his life and 
invites deterioration. 



AN EXAMPLE OF A PHYSICAL 
INCIDENT AND THE VALUE 
OF REPORTING IT 
It is wise for a patient to explain to 
those around him what he is doing 
in the exercise of the effort to 
control a symptom. For example, 
one man illustrated how he could 
quiet a violently shaking right hand 
while eating, by deeply inhaling his 
breath. This method enabled him to 
bring a forkful of food successfully 
to his mouth. He did this many 
times during the course of a meal. 
Unfortunately, when his wife saw 
him take such deep breaths, she 
thought he was sighing and that he 
was in distress. She was unhappy 
that he was suffering. In the effort 
to help him, she started to advise 
him to take it easy so he wouldn't 
feel bad and wouldn't have to react 
by sighing. Her reaction annoyed 
him and her lack of understanding 
made him even more distressed. 
Once the wife learned that his deep 
breaths were not expressions of 
anguish, but were his efforts to help 
himself to stop shaking for a few 
moments, long enough to bring his 
food to his mouth, she was more at 
ease and so was he. 

PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS 
When the symptoms of Parkinson's 
disease become a little more pro
nounced, it is a very easy illness for 
the doctor to diagnose. Very sure 
signs are such things as pill-rolling 
tremors in which the hand makes 
movements as if it were rolling pills; 
and cogwheeling, which can be ex-
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perienced if one takes hold of a 
relaxed arm of a person and pumps 
it freely up and down. In the 
normal person the arm moves up 
and down smoothly. One feels in 
the Parkinson patient's arm as if 
there is a cogwheel that lets it go 
down by stages, stopping it some
what at times. Symptoms such as 
these and others make the diagnosis 
of the disease rather defin ite. How
ever, there are more subtle symp
toms which usually the patient does 
not recognize and doctors may for
get to tell about. One of these is 
lack of the working of some impor
tant reflexes. For example, when a 
normal person rises from a chair or 
begins to walk or run, he has 
reflexes which straighten out his 
posture for what he is doing so that 
he doesn't tip over. These reflexes 
have to do with correcting or 
making his posture right. Such re· 
flexes often do not come into play 
quickly enough or at all in some 
patients with Parkinson's disease. 
When they get up out of a chair 
suddenly, they tend to lean forward 
and cannot correct their postures. 
Therefore, they tend to pitch for
ward and fall. Sometimes a person 
with Parkinson's disease is unable 
to right or correct his posture when 
he begins to incline backwards. The 
normal person's reflex immediately 
comes into play and he can straight
en himself out so that he doesn't 
actually fall backwards. But the 
person with Parkinson's disease 
may keep on inclining backwards 
more and more so that he actually 

does fall. This is because the re
flexes which would normally come 
up to straighten him out are not 
operating properly. 

TRY TO AVOID 
SUDDEN MOVEMENTS 
In order to overcome the slugg ish
ness or absence of some of these 
reflexes, it is necessary for the 
patient with Parkinson's disease to 
avoid sudden movements as much 
as he can. This is easier sa id than 
done, however, because often, a 
Parkinson patient can change him
self from one position to another, 
I ike getting out of a chair, only by a 
sudden start. However, with prac
tice, sometimes it is possible to 
bring stronger muscles into play 
and he lp oneself without too sud
den a change. Likewise, when a 
person with Parkinson's disease 
tries to do two things at once, he 
finds that the coordinating reflexes 
are not operating. It may be neces
sary for him to stop when he is 
walking in order to talk to someone 
or in order to see someth ing. He 
may find that if he walks and at the 
same time looks at someth ing, his 
walking may be impaired. 

SIMPLIFYING COORDINATIONS 
An ord inary person can walk up to 
a door, open it and walk through 
the doorway in one coordinated 
movement without having any diffi
culty whatsoever. The person with 
Parkinson's disease may have 
trouble doing this. As he ap
proaches the door, he .begins to do 
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the movements that are necessary 
to open it. Because his coordina
tions are not working and because 
their tim ing is off too, he may find 
his steps difficult to take and in the 
effort to make this coordinat ion, he 
may even "freeze." Parkinson pa
t ients often show d ifficu lty in wa lk
ing through narrow spaces. In many 
instances, such difficulties become 
manageable by special approaches 
on the part of the patient. For 
example, once he approaches the 
door, he should keep walking with
out any effort on his part to open 
the door until he is really very 
close. Then he should stop walking, 
open the door, and then sta rt wa lk
ing through again. Thus, he breaks 
up the action into separate compo
nents each of which he can hand le 
by itself. At the Institute, we have 
also used othe r devices. For exam
ple, footsteps have been pa inted on 
the floors at the doorways and 
patients are asked to follow the 
footsteps. " Freezing" also takes 
place frequently when obstacles 
are in the path. If someone stands 
in the path where a Park inson 
patient is to walk, he may freeze, 
that is, stop moving, and be unable 
to get h imself going. He may be 
unable to go around the obstacle 
smoothly as a person without the 
ill ness wou ld do. The most frequent 
occurrence of freezing is when he 
begins to move; that is, when he 
starts to walk or when he tries to 
get in or out of a cha ir. In such 
instances, just a bit of intervention 
on the part of someone else may be 



very effective. Sometimes a person 
with Parkinson's disease cannot get 
out of a chair to get himself going. 
Someone may just lay a finger on 
him and this releases the tension of 
freezing and movement is more 
easily achieved. 

SLOWNESS 
It may sometimes be very difficult 
for a .person to cope with his 
physical symptoms because of both 
a lack of energy and a lack of 
control. Often there is a continuing 
battle to exercise greater control. 
Some persons accept this reality, 
others add to their difficulties by 
strong emotional reaction. The one 
who reacts emotionally obliges him
self to do two things : handle his 
emotions and handle the physical 
symptoms, thereby compounding 
the difficulty. Yet, it would be 
unrealistic to expect a person not 
to have feelings about such things 
as taking 15 or 20 minutes to do 
what he used to do in a successive 
moment. It is not hard to under
stand that a person who tries to 
follow a conversation that he could 
easily have followed in previous 
years, cannot take in as many mes
sages at one time, nor marshal! his 
expressions and responses fast 
enough to continue with the con
versation's flow. It is to be remem
bered that slowness in perceiving, in 
responding, in moving the muscles, 
and in getting around, is one of the 
symptoms of Parkinson's disease. 

It is especially difficult on those 
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whose characteristic responses were 
fast. Unless they understand that 
the illness itself produces a slowing 
up of all activity, the medical term 
is bradykinesia, they become irked 
with themselves. A new outlook on 
life and on one's self-image is often 
necessitated by this changing condi
tion of not being fast . 

FEAR OF FALLING 
Many patients with Parkinson's dis
ease look down at the floor as they 
walk in the 'effort to concentrate on 
preventing themselves from tripping 
over something and fall ing. Such an 
attitude tends to produce more 
falling. It acts out the concept that 
one is telling oneself inside, "I am 
going to fall." In such cases, it is 
often helpful to train the patient to 
walk with his eyes on the horizon
tal. A reassuring experiment can be 
performed. Let the patient face you 
and stand about two or t hree feet 
in front of you and have him look 
straight into your eyes. Without 
taking his eyes off yours, lift one of 
your feet and jiggle it and ask him 
what your foot is doing. He will tell 
you that your foot is moving. Then 
you say, "How do you know, you 
are not looking at it?" He can thus 
be helped to realize that he has 
enough peripheral vision to see 
what is on the ground, or if any
thing is in the path. He does not 
have to put the sharp focus of his 
vision on the ground to realize that 
anything is there. He can then more 
confidently walk with his eyes up. 
But it is difficult to train people to 

do so. It has to be repeated over 
and ove r again, not the experiment, 
but the tra ini ng of keeping the eyes 
up. Do not tire of reminding, 
"Keep your eyes up." 

TOUCHING AND HOLDING ON 
Many patients are afraid to bump 
into things. They have taught them
selves not to lean on objects and not 
to touch furniture or jambs of doors 
or rail ings or other th ings that they 
could lean on. Not to touch is a 
cultivated and unnatural attitude. 
In the case of patients with Parki n
son's disease who have difficu lty, it 
is wise to encourage them to act 
more naturally. They shou ld not be 
made to be artificially independent. 
They should allow themselves to 
bump into t hings gently, to touch 
things, to lean on them, to handle 
objects around them in a way that 
serves their needs. Again, an experi
ment can be performed for patients 
who have difficulty wa lking. One 
can ask them to follow you as you 
walk backwards around a chair, 
complete ly around it, and keeping 
their eyes on yours as you go along. 
They may touch the chair, move it, 
shove it as ide. This is a way of 
helping them become more confi 
dent in bumping into things, lean
ing on objects and touch ing or 
holding onto chairs, tables or other 
stabilizing things. It reduces the 
tension created by their attitude of 
needing to avoid contact with ob
jects and helps them get through 
narrow spaces. 
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PERSONALITY ADAPTATIONS 
Nor is it di ff icult to understand 
that a person whose incapacitat ions 
have begun to play a dominant role 
in his hand I ing of himself reacts by 
changes in h is own personality. For 
example, a man who is used to 
hav ing a feeling of control over 
events and people around him , may 
try for awhile after he has had 
Park inson's disease to mainta in this 
psychological stance. His psycholo
gical posture has served him well in 
the past and he continues to try to 
use it. But he is no longe r success
fully able to accomplish this pos
ture. At first he may deny that 
there is anything wrong with him. 
Or he may make excuses for events 
which d id not turn out the way he 
expected. Or, he may even become 
resentfu l, particularly when the de
fect is commented on by others. 
Whi le tendencies to mainta in one
self in a feeling of control over 
events in his existence is a feas ib le, 
if not desirable, defense in a person 
who is not incapacitated, in the 
long run it cannot continue to serve 
the Parkinson patient. A change 
must take place. The change can be 
one to a more emotiona l and un
stable manner, or it can become 
one where the individual becomes 
more aggress ive, or more frequently, 
it becomes simple resignation. Un
fortunately, most of us do not pay 
too much attention to our tech
niques for hand Ii ng events in our 
I ives, particularly when they have 
been successful in the past. In cases 
I ike those last described, it would 



be helpful to have enough psycho
logical information to be able to 
understand one's characteristic pat
tern of adjustment, what one is 
attempting to do and what other 
alternatives may be possible. 
Psychological knowledge is required 
for this and it can best be obtained 
by professional help. 

FACING PITY 
It is not unusual for a Parkinson 
patient, before he has learned to 
work out any better technique of 
adaptation to his illness, to seek to 
avoid company. There is a case of a 
churchgoer, who for 30 years had 
never missed a Sunday, suddenly 
refusi ng to go to church because he 
didn't want "all those people" star
ing at him. He disliked calling atten
tion to himself and felt that his 
shaking drew people's eyes to him 
and that they pitied him. He was 
correct in that the shaking does 
command attention . Every moving 
thing immediately draws visual at
tention. But, in this instance, the 
patient interpreted the attention to 
be accompanied invariably by pity 
on the part of other people looking. 
He thought there was something ter
ribly wrong in being pitied. He is 
not right in that everyone reacts 
with pity, some do not. Nor is he 
right in necessarily rejecting pity, if 
that is the reaction of others. There 
is nothing terribly wrong when 
someone pities you. You do not 
need to be ashamed of it. Perhaps 
you can even help the other person 
adopt a view other than pity by 
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showing that you do not share in 
the pity, or that you do not share 
in the feeling that this should be 
met with by pity. 

APATHY 
It should be observed that the 
patient with Parkinson's disease, 
because of his shaking no longer 
wants to go out to a restaurant 
which was his custom to do, or to 
visit his friends which he used to 
do, or to participate in social 
games, like playing cards, which he 
has done habitually for many years. 
The familiar activity has taken on a 
new aspect. He thinks of it differ
ently and decides he no longer gets 
pleasure from it and as a result 
withdraws. Many simply refuse to 
do anything and perhaps get them
selves reduced to just "sitting 
there." This is most undesirable, 
because life is an active process. It 
is necessary for him to try to 
maintain its active principle in con
ducting his own existence. It is 
necessary for him to find some new 
mode of adaptation, preferably 
some new activity. He may also 
find that if he faces this change in 
his condition he can still enjoy 
participation. 

PRIDE 
From a psychological viewpoint, 
some patients show a symptom 
which might be considered a dimin
ution of will or a lack of desire to 
push things through. A man who 
previously was used to being a 
perfectionist and who always had 

demanded accomplishment with 
great precision, may after he has 
had Parkinson's disease for a year 
or two, no longer care for doing 
things with the same sharpness or 
quality that he previously used to 
find necessary. His whole approach 
to problems may change in such a 
way that he now seeks out what is 
just adequate rather than what is 
perfect. His drive to accomplish 
seems to have become dulled . It is 
as if he does not care so much 
anymore to make each act shine 
with efficiency. He may have 
learned that the act does not neces
sarily reflect on his true excel lence. 
Things which have been so impor
tant to him, perhaps throughout his 
life, no longer have such meaning. 
There is, in such cases, a change in 
attitude al lowing for a diminution 
in pride of performance. Pride itself 
seems to not be so important. The 
point, in such instances, is not any 
reflection on whether or not pride 
is a valuable approach, but rather to 
indicate that significant changes in 
personality often occur in Parkin
son's disease. 

GOOD DA VS AND BAD DA VS 
All of us have times when we feel 
that there is something wrong and 
we cannot put our finger on it. 
Very often a person who has Park
inson's disease has this kind of 
inner feeling. He has gotten used to 
some of his physical symptoms, 
some rigidity or some locomotor 
difficulties, difficulty in walking 
and so on. At times, he feels espe-
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cially ill at ease. He is not qu ite 
himself. Very often patients wi ll 
report that they have "good days" 
or "bad days," or that they will 
have "good t imes" or "bad times." 
Some patients can function better 
in the morning, some funct ion bet
ter in the afternoon as a general 
rule. In one rare case, a person 
functioned well all morn ing and 
retreated to bed after three in the 
afternoon. Some will be much bet
ter as the day progresses or much 
worse, depending on the individual 
patient. But all fluctuate in how 
well they feel. It is possible to see 
someone who is suffering from even 
an advanced stage of Parkinsonism 
say, "Well, today I feel very good," 
and even though he is tremendously 
handicapped in some way, he feels 
fine. It is also possible to see the 
same person on another day saying, 
"Oh, this is terrible. " It is best to 
accept, in managing these cases, the 
kind of feel ing that they report and 
go accordingly in min istrations to 
them. 

ACTIVITY IS ESSENTIAL 
A general rule, wherever it is pos
sible, is to keep patients as active as 
possible so that their muscles can 
be as fluid as possible. It is also wise 
to stimulate them mentally as much 
as possible. However, this is d iffi
cult to do because very often a 
person who has Parkinsonism tries 
to withdraw. It is frequently an 
effort for h im to express himself, 
an effort to engage in conversation, 
to respond. Many people do not 



like to put forth this effort. Those 
who never liked to put forth effort 
in the first place, attempt a more 
complete withdrawal. If they be
come stricken with Parkinsonism, 
this particular characteristic be
comes accentuated. On the other 
hand, an individual who has been 
active and aggressive all his life, 
someone who has practiced ath
letics diligently or some musical 
instrument or someone who has 
persevered in a particular program, 
may ignore his illness and carry on 
in very often heroic ways. One man 
continued to play 4-wall handball 
for several years after the onset of 
Parkinson's disease. It was difficult 
for him to play and yet somehow 
or other he maintained his handball 
playing ability. Another man con
tinued walking long distances and 
swimming. Another man tried to 
maintain an intensive activity in his 
business affairs. Generally, if the 
characteristic of personality that a 
person has had throughout his life 
was one of trying to push himself, 
he usually succeeds in maintaining 
abilities much longer. A problem 
occurs when he can no fonger 
pursue it. 

TENDENCY TO WITHDRAW 
It is not unusual for patients with 
Parkinson's disease to tend to de
fend themselves by withdrawing 
from normal intercourse and com
munication. Such a retreat is done 
in an effort to keep symptoms such 
as tremors at a minimum. Although 
malfunction of the hypothalamus 
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part of the brain may underlay 
diminished activity, it is a lso true 
that some symptoms are less severe 
or are interrupted with inactivity. 
Sometimes a very great change in 
personality overtakes a person who 
was lively and vibrant and becomes 
afflicted with Parkinson's disease. 
Such a change into a retreat and a 
cutting off of communications or 
reducing them to a minimum is 
more than merely an attempt to 
keep the symptoms from occurring 
in a fulsome manner. Often there 
are added difficulties in terms of 
speech. As one man said, "I don't 
enter into discussions as much as I 
used to because it is difficult for me 
to explain that I am unable to raise 
my voice sufficiently to be heard. 
And it is too much of an effort for 
me to talk and respond." The ef
fects of Parkinson's disease on 
speech in many cases require even 
more adaptation. A person who was 
a great talker and enjoyed every 
opportunity to verbalize in the 
past, may as the result of a low 
volume of voice just give up talking, 
even though he may want to very 
much. Repeated failures in conver
sation discourage the patient from 
participating in his old propensities. 
For this reason he must be stimu
lated and encouraged. He may be 
surprised as to how much he can do 
if he keeps trying. 

HELPFUL SPECIAL ATTITUDES 
Some people have cu ltivated an 
outlook during a lifetime, usually 
religious in nature, which has accus-
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tomed them to m1nim1ze discom
forts. When Parkinson's disease oc
curs, they will, by their very spir
itual approach, overlook much of 
its handicaps and difficulties and 
search for some positive approach. 
It is like always seeing some light at 
the end of the tunnel and not 
feeling as if the tunnel represented 
any hardship. They do not have the 
handicap of feeling sorry. They 
have in their attitude a means to 
give a little more incentive and a 
little more push to trying further. It 
is amazing what people can do even 
under the greatest handicaps when 
they believe that there is some 
worthwhile value and goal to be 
ach ieved in trying. Perhaps the 
most remarkable fact is the almost 
miracle-like accomplishments of 
some people in the face of difficult
ies with this illness. 

Patients are sometimes surprised at 
their continued ability to perform. 
Some who are unable to talk are 
able to sing. Some with great d iffi
culty in walking, dance well. Fol
lowing a rhythm often produces an 
activity that the patient believed he 
was incapable of achieving. 

Generally, the Parkinson patient 
has a reserve spurt of energy which 
can be called upon in special cir
cumstances. It has been reported 
that even some with great difficulty 
and slowness of walking have been 
observed to move quick ly over rela
tively large distances in such emer-

gencies such as fire. Under strong 
motivat ion, miraculously, lost 
power is sometimes restored. One 
woman who for a year could not 
walk nor dress alone expected a 
visit from a distant cousin. That 
morning she dressed herself com
pletely, combed her hair and went 
downstairs to sit in the living room 
to await her cousin. Often in testing 
the speech of someone whose voice 
has lost audible volume, it is pos
sible to el icit a loud clearly shouted 
phrase. But such recoveries are 
short lived and not maintained. 

Likewise, some very strange possi
bilities occur in people who are 
given a new drug. There have been 
reports of Parkinson patients, par
ticularly those whose illness re
sulted from a post-encephalitic con
dition, put on L-Dopa, who made 
absolutely remarkable recoveries, 
being restored to practical normal
ity or at least so they felt and 
thought and acted for some time. 
Although it is reported that many 
of these same patients reverted to 
their earlier pre-L-Dopa incapacities, 
it is not always certain that this is 
the case. Recently, I saw a woman 
who has been sustained on L-Dopa 
for a period of four years. She has 
been restored practically to almost 
normal , being very active, living in a 
camper and traveling around the 
country with her husband, partici
pating regularly in such activities as 
swimming, bicycle riding and play
ing bridge. 
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CHANGING VALUES 
One of the great personal difficult
ies that people have reported is that 
of being unable to carry on activi
ties which before meant a lot to 
them. One man who had a good 
mechanical ability, priding himself 
on being able to fix anything, 
found that as he lost the use of his 
fingers, one of his greatest pleasures 
was taken away. He could no longer 
fix automobile engines and things 
that he had tinkered with. Such 
losses are frequently accompanied 
by depression. One woman who 
spent several hours a day playing 
the piano and had a great deal of 
gratification from it, found that she 
could no longer play with the excel
lence that she previously had, as she 
had lost her dexterity. She, too, 
experienced depression. Another 
woman who used to attend club 
meetings and was very active, being 
the President of various organiza
tions, found that she could not 
conduct all the meetings in the way 
that she used to and found herself 
becoming depressed upon her ina
bility to do these things. It is 
necessary for such persons to con
sider reorganizing their thinking 
and stop imposing arbitrary over
values on particular activities of 
life. More fortunate is the person 
who can switch and say, "Well, up 
to this point I was able to contri
bute this way. Such contribution 
or achievement is not absolutely 
necessary for existence. One can 
live well without some formerly 
cherished activities." 
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Not everyone who suffers from 
Parkinson's disease feels himself es
sentially threatened. Some people 
tend to adapt quite well. This is 
especially true of those who under
stand life and do not impose upon 
it any need for perfection. Making a 
demand that life should be some 
particular way is frequently a 
source of much misery, frustration 

and disappointment. Requ iri ng one
self to be in perfect health, or in 
perfect condition as a necessity of 
I ife is just unrealistic. In actual I ife 
illnesses, infirmities, diseases occur, 
some of which clear up and some of 
which don't. In actual life the 
growing, developing and aging pro
cesses occur and are facts of exis
tence. Peak conditions or peak 
strength or maximum performance 
cannot be maintained. Individuals 
who suffer from Parkinson's disease 
generally find the illness occurring 
in the later years, more often than 
not after the age of 50, at a time 
when they are no longer as strong 
and as powerful as they were be
fore. The occurrence of Parkinson's 
disease and its continued presence 
can be viewed as another element 
of existence, as it is indeed. Funda
mentally, this viewpoint tends to 
come to most individuals with the 
illness sooner or later. It is not 
infrequent to find persons whose 
'upset, resentfulness or anxiety in 
the first year or two of the illness 
resulted in unnecessary emotional 
hardship. 

FEELING THREATENED 
Many psychological problems beset 
the person on first learning that he 
has Parkinson's disease. Usual ly he 
is bewildered because he does not 
know what it is and what is going 
to happen to him. The human mind 
has a tendency to exaggerate be
yond the im mediate and search out 
implications. These implications in 
one with a fertile imagination can 
be very harrowing and far more 
threatening than reality. Individua ls 
who pursue this course can ma ke 
themselves miserable indeed. Words 
like "incurable" and "progressive" 
carry with in themselves an ominous 
outlook as to what lies ahead. The 
patient may feel that he is caught 
up inexorabl y in a process that may 
impair his whole existence. His 
mind goes on to, "Will I be able to 
continue to work?" "Will it affect 
my relationship with other people?" 
"Must I give up participation in 
events and activities that I enjoy?" 
"To what extent will it disrupt all 
things in my life?" These are natura l 
concerns and must be faced. They 
are normal strivings of an individual 
who, due to the onset of such a 
severe illness, faces serious disrup
tions. Many observed cases bear 
testimony to how far reaching such 
disruption can be. In several in
stances, proposed marriages were 
cancelled, businesses were sold, 
even su icide has occurred. In the 
heat of events, many drast ic and 
dramatic actions have been taken. 
These are examples of irrational 
reactions wh ich sometimes occur in 
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persons with irrational tendencies. 
At the Inst itute, where one may see 
some patients with severe affliction, 
one may form the opinion that he 
will necessarily be in such a condi
tion after awhile. Some people 
react to this thought very strongly. 
For some it doesn't seem to matter. 
Still others congratulate themselves 
they are not so bad. For those who 
tend to react strongly, it is neces
sary to give reassurance cand idly 
and open ly . One may, for example, 
point out that they may never 
reach that stage, that their illness 
may not progress that far. The 
person who has taught himself to 
reject or despise illness and who 
tries to avoid contact with it, is 
likely to feel much more threatened 
when it happens to him. He is likely 
to learn with experience. But a year 
or two of exaggerated suffering 
may be avoided by a better under
standing att itude. 

Nowadays, thanks to increased in
formation and to the Parkinson 
Institute , one is able to acqu ire 
fairly readily much information 
about the illness. This was not 
always so. General ly, it was d iffi
cult to find information. As Parkin
son's disease was considered to be 
fairly rare and since it was bel ieved 
that nothing could be done about 
it, not much attention was paid to 
it. It was such a shock and the 
reactions, "What can we do?", and, 
"Where can we get information?", 
that influenced Mrs. Jeanne Levey 
to establish the Institute. She felt 



that something had to be done and 
undertook to set up a facility where 
people who had the illness could 
find the information available on 
this disease and also where they 
could come for treatment and 
rehabilitation. 

THE NATIONAL 
PARKINSON INSTITUTE 
By indefatigable effort in the face 
of all kinds of obstacles, Mrs. Levey 
has persisted and accomplished 
much. The Institute undertakes to 
provide information to anyone with 
Parkinson's disease. It keeps in di
rect communication with all centers 
doing research on it. It has spon
sored international conferences of 
scientists to collect information. It 
has made a library on the illness 
and has dispensed information fully 
to patients, generally on an indivi
dual basis, evaluating them and 
their conditions and helping to pre
scribe for them. In addition, facili
.ties are offered for all kinds of 
services which such patients may 
require. The Institute takes a gen
eral view of Parkinson's disease to 
include related disorders of a neuro
logical type which are similar but 
not strictly speaking Parkinson's 
disease. Because decision is difficult 
where the cutoff point should be, 
the Institute has tended to be more 
inclusive rather than less so in 
defining related disorders. The In
stitute has spurred pub I ic interest in 
the illness and governmental partici
pation in efforts to do something to 
help the sufferers and to spur work 
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toward a cure. The President of the 
United States annually proclaims 
"Parkinson Week." 

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS 
Many people who suffer from Park
inson's disease also have additional 
conditions, types of illnesses or 
incapacities which may have no 
specific relation to the Parkinson 
illness, but which also at the same 
time operate as important factors in 
their ability to cope. One can see a 
person who has an obsession with 
jealousy or some other psycho
logical condition which may have 
existed before Parkinson's occurred 
in his life and which continues to 
exist even while the Parkinson con
dition develops further. These con
ditions can be treated as separate 
entities. But taken together with 
Parkinson's d isease, they usually 
become more complex and need to 
be considered in the whole com
plexity of the person. Very often 
an examination might be made for 
the Parkinson condition and discov
ery of other cond itions takes place. 
These, then, can be treated as well. 
Sometimes it is advisable to send a 
Parkinson patient or someone in his 
family for psychotherapy, not for 
the Parkinson condition itself, but 
for handling other non-related con
ditions which may affect the situa
tion and circumstance. Likewise the 
physician is frequently cal led upon 
to handle various other somatic 
conditions which a Parkinson suf
ferer may have. 

WORKING WITH THE DOCTOR 
In every illness it is necessary to be 
able to utili ze good med ical advice. 
This is usually very easy to do, as 
most physicians know the problem 
of communicating with their pa
tients in a way that the patient can 
get the optimum benefit of their 
advice . However, Pa rkinson's dis
ease strikes any type of person 
including some who for one reason 
or another may not work along as 
well as he should with his doctor. 

Shy people may have special diffi
cu lty. There used to be a t ime, and 
many o lder persons, some of those 
suffering from Parkinson's disease 
now have been reared in such t imes, 
when customarily it was not consid
ered good manners to annoy such a 
busy and important person as a 
physician with questions. Fortu
nately , today there is a closer 
pe rson-to-person communication 
between patient and doctor. Physi
cians know that by answering all 
information requests as early as 
possible they ultimately do their 
work more efficiently. The patient 
or the one caring for him should 
acquire from the physician all the 
information he needs, so that he 
can gu ide himself therapeutically 
properly. 

OUTLOOK 

It is appropriate to ask since Parkin
son 's is as yet an incurable, pro
gressive d isease, what is the outlook 
for anyone having it. Although the 
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future cannot be pred icted , it 
should be remembered that not so 
long ago there was no medication 
appropriate for it. Then came such 
med ications as those researched by 
Dr. Doshay, of the Artane type. 
During very recent years we have all 
witnessed t he coming of L-Dopa 
and its congeners which brought 
tremendous improvements. To 
quote Mrs. Jeanne Levey, " It is the 
best thing that has happened for 
Parkinson's disease in 160 years." 
The Inst itute and Mrs. Levey main
tain contact with many of the 
people engaged in drug research in 
order to develop more counter
actions for the effects of Parki n
son's d isease and toward more com
plete elimination of its symptoms. 
It is very heartening to talk to some 
of these people in connection with 
thei r research. They convey a great 
enthusiasm, as if they are on the 
threshold of finding some new med
ication that wil l eliminate almost 
totally the effects of the disease. 
Research as to why people get 
Parkinson's disease is also going on. 
It is hoped that their enthusiastic 
visions will be realized in the very 
near future and that someone will 
come up with such a discovery. 

USING L-DOPA 
It is helpfu l to understand also how 
the drugs one uses operate. L-Dopa 
is used up quickly and is not stored 
in the body. This is the reason it 
must be taken in appropriate doses 
and in spaced out interva ls du ri ng a 



day. Doctor's orders should be fol
lowed. Reports of how the patient 
responds to the dosage should be 
given systematically to the doctor 
so he can make appropriate adjust
ments. In addition, it should be 
known that too much L-Dopa at 

one time may result in uncontrolled 
choreiform movements, grinding 
the teeth, etc. These symptoms 
disappear as L-Dopa is metabolized. 

FALSE INFORMATION 
People with the illness or their 
relatives, tend to develop an absorb
ing interest in any news item or any 
report concerning Parkinson's dis
ease. Occasionally they are led into 
misinformation. Some years back, 
in the Miami area, a local news
paper gave much pub I icity to a 
doctor from New York who read a 
paper at a convention held locallv. 
The newspaper account said that he 
had a cure for Parkinson's disease. 
Many patients immediately tried to 
contact this doctor and many rela
tives of patients insisted that the 
suffering kin consult him. Likewise, 
it happens that one patient who 
hears about a medication that had 
been prescribed for another patient, 
will insist upon having the same 
medication for himself. Such self
prescribing will not often result in 
the best interest of the patient. 
Since individuals vary very greatly 
in their reactions to medications, 
the physician is in the best position 
to know what is most suitable for 
any individual case. When a patient 
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finds some approach or medication 
which he believes suits him well, it 
is best to report this to his physi
cian and to advise the physician as 
to how he is medicating himself. 
Regard your physician as an ally 
with the special information on 
which to judge what is the most 
desirable treatment. 

MISCONCEPTIONS 
Just as rumors, beliefs, and fanta
sies play a part in confusing and 
misleading people on any subject, 
so it is with Parkinson's disease. 

One such erroneous statement is 
that certain races of people, such as 
blacks, are immune. The fact is that 
a few cases of Parkinson's disease in 
blacks have been seen at the Insti
tute but in a percentage far smaller 
than the ir numbers in the general 
population. Likewise, at the Insti
tute, proportionately larger percen
tages of Spanish speaking people 
and of Jewish people were seen. 
Perhaps these population f igu res are 
influenced by the greater ir.c idence 
of such persons in this loca l com
munity and by the fact that many 
South Americans come here for 
evaluation and plan for therapy. 

PAIN 
Pain is not usual for Parkinson's 
disease. Where a patient complains 
of pa in, its origin may be from 
some condition directly associated 
with the illness, but more likely 
results from some other source. 
Arthr itis or some other conco-

mitant condition may exist. Al
though the muscles do get rigid in 
Parkinson's disease, there are sur
prisingly few complaints of pain. 

NOT CONTAGIOUS 
Parkinson's disease is not genera lly 
believed to be contagious. Although 
it may be the residual effect of 
contagious illnesses such as influ
enza or encephalitis, there is no 
danger in handling anyone who has 
it. Cases exist in which both a 
husband and wife are str icken. 
They d id not catch Parkinson's 
disease from one another. 

There is some minor statistical sup
port fo r the idea that Parki nson's 
disease is somewhat hered itary. Cer
tainly some families are affl icted in 
greater proportion than others. But 
the evidence is not as impressive as 
in other diseases. 

NOT USUALLY FROM 
SUFFERING 
Very many patients connect the 
onset of their symptoms to some 
emotional shock as the death of a 
beloved one. Although such a view 
cannot be d isproved altogether, cur
rent medical knowledge tends to 
incline otherwise. Parkinson's dis
ease is known to be a result of 
physical in jury to the brain foll ow
ing an accident. This is cal led post
traumatic type. Or it may follow an 
illness involving the brain, as a h igh 
fever, which is called post-encepha
litic. By far the greatest number of 
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cases are called idiopath ic, wh ich 
means it comes by itse lf, cause 
unknown. It is not accu rate nor 
helpful to believe it is a punishment 
for something one has done. 

EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION 
Park inson ism is a neurologica l dis
order of a portion of the bra in. 
Other areas of the brain may a lso 
be affected in any one person. 
From a psychological point of view, 
one of the concurrent symptoms 
occasiona lly seen is that of over
emotional responses. In these in
stances, strong emotions may be 
expressed even when the person 
may not actually feel that emotion. 

There are patients who wi ll produce 
tears and a crying expression on 
the ir face, even when they do not 
feel sad. Th is is sham reaction, in 
which the outward man ifestat ions 
of the emotion appear at some 
appropriate cue in the conversation, 
but such reaction is really not 
expressive of true inner fee lings. It 
is important to realize that the 
facial expression lingers long after 
what triggers it has passed. Thus 
crying may continue after the sad 
fee li ng has gone. Natural ly, occa
sionally, there is true emotion and 
feeling beh ind it. Often, the emo
tional expression in these cases can 
be changed by changing the subject 
so as to induce a new emotional 
reaction. Also it may be possible 
to tra in the person to respond with 
less or no emotion when something 
sad is referred to. Such cond it ion-



ing techniques might be experi
mented with and perhaps research 
in th is area can produce better 
results. It is helpful when onlookers 
in such cases understand no signal 
of distress is actually being sent to 
them by the labile emotional ex
pression. 

MENTAL DETERIORATION 
OR CHANGES 
It has been maintained that no 
mental deterioration occurs in Park
inson's disease. This may be so. But 
with the actual patients in our 
experience, it would appear that a 
very large percentage show deterior
ation of mental functioning of a 
type which psychological tests sug
gest is directly connected with an 
organic malfunction. This means 
that the brain parts controlling 
some mental functions are not 
working as wel I as they did before. 
The individual is not as fully capa
ble mentally as he was. Fortunately 
for most ordinary purposes, such as 
carrying on conversations, or carry
ing through most of the mental 
requirements of daily life, full ca
pacity is not needed. Usually the 
deficiency is not even noticed. But 
lack is often demonstrable on close 
examination. This is not to say any 
deterioration from a previously 
higher level of functioning is attri
butable to Parkinson's disease. As 
persons age they tend to lose some 
of their accustomed sharpness. 
They usually can perform frequent
ly used mental powers best. But 
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with Parkinson's disease they do 
not generally push themselves nor 
strive as hard. Performance may 
still be sharp occasionally but gaps 
occur. Previous consistency, rel ia
bi 1 ity, or excellence of mental acti
vity is lower. Confusion may occur. 

Mental changes are sometimes the 
resu It of drugs taken by patients. 
Some persons literally go out of 
their minds, beginning to halluci
nate with some drugs. If mental 
changes of this type occur sudden
ly, one must be sure to notify his 
doctor. 

MEMORY 
Often patients report interru ptions 
of memory. They will report such 
events as walking into a room with 
the purpose of getting something 
and forgetting what they came for, 
or talking in a conversation and not 
being able to recall a name that 
they know very well, or forgetting 
where they put something which 
they had in their hands just a 
moment before. These lapses of 
immediate memory are noticed of 
course in all aging people. They also 
occur in younger people, but the 
frequency as one gets older is much 
greater. Although Parkinson pa
tients do report them, there is no 
evidence of increased incidence due 
to the illness itself. It should be 
noticed that these are not real 
losses of memory, for the memory 
itself is ultimately recovered. When 
the person sees the object that he 

has misplaced, he immed iately 
recognizes that it was precise ly the 
object he looked for. Or when a 
person sees the object for which he 
came into another room, he imme
diately real izes that's what he came 
for. Or, the name he forgot will 
come to him spontaneously later. 
These are not losses of memory, 
merely interruptions of memory. 

SEX 
Sexual desires and funct ions differ 
in all people, those affected with 
Parkinson's disease or otherwise. 
Coming in advanced age, Parkin
son's disease occurs in persons with 
decl ining sexual interest. Some indi
viduals, however, retain considera
ble activity and interest in sex. 
Since the L-Dopa med ication be
came widely pub! icized, there has 
been speculation as to its effects on 
sexual desire and potency. News
papers carried glowing reports of 
restored sexual prowess. When such 
a side effect did show up, it proved 
to be short-I ived. The reports were 
of very few cases and in most 
instances actually fallacious in that 
they created the wrong impression. 
L-Dopa is not an aphrodis iac. The 
largest num ber of patients under 
the medication for any length of 
time had no such reaction a lthough 
many experienced restoration of 
other physical and mental powers. 

The exh ilaration of we ll-being fe lt 
by the patients on L-Dopa may 
help impress them so that they 
feel not only normal functions to 

have been restored but a lso their 
most fe rvent des ires. Some male 
patients want to believe that their 
mascu li nitv is enhanced by the 
magic pot ion. They may t ry to exer
cise viri lity as if they were returned 
to their younger years. Few will 
succeed. 
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General ly, the entire matter of sex 
is less of a problem for the female 
patient a lthough it is known that 
some of them retain st rong interest 
and desi res. Such desi res may be 
difficult to satisfy in some instan
ces. Renewed masturbation has 
been reported. Also, there may 
occur an intensification of emo
tions related to sex such as jealo usy 
or love itse lf. 

HYPNOSIS 
One strange phenomenon that 
people with Parkinson's d isease en
counter is the fact that the shaking 
or tremors stop wh il e they are 
asleep. This can lead to the infer
ence that they do not have the 
disease, o r that they will recover 
from it. Claims have been made 
that with hypnosis these symptoms 
can be el iminated. Such experi
ments have been tried without any 
permanent results. Of course, it is 
possib le to have someone with 
Parkinson's disease close his eyes 
and be hypnotized to stop the 
shaking. Just as it does in sleep, it 
stops. But when the person begins 
to be active again, these symptoms 
recur. Hypnosis is not an answer, 
nor does it reverse the d isease. 



Some persons have tried acupunc
ture. The results are not impressive. 

SURGERY 
One approach that has been used to 
alleviate some of the symptoms of 
Parkinson's disease, particularly 
tremors, is cryosurgery . This is an 
operation on the brain where some 
tissue is destroyed by exposure to 
extreme cold as a result of which 
tremors have been alleviated or 
eliminated. Many such post-opera
tive cases were seen at the Institute. 
In some instances tremors had been 
alleviated for a number of years. In 
other instances, the tremors have 
returned after a short or long dura

tion of time. In still others, new 
tremors appeared on the other side 
of the body. In others, various 
body functions became affected, 
such as speech, walking, etc. Exper
ience in the observation of post
-operative cases leads to the opinion 
that cryosurgery is not the answer. 
It is certainly not any cure. In any 
event, since the advent of L-Dopa it 
is much more rarely performed. 
However, certain excellent psycho
logical studies have been produced 
by psychologists working with the 
neurosurgeons. 

DRIVING 
One of the problems that comes up 
is whether a person with Parkin
son's disease should drive a car. For 
many cases this is not a serious 
problem as it is obvious that the 
person can do it, or that the person 
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cannot do it. However, there are 
questionable cases. In our experi
ence there are people who continue 
to dr ive long after they should have 
stopped and have suffered severe 
injuries and even death as a result. 
On the other hand, there are people 
who perform in driving very well, 
much better than they perform in 
anyth ing else. There are some who 
feel wonderful and comfortable be
hind the wheel of a car and their 
powers are retained . Where there is 
quest ion, it should be thoroughly 
raised with the doctor and should 
be earnestly approached. He must 
be the judge. Split second judg
ments as to when to lift the foot 
from the accelerator and put it on 
the brakes have to be made when 
driving. Impaired coordination 
which might lock the muscle that 
releases the foot can endanger the 
driver, passengers and others. It is 
to judge just such a condition that 
the physician must be consulted 
and he is the one who can best 
determ ine the patient's ability at 
the wheel. 

When discussing d riving, it should 
be realized that there are varying 
conditions. It is one thing to drive 
in a crowded city. It is another 
thing to drive on a remote, rural 
street. It is one thing to drive for 
long d istances on superh ighways at 
high speeds. It is another thing to 
drive slowly in a market area which 
is relatively less populated. Experi
ence has shown that many people 
tend to meet these problems on 

their own, or that some relative 
influences the decision that the 
person may be too dangerous to 
drive. The doctor will take into 
consideration the conditions under 
which the driving is to be done and 
the condition of the patient. He is 
in the best position to judge. 

RELATIONSHIPS 
Relatives have been of great assist
ance in helping patients seek hel p 
for themselves. Very often it was a 
relative who insisted that the 
patient come to the National Park
inson Institute for study and ad
vice. Very often it is the relative of 
a patient who insists that the 
patient go to a doctor and very 
often it is the relative who makes 
sure that the patient complies with 
the demands of a therapeutic pro
gram designed to keep the patient 
as alert and alive as he possibly can 
be. Relatives have performed func
tions such as setting up exercise 
apparatus in the apartments or 
homes of patients. Relatives have 
been very active in setting up safety 
measures such as railings in bath
rooms and wall bars by which 
patients can pull themselves out of 
bed. It is quite likely that in some 
instances the fact that the relative is 
interested and helping to devise 
methods of coping with the effects 
of the illness, has made a team out 
of both the patient and the relative, 
which has been tremendously ef
fective in helping the patient, enabl
ing him to function far more than 
he could have done alone. 
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Relationsh ips with relatives take on 
changes as a result of a person 
suffering from Parkinson's d isease. 
An individual who was forme rly 
very independent and insisting on 
his own ways, may sudden ly be
come docile and tremendously 
dependent, with the result that a 
relative who was dependent on him, 
now has to take over and act the 
independent role. A whole turna
bout in circumstances may occur. 
With Parkinson's disease, people 
who were formerly able to control 
themselves and act in understanding 
and d ign ified fashion , may under 
the stress of the illness and the 
difficulties they have to face, begin 
to lose some of these controls and 
show, for the first time in their 
lives, some temper or outbursts 
that they normally would be able 
to control and keep from being 
expressed. Hostilities which were 
suppressed in the past may surface. 
All sorts of new behavior patterns 
and persona lity changes may devel
op. But not necessarily so. By and 
large however, a person tends to 
maintain the personal ity he had 
before, making adjustments accord
ing to the symptoms as they occur. 

In many cases of Parkinson's dis
ease, a subtle psychological inter
play emerges. As the patient be
comes more dependent on a relative 
who attends him, he tends to 
become more demanding, not 
because he wants to be, but because 
the situation creates a new proce
dure. Thus, a person who previ-



ously was very much independent 
suddenly becomes overdependent. 
He makes al I kinds of simple 
demands, not because he cannot do 
these things for himself, but be
cause he realizes that the relation
ship between him and this attend
ing other person is now such that 
the person ought to attend to him. 
He thus develops an inclination to 
use this aspect of the relationship 
by asking for more, or making more 
demands. This is not always the 
case, but it occurs with consider
able frequency. 

Almost the opposite also occurs, and 
that is that a person resents any 
tendency on his part to be depend
ent and insists on trying everything 
for himself, even things that he 
cannot do. Judgments may have to 
be made as to when to step in and 
help and when not to. The usual 
rule is to strongly encourage the 
patient try for himself as much as 
possible. This will enable him to 
motivate himself to do and also will 
keep him in good practice. Motiva
tion is very important. It is amazing 
how well Parkinson patients can do 
when they are forced to do things, 
or when there is some special moti
vation. Ofttimes there is a disincli
nation to go somewhere, to visit 
people, or to go outdoors, or even 
to enter into discussions. But if 
forced to, very often the patient 
may be able to maintain himself 
much better. This again must be 
judged by the person who attends. 
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FAMILY 
Family structure is very seriously 
affected very often by Parkinson's 
disease. Some spouses show perhaps 
the greatest dedications that any 
human being can show to another. 
It has been remarkable how some 
husbands have devoted the major 
portions of their lives to their wives 
who are stricken. Likewise, it is just 
magnificent to see the understand
ing, sympathy and help that a wife 
will give to her husband who is 
stricken and needs her attentions. 
On the other hand, there are some 
spouses who are annoyed, unable to 
endure the suffering, or unable to 
respond, and find themselves ab
senting themselves from their 
homes much more and perhaps 
even seeking divorce. What an indi
vidual spouse will do is, of course, 
most important in connection with 
patient care. Where a spouse or 
close relative seeks to attend to a 
patient and devote his energies to 
him, he should be ready to discuss 
the illness openly and plainly with 
the experts in the field or those 
who are supervising the therapeutic 
program, so as to be sure that the 
patient can be helped to do pre
cisely what is necessary for his 
benefit. Every once in awhile, a 
spouse is found who does too much 
or who does not follow the doctor's 
orders to let the patient do as much 
as he can for himself. By having 
groups of spouses meet and discuss 
their joint problems, such persons 
can be helped to accept a change in 

approach. They pick up suggestions 
from one another as to what can be 
done. Frequently, such suggestions 
may inc lude expedients as the in
stallation of special devices to help 
in moving or walking or exercising, 
or the use of special techn iques in 
helping to overcome the interfer
ences created by symptoms. It is 
important to be ready to communi
cate with others about the illness at 
all t imes. 

In one instance a patient reported 
he is enjoying for the first time a 
relationship with his wife he never 
had before. Whereas previously, be
fore his ill ness, he was a very active 
person who needed no help from 
his wife, and who was always atten
tive to her. he now finds himself 
put in the reverse position and 
learns how rewarding it is to exper
ience her devotion and dedication. 
He experienced a new closeness in 
their relationship, something he had 
not quite realized before. There are 
new aspects of existence that can 
be experienced as a result of the 
changed circumstances brought out 
by Pa rkinson's disease which really 
can be considered positive. 

One of the problems faced by 
relatives is how much the relative is 
able to conduct his own existence 
and how much of it has to be 
sacrificed for the patient. One man 
who is used to being very active 
stopped going out at night in order 
to be with his wife who was inca
pacitated by Parkinson's disease. He 
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found after advice, however, that 
when he started to go out a few 
nights a week and come back and 
tell hi s wife the things that hap
pened, that both were better sat is
fied. Patients often can respond to 
events even vicariously rather than 
live the dul l, routine, meaningless 
existence where nothing new essen
tially happens, as a result of be ing 
shut-in . 

SOME CIRCUMSTANCES 
UNUSUAL 
Occasiona lly a strange circumstance 
is encountered. In one instance a 
patient needed help gett ing in and 
out of bed. During the night he 
would have to go to the bathroom 
twice or three times and he would 
then wake his wife to help him. She 
became very angry and irate and 
directed hostility toward him. For 
his part, he insisted he needed the 
help and there was noth ing he 
could do. She complained that it 
was interferi ng with her rest and 
she couldn't get a night's sleep. 
Therefore she claimed she was 
grouchy. During the course of a 
conference the wife was presented 
with two alternatives, one was to 
get an attendant to care for him to 
take over the function that she 
couldn't perform. The other was to 
submit herse lf to psychotherapy in 
order to change her att itudes so 
that she could perform the neces
sary funct ions without undue dis
comfort. Under analysis it turned 
out that her reaction of annoyance 
related to the fact that she had had 



to attend to two parents. Her father 
was bl ind for 12 years and her 
mother had both legs amputated. 

The need of her husband to call 

upon her for help during the night 
was interpreted in her mind as a 
threat that she may now have to 
attend a helpless individual again. 
This, under the circumstances was 
too distressing to her. Attitudes of 
relatives are important in the 
adaptation of Parkinson sufferers. 

Some relatives of patients have de
veloped an admirable approach to 
the handling of the patient. One 
instance was reported in which a 
patient "hasn't much time to feel 
sick." Although he has a consider
able number of Parkinsonian 
symptoms, his relatives followed a 
concerted plan to keep him active, 
insisting that he go with them 
wherever they go, participate in 
conversations and almost forced 
him to react. The result was that he 
didn't, in their words, "Have time 
to feel sick." Not everyone can be 
this inventive with attention, nor 
can everyone apply it with the good 
judgment and discernment as to 
when to force more reaction and 
when to leave the patient be. Such 
judgments must be made. While the 
patient cannot do everything, many 
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persons with Parkinson's disease, if 
attended to and forced to respond, 
will do so and do so repeatedly. It 
has been observed that patients 
who I ive alone and are forced to 
fend for themselves often make 
adaptations seemingly better than 
others who receive more solicitous 
care. One patient who had a great 
deal of difficulty talking, could 
spend quite a considerable time 
telling jokes and listening to jokes. 
It would get so that for a short 
while the effects of the illness 
would be in the background. It is 
like when anyone focuses very 
strongly on something and is deeply 
interested, all other annoyances and 
interferences are relegated to the 
subconscious for awhile. 

This booklet is an attempt to sum
marize frequently encountered ex
periences with Parkinson's disease 
with emphasis on psychological as
pects of the problems involved. Not 

all the facts about the disease are 
presented nor are the problems 
discussed as fully as possible. It is 
hoped that this offering will stimu
late attention and further effort to 
help with adjustment and the culti
vation of attitudes lead ing toward 
knowledgeable and better plans of 
therapeutic programs. 

Services provided at the Parkinson Institute are: 

Internal Medicine 

Neurology 

Neu ro-psych iatry 

Cardiology 

Electroencephalogram 

Electromyogram 

Physical Rehabilitation 

Occupational Therapy 

Speech Therapy 

Complete Laboratory Service 
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